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PREFACE 
The present report reviews a series of investigations on elec-
trostatic ion waves in a collisionless plasma. Most of the work 
was published from 1971 to 1979, and these publications are 
listed below. In the text they are referenced by Roman numerals 
and can be found in Appendices I to X. 
I Andersen, S.A., Jensen, V.O., Michelsen, P., and Nielsen, 
P. (1971). Determination and shaping of the ion-
velocity distribution function in a single-ended Q 
machine. Phys. Fluids 1^, 728-736. 
II Michelsen, P. and Pécseli, H.L. (1973). Propagation of 
density perturbations in a collisionless Q-machine 
plasma. Phys. Fluids 1_6, 221-225. 
III Christoffersen, G.B., Jensen, V.O., and Michelsen, P. 
(1974). Investigation of ion acoustic waves in 
collisionless plasma. Phys. Fluids _17, 390-399. 
IVa D'Angelo, N., Michelsen, P. and Pécseli, H.L. (1975). 
Damping-growth transition for ion-acoustic waves in a 
density gradient. Phys. Rev. Lett. 3A, 1214-1216. 
IVb D'Angelo, N., Michelsen, P. and Pécseli, H.L. (1976). Ion 
acoustic waves in a density gradient. Z. Naturforsch. 
31a, 578-582. 
V Jensen, V.O., Michelsen, P. and Hsuan, H.C.S. (1974). 
Absolute and convective ion beam instability studied 
through Green's function. Phys. Fluids 17, 2208-2214. 
VI Michelsen, P., Rasmussen, J.Juul and Sato, N. (1976) 
Propagation properties of density pulses in an ion-beam 
plasma system. Phys. Fluids 19_, 1021-1025. 
VII Jensen, T.D., Michelsen, P. and Rasmussen, J.Juul (1979). 
Wave propagation in an ion beam-plasma system. Plasma 
Phys. 21, 173-182. 
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VIII Michelsen, P. (1976). Stability limits of the ion beam 
excited electrostatic ion cyclotron instability. Phys. 
Fluids 19, 337-33?. 
IX Michelsen, P., Pécseli, H.L., Rasmussen, J.Juul, and Sato, 
N. (1976). Unstable electrostatic ion cyclotron waves 
excited by an ion beam. Phys. Fluids j^ 9, 453-456. 
X Michelsen, P., Pécseli, H.L. and Rasmussen, J.Juul (1977). 
Ion-beam-excited electrostatic ion cyclotron instab-
ility. Phys. Fluids. 20, 866-867. 
* The American Institute of Physics, the Institute of Physics 
and the editor of Zeitschrift fur Naturforschung have kindly 
given permission to reproduce these publications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To get more insight into the nature of plasmas and be able to 
utilize their many possible application, it is necessary to 
understand the basic phenomena of plasma physics. To describe 
the behaviour of most plasmas of interest classical theory is 
sufficient, i.e. the equations describing the plasma are those 
of Boltzmann and Maxwell, and from these the dynamics of a plas-
ma can be calculated in principle. In practice, however, these 
equations can be solved only analytically in special cases and 
only after introducing assumptions of various kinds in the 
equations. In some cases it is possible from a theoretical 
point of view to state for which values of the variables the as-
sumptions are valid, but in many cases only experiments can in-
dicate this. In this connection as well, numerical simulations 
of plasma phenomena can sometimes be considered to be "experi-
ments", in the late fifties there were nearly no possibilities 
of comparing theories with experimental results in plasma phys-
ics. This was due to bcth an inadequate knowledge of plasmas 
and lack of experimental plasmas which could be utilized in 
basic investigations. At that time plasmas were produced by 
applying large currents and fields to some neutral gases yield-
ing noisy plasmas of short lifetimes which were not useful in 
enabling careful measurements to be made. 
The introduction of the Q-machine (Q for quiescent) at the be-
ginning of the sixties caused a breakthrough in experimental 
plasma physics. In a few years several new types of plasma 
waves and instabilities were observed, diffusion across the mag-
netic field was measured, and damping of ion-acoustic waves due 
to a collisionless mechanism was observed. The main reasons for 
the success of the Q-machine were as follows: 1) the plasma 
could be produced without any of the large internal electric 
fields necessary to generate other kinds of plasmas, 2) the 
plasma was in a steady state, and 3) the plasma parameters 
covered a new and important range of plasma studies. 
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The Risø Q-machine was constructed in 1966-67 and since then a 
large number of plasma phenomena have been studied utilizing it. 
Some of these experiments together with theoretical consider-
ations and calculations are reported in detail in the papers in 
Appendixes I-X, while a short review of this work with some com-
ments is given and discussed in the following chapters. 
Chapter 2 gives a description of the Q-machine, the parameters 
of the plasma, and the diagnostic methods which have been used 
to measure these parameters. It also contains the main con-
clusions from paper I concerning measurements of the ion vel-
ocity distribution. Chapter 3 describes the main conclusions 
from papers II-III and also contains a discussion of the correct-
ness of using a first pole approximation in order to describe 
propagation of linear ion-acoustic waves. Chapter 4 discusses 
the work in paper IV concerning ion-acoustic waves in an inhomo-
genous pl?sma. The topic of Chapter 5 is the propagation of 
stable and unstable ion-acoustic waves and pulses in an ion-
beam plasma, a work which is described in detail in papers V-
VII. Finally in Chapter 6 the work from papers VIII-X about the 
electrostatic ion-cyclotrcn waves is discussed. 
2. THE Q-MACHINE 
The principle of the Q-machine, its history and a review of the 
most important work concerning Q-machine research up to about 
1972, can be found in the book "Q-Machines" by R.W. Motley 
(1975). Here we shall just briefly describe the principle of 
the machine, (see Motley's book for details) as well as the 
special features used in the Risø Q-rr., hine, a sketch of which 
is shown in Fig. 1. After this the diagnostic tools (the Lang-
muir probe and the ion energy analyzer) will be discussed. These 
two important tools are also described in the Q-machine book 
with special attention to the problems which arise when they are 
used in the Q-machine plasma. 
rig. 1. Tha 0*MchiM. 1) Plaama cnlunn. 2) Hot plata, 3) Cealu* ovan, 4) Magnetic (laid colla, 
S) Cooling ayate* (or vacuu« vaaaal, 4) Enargy analyaar, 7) ungnulr proba, •) Grid (or wave ax-
cltation. 9) Microwave cavity (or alactron heating, 10) Circuit (or energy analyaar, 11) Wava 
oaeillacor, 12) Microwave oacillator, 13) Circuit (or probe, 14) and IS) Pumping tubaa, li) Power 
aupply (or heating of the hot plata. 
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Plasma production in the Q-machine is based on thermal contact 
ionization. When vapour of a metal with a low ionization poten-
tial hits another Metal with a work function higher than or 
comparable to the ionization potential cf the first asetal, a 
considerable number of the impinging atoms will be ionized. This 
phenomenon was discovered by Lar.gmuir and Kingdon in 1925. but 
not until much later was it used for plasma physical purposes, 
by Rynn and D*Angelo in 1960. Since electrons are also necess-
ary for plasma production the ionizing plate must be heated tc 
at least 2000 K to emit electrons by Richardson emission. The 
only metals which satisfy the two conditions of low work func-
tion and high melting point are tungsten, tantalum, rhenium and 
molybdenum. For the materials to be ionized the alkali metals 
are mostly used as well as some divalent metals as strontium and 
barium, and it has been reported tnat even uranium could be 
utilized (Kashmi 1971). Since cesium has the lowest ionization 
potential of any metal, it is most efficiently ionized. To 
choose the metal for the ionization surface a compromise is 
necessary as the work function should be as low as possible tc 
yield a high emission of electrons; on the other hand it rr.ust 
lie above the ionization potential of the metal to be ionized. 
In the Risø Q-machine tantalum plates are used, while several of 
the alkali metals (Cs, Rb, K and Na, have been applied. The hot 
plate (or plates) confines the plasma in the axial direction. 
In the radial direction the plasma is confined by a strong mag-
netic field. To reduce the gyro radius of cesium ions to a 
value much smaller than the radius of the plasma column (1.5 cm) 
the strength of the magnetic field has to be higher than »0.2 
T. To investigate phenomena that depend on the B-field, it is 
cf course necessary that this field can be varied in a specified 
range. In the Risø Q-machine the maximum field is around ?.8 T, 
while the normal field strength is «« 0.3 - 0.4 T. 
One of the main advantages of the Q-machine is that the plasma 
is effectively collisionless, at least for low plasma densities, 
i.e. collisions are unimportant for the phenomena investigated 
and only collective effects can be expected to play any role. 
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To avoid neutral collisions the background pressure is normally 
=* 2*10 mm Hg, which gives a mean free path for ion-neutral col-
2 3 
lisions on the order of 10 -10 m. The largest ion-neutral col-
lision cross section is the charge exchange cross section, which 
• 14 2 for cesium at low energies is about 6*10 cm . This was 
measured by a special technique in the Q-machine by Andersen et 
al. (1972). To keep the neutral cesium pressure low, the walls 
of the vacuum vessel are cooled down to -16°C, at which tempera-
—8 ture the vapour pressure of neutral cesium is 10 mm Hg, giving 
a mean free path for charge exchange on the order of 500 m. 
The cesium is produced in an oven where a mixture of CsCl and Ca 
is heated to a few hundred degrees centigrade. At this temper-
ature cesium vapour is produced and brought to strike the hot 
plate by a tube. If a plasma of very low density (n ~ 10 m ) 
is desired, the machine can be run in a vapour pressure mode 
without using the ovens. Then the background Cs-pressure will 
be sufficient to supply the hot plates with cesium atoms. Be-
sides this, it is possible to cperate the machine in a double-
ended mode with two hot plates or in a single-ended mode where 
only one hot plate is used to produce the plasma. In the latter 
case the plasma column is terminated on a cold plate. The ad-
vantages of double-ended operation are that it is possible to 
18 — 3 
obtain a high density (about 10 m '/ith Cs-plasma) and the 
plasma drift velocity can be decreased to a negligible value by 
adjusting the temperature of the hot plates. If these two 
things are unnecessary for enabling an experiment to take place, 
the single-ended operation is more convenient. In the single-
ended operation the terminating plate is normally biased nega-
tively thereby reflecting electrons ana absorbing ions. The 
opposite case with positive end plate makes the plasma noisy due 
to the current-driven ion-acoustic instability (Michelsen et al. 
1979) or the current-driven ion-cyclotron instability (Motley 
and D'Angelc 1963) . For a negatively biased terminating plate 
the absorption of ions gives rise to a drifting of the ions from 
the hot plate towards the cold plate. The velocity of this 
drift is normally larger than the ion thermal velocity; as a 
plasma sheath, due to a surplus of electrons, will create a neg-
ative plasma potential. In this case the ions will, therefore, 
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be accelerated when passing the negative sheath in front of the 
hot plate. This is called electron-rich conditions and is the 
normal state of operation. Ion-rich conditions arise when 
either the temperature of the hot place is low or the plasma 
density is very high, i.e. in cases with a deficit of electrons, 
which implies that the plasma potential be positive. This state 
normally also introduces instabilities in the plasma which make 
it noisy (Butchelnikova et al. 1966). The main advantage of the 
single-ended mode operation is the possibility of using the cold 
end plate either as an energy analyzer, as ion collector to 
measure density, or as a wave exciter. The existence of an ion 
drift velocity may also be an advantage in many cases, both when 
measuring the ion energy distribution function, and also when 
treating some wave experiments as initial value problems instead 
of the more difficult boundary value problems wher the plasma 
drift velocity is larger than the phase velocity of the wave. 
For the Q-machine experiments up to about 1970, knowledge about 
the ion velocity distribution, the spatial variation of the 
plasma potential along the column axis, and the ion temperature 
were based on theoretical considerations. It was normally as-
sumed that both electron and ion velocity distribution functions 
were Maxwellian, in some cases with small drift velocities and 
with temperatures very close to that of the hot plate For wave 
studies, knowledge of the distribution functions is a crucial 
point at least when the phase velocity of the wave io comparable 
to the thermal velocity of the ions or electrons. 
The rirst thorough investigation of the parallel (i.e. ? B) ion 
energy distribution function was carried out in the Risø Q-
machine and the results are presented in Appendix I, which con-
tains all the experimental details. The main findinc of this 
investigation was that the ion velocity distribution function, 
f (v), was strongly dependent on both plasma density and plate 
temperature, i.e. electron emission. At high densities (n > 
10 m~ ) charge exchange processes in front of the hot plate 
were of importance and gave rise tc ion temperatures, T,, con-
siderably above the hot plate temperature, T„p, and in some 
cases even caused double-humped ion velocity distributions. For 
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low densities (n < 10 m ) it was found that the ions were 
adiabatically cooled when passing the electron-rich sheath in 
front of the hot plate to temperatures well below T . The 
variation with plate temperature of the plasma potential, ct ., 
and the drift velocity of the ions V , was found in agreement 
with theory. In most cases the ion drift velocity was shown to 
be large compared with the ion thermal velocity, in agreement 
with the large negative potential drop in front of the hot plate. 
These results were obtained for a plasma in a single-ended oper-
ation, since the energy analyzer terminates the plasma column. 
Some results for a double-ended machine obtained with a small 
energy analyzer were later presented by the author (Michelsen 
(1971). The main conclusion of that work was that In double-
ended operation the ion distribution function is double humped 
at .ow plasma densities. But even with a small analyzer (dia-
meter = 2 mm) shadow effects are unavoidable, at least for 
electrons, since the electron cyclotron radius, p , is on the 
order of 5*10 m in the Q-machine plasma. Another restriction 
on the use of the energy analyzer is that it has to be biased 
negatively to reflect electrons. In a plasma which is termin-
ated on a positive end plate, some instabilities arise and deter-
mination of the distribution function is difficult. Several cal-
culations of the velocity distribution function and the poten-
tial versus distance were given by Michelsen et al. (1979) , 
while a thorough theoretical analysis of the problem was re-
cently presented by Kuhn (1979). 
All measurements mentioned in this report were performed by 
means of either the energy analyzer or Langmuir probes. From an 
experimental point of view the Langmuir probe is a simple diag-
nostic tool. Analytical calculation of the current voltage 
characteristics is possible in only a few special cases, however, 
namely when the probe is either very small or very large com-
pared to the Debye-length and, furthermore, only for non-magnet-
ized, isotropic plasmas. Probe theories for stationary and 
flowing plasmas can be found in the book by Chung et al. (1975), 
for instance. Detailed investigations of probes in Q-machine 
plasma have been performed by Chen et al. (1968) , who found that 
the numerical calculations of Lam (1965) and Laframboise (1966) 
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gave rsults in reasonable agreement with probe measurements. 
Since detailed investigations of Langmuir probes can be fouid 
in the literature, and the use of such probes in the investi-
gations described in I-X is directly mentioned in every case, 
it shall not be discussed further here. 
3. ION-ACOUSTIC WAVES 
Many kinds of waves are knowt to exist in plasmas. Among these 
the electrostatic waves, propagating in a homogeneous plasma 
parallel to the magnetic field, are probably the simplest to in-
vestigate seen both from a theoretical and an experimental point 
of view. The electrostatic waves can be divided into two kinds 
or branches. The low frequency branch (w ~ u> . ) , where both 
ions and electrons take part in the wave motion, includes, for 
instance, ion-acoustic and ion-cyclotron waves. The high fre-
quency branch, where predominantly the electrons oscillate, is 
represented by Langmuir waves or, if the geometry in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the propagation is finite, the Trivelpiece-
Gould mode. From an experimental point of view the ion-acoustic 
waves are easier to investigate partly due to the low frequen-
cies and partly to the easier diagnostics. On the other hand, 
because of the strong damping of ion-acoustic waves (at least 
for T = T,) wave propagation in a dispersive plasma, which in-
volves a lot of interesting nonlinear phenomena, can be studied 
more effectively using the high-frequency branch (see, e.g. 
Michelsen et al. 1978, Lynov et al. 1979 and Michelsen 1980). 
Therefore, one reason to study ion-acoustic waves is to gain 
some insight into one kind of plasma wave, which can then hope-
fully be used to understand the propagation properties of other 
more complicated plasma waves. Besides this, ion-acoustic waves 
are of direct importance for several reasons. One, because they 
provide a means of carrying energy into a plasma and, thereby, 
of heating it. Despite the supporting of the plasma by a mag-
netic field in many cases, this does not preclude the propa-
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gation of ion-acoustic waves. This follows because, e.g., in 
the region of fusion interest, the ion plasma frequency exceeds 
the ion cyclotron frequency, and the waves propagate freely a-
cross the magnetic field as well as along it. As a result, we 
take note of the phenomenon of ion heating by turbulence, in 
which ion-acoustic waves are identified as being directly re-
sponsible, (Wharton et al. 1971, Hamberger et al. 1971). A sec-
ond reason why these waves are important is that they can be 
used for diagnostic purposes, in order to determine the plasma 
flow velocity (Hsuan et al. 1975) or electron temperature, for 
instance (Appendix X and Schrittwieser 1978). 
Propagation and damping of ion-acoustic waves were first studied 
by Hatta and Sato (19G1) and by Little (1961) . The former ex-
cited the waves by applying oscillating potentials to a grid im-
mersed in a discharge plasma, while the latter used a coil for 
excitation. However, the first experimental observation of 
Landau damping as described theoretically by Landau in 1946 for 
electron waves and by Fried and Gould in 1961 for ion-acoustic 
waves was reported by Wong et al. (1962 and 1964). Since the 
concept of Landau damping is unique to pJasma physics and as 
there has been some discussion of the interpretation of Wong et 
al.'s results, we shall devote ourselves to a review of this 
discussion in this chapter, and to a further analysis of a few 
of the problems which have arisen in this connection. The 
Landau damping has also been investigated in connection with 
electron plasma waves, but the discussion here will be restric-
ted to ion-acoustic waves. 
3.1. First pole approximation 
The fundamental equations describing ion-acoustic waves, which 
were already introduced by Fried and Gould (1961), are the 
Vlasov equation for ions and electrons, and the Poisson equation, 
which gives the relation between particle densities and the elec-
tric field. The main assumptions are that collisions can be 
neglected and that the waves considered are electrostatic. Fur-
thermore, in the following we will restrict the discussion to 
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wave propagation in one dimension since the plasma normally is 
confined by a strong magnetic field, i.e. (w << u> . and w << 
ci pe 
w ). In a work by Jensen (1962) the equations were simplified 
further by assuming that the phase velocity, to/k << c = elec-
tron thermal velocity. In this case it is realistic to consider 
the electrons as a fluid, and if their mass is neglected com-
pared to that of t*:a ions, the electrons will be Boltzmann dis-
tributed. In this case the system of equations after linear-
ization can be written in the following way: 
3f(x,v,t) 3f(x,v,t) e 3£ d fo ( v ) ,
 n 
3t 3x " M 3x dV u 
2 r°° 
JL| = - |_
 (n n ,. n. = f(x,v,t) dv; (3.1) 
3xz eo x e x J 
1 9ne _ e 3<p , 
n_ 9x KT 3x ' 
o e 
n = f (v) dv . 
o J o 
Here f_(v) and f(v) are the zero and first-order ion velocity 
distribution functions, respectively, n is the zero-order den-
sity, while n and n. are the first-order electron and ion den-
sity, respectively. The electric potential is <)> and the other 
symbols have their normal meaning. When only long wavelengths, 
A, are considered, i.e. A >> A (A = Debye length), we may as-
i 2 A 
sume quasi-neutrality; this means we neglect the -r—f term in the 
Poisson equation and by eliminating the potential we can t.hen 
get a simpler equation which will be considered in this chapter: 
3f(x,v,t) 3f(x,v,t) cs 2 3n(x,t) d fo ( v ) _
 n ,, ,. 
o 
where cs » (KT /M)' is called the sound speed. This equation 
was, in fact, the one discussed by Wong et al. (1962 and 1964). 
They calculated the phase velocity, v
 h * u>/k , and the relative 
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damping constant, 6/A = k /(2rrk.) based on Eq. 3.2 and found 
good agreement with their measurements when they assumed that 
the ion velocity distribution was a Maxwellian; it had a small 
drift velocity, which they found by fitting the theoretical re-
sults to the experimentally obtained values. The results of 
this work were later criticized, especially by Gould (1964) as 
well as by Hirshfield and Jacob (1968). We shall discuss these 
criticisms together with the solution, which Wong et al. used 
for comparison of their experimental results. Eq. 3.1 was 
solved by using a Fourier transform in time and a Laplace trans-
form in space. The dispersion relation was obtained: 
< k v ! -5^ 2 1é-( f - v o)] + 1 = °. 
where Z is the "plasma dispersion function" (Fried and Conte 
1961) , T and T. are temperatures of electrons and ions, respect-
e
 k 
ively, c. = (2KT./M)^ is the ion thermal velocity, and V is the 
ion drift velocity. Then the (kA_)2 term was neglected, which 
corresponds to using Eq. 3.2, and the solution to the equation: 
Z' 7^ (8 - v°) 
T. 
» 2 ^ i, (3.3) 
e 
with the smallest negative imaginary part was chosen among the 
infinite nun 
solution is 
umber of solutions to the equation. For T = T. this 
e i 
ui £ - V = c. (1.447 - 0.602i). (3.4) 
K O X 
According to the authors, the reason that the solution (Eq. 3.4) 
was chosen was that it was the least damped ion oscillation mode. 
As pointed out by Gould, this is correct only in the case where 
the equation is solved as an initial value problem. Then an a-
symptotic solution « exp[i(kx-wt)] for large t can be found fol-
lowing the same method as Landau used for electron waves. For a 
boundary value problem, on the contrary, the solution (Eq. 3.4) 
will give the spatially most damped mode when V = 0. When V >0 
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there may be some other modes which are more damped, but there 
will always be an infinite number of modes with smaller damping 
than that of the solution (Eq. 3.4), which is the so-called 
"first pole approximation". This can easily be seen if the sol-
ution is written as: 
kl (I - v„) - »*•. 
since an asymptotic solution (Nielsen 1969) to Eq. 3.3 can be 
found to be: 
r ~ [(2|p| - 5/4)TT]* 
<t> J + 277 In (2/rrer) for p > 0 (3.5) 
$ ~ - |£ + —a" In (2/^Gr) for p < 0, 
where 
e = T e/ T i, 
and p, which we shall denote the "mode number", is an integer 
different from zero: 
(|p| = 1, 2, . . . ) . 
The damping coefficient, 6, is then given by 
6 = i_ B - fi r2 + 2rcos<» Vo/ci + (Vo/ci)2 
k. w rsin$ 
For r •*• co, we get, for modes moving in the positive direction 
(p > 0), <J> •* - -J, and therefore 6 •* c,r/u>. That is, the damping 
distance increases for increasing mode number. If one moves 
along with a spatially damped wave, we can also discuss temporal 
damping. The damping time will then be given by T = ok /u>, 
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which, from the above given asymptotic approximation, can be 
seen to decrease with increasing mode number. Obviously, we can 
state that the reason why the spatial damping decreases for in-
creasing mode number is that although the temporal damping in-
creases, the phase velocity increases faster with mode number. 
The exact solution of Eq. 3.3 for the first 10 poles is given 
in Table 1 for T = T., together with the asymptotic solution 
(Eq. 3.5), which is seen to be a good approximation even for 
p = 1. 
Table 1. The exact solutions of the equation Z'(X *-iY ) = 2 
and the asymptotic solutions (Eq. 3.5): X' +iY* for p < 10. 
X* 
P 
Y' 
P 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1.4467 
2.3583 
2.9711 
3.4711 
3.9050 
4.2939 
4.6496 
4.9793 
5.2882 
5.5797 
-0.6020 
-1.7906 
-2.4909 
-3.0418 
-3.5106 
-3.9256 
-4.3019 
-4.6486 
-4.9716 
-5.2753 
1.3979 
2.3403 
2.9602 
3.4634 
3.8991 
4.2891 
4.6456 
4.9759 
5.2852 
5.5770 
-0.6342 
-1.7782 
-2.4818 
-3.0349 
-3.5051 
-3.9212 
-4.2981 
-4.6453 
-4.9687 
-5.2727 
Many authors have described their experimental results either by 
using a first pole approximation, or by using a few of the low-
est order modes. In the case of a drifting plasma, the mode 
with p = -1 may move in the same direction as the p - 1 mode. 
These two modes are then often called the slow and fast mode, 
respectively. For large temperature ratio (T /T. -* °°), wave 
propagation will be well described by the fluid equations, and 
only the slow and the fast mode will be solutions of the fluid 
dispersion relation. 
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In the paper by Gould (1964) a special case is considered where 
waves are assumed to be excited with a double grid which speci-
fies the boundary condition. Nevertheless, it seems that most 
of his conclusions are quite general. Although the first pole 
gives the most damped mode, he found that this mode is excited 
so strongly that the other modes are smaller until about x = 
ci 75 — ; this corresponds to about 7 wavelengths of the first mode. 
Along the same distance the wave is damped by about a factor of 
10 . Furthermore, he shows that the decay of the ion wave is 
eventually limited by an electron contribution, already at x = 
30 c./w for a cesium plasma. This electron contribution is not 
included in Eq. 3.2. Altogether he concludes that the first 
pole approximation is fairly good in a distance neither too 
close nor too far from the exciter. Since the level of exci-
tation on the va* ious modes depends on the excitation method 
alone, it can also be concluded that to compare the theory with 
experimental results it is important to study this excitation. 
Since the propagation itself depends on f (v) and T /T. , it is 
also of importance to know these two quantities. 
3.2. Free-streaming model 
Another weak point in the experiment by Wong et al. was dis-
cussed by Hirshfield and Jacob (1968). According to this work 
the experimental result could as well be explained by a "free 
streaming model", i.e. by the Vlasov equation without the col-
lective term: 
f f + v f f = 0 . <3'«» 
The solution of this equation solved as a boundary problem with 
the boundary condition: f(x=0,v,t) H g(v,t) 
is: f(x,v,t) = g(v,t-x/v). 
Since the collective term is proportional to T /T., the simple 
free-streaming equation (3.6) is exact for T = 0, and obviously 
a good approximation when Te/TA is sufficiently small. A formal 
solution to the Vlasov equation (3.2) including the collective 
term is (see III) : 
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f (x,v,t) = g(v.t-x/v) + c* ±- f^(v)i[ *n£,'* ' dx« a (x'tt') 
from which it can be seen that Eq. 3.6 also should be a good 
approximation for small values of x, except in cases where •5^  -* °° 
for x -* 0 (see II). In the experiment by Wong et al. T /T. = 1. 
Then according to Hirshfield and Jacob the difference between 
the two solutions is too small to be observable in an experiment. 
In fact, it turns out (Jensen and Michelsen 1972) that the 
"waves" described by Eq. 3.6 undergo a stronger damping far from 
the exciter than waves described by the Vlasov equation (3.2), 
i.e. when a collective term is included in Eq. 3.6. When the 
collective forces get stronger, which happens when T /T. in-
creases, the damping gets smaller, and eventually vanishes for 
T /T. •+ <», in which case the fluid equations describe the wave 
propagation exactly. From this point of view the terms "Landau 
damping" or "collective damping" are somewhat misleading since 
the heavy damping is due to phase mixing of freely streaming 
particles, while the collective behaviour, in f .ct, reduces this 
damping. The energy exchange between potential energy and ion 
kinetic energy in an ion-acoustic wave was recently considered 
(Jensen and Lynov 1979), and it was concluded that the kinetic 
absorption spectrum in velocity space is broad and rather com-
plicated. The simple picture of Landau damping (e.g. Dawson 
1961), as an interaction between the wave and particles of vel-
ocity close to the phase velocity is therefore rather useless for 
scrongly damped waves as e.g. ion-acoustic waves when T, <^ 1 . 
3.3. Exact solutions and experiments 
Finally, it was pointed out by Andersen et al. (1971) that a con-
clusive experiment of the effect of the collective term in the 
Vlasov equation could be performed only if the ion velocity dis-
tribution function of both the main plasma fQ(v) and the initial 
perturbation, g(v), as well as the electron temperature, T , 
were measured. This was done in the experiment by Andersen et 
al. (1971), for a case where the perturbation was a short pulse 
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(6-function) and the results were compared with exact calcu-
lations utilizing the technique based on the use of Green's 
function. The main conclusion that collective effects were ob-
served was, however, based on a direct measurement of the per-
turbation of the ion velocity distribution function, f (v) . For 
velocities higher than the pulse velocity negative values of 
f(v) were observed. Since this showed up as a local minimum of 
the observed pulse, it was called an "undershoot", and it was 
shown that a similar result could not be obtained from the 
equation describing free-streaming particles (Eq. 3.6). 
Further investigations of the propagation properties of linear 
ion-acoustic waves were performed by the author and co-workers 
and are reported in papers II and III. 
In paper II the evolution of the ion velocity distribution func-
tion was calculated and measured for a case where the initial 
perturbation consisted of a steplike discontinuity of plasma 
density. In the experiment both a local minimum (undershoot) as 
also seen by Andersen et al. (1971) , and a local maximum (over-
shoot) were observed; both of these could be explained theoreti-
cally in terms of the collective interaction. A detailed physi-
cal explanation of the undershoot was given by Jensen (1976) . 
In the experiment it was estimated that the temperature ratio 
T /T. = 1.5, but still the perturbation due to the collective 
e' i c 
interaction was observed and calculated to be fairly small. If 
we consider the full Vlasov equation without linerization we see 
that the sole nonlinear term is the same as the one giving the 
collective effects. Since these are small, the nonlinear effect 
should be negligible. This was tested experimentally by in-
creasing the perturbation level tc about 100% (An/n = 1), and 
no change of the curve shapes was observed. 
In paper III a general investigation of wave propagation was per-
formed with special attention given to sinusoidal waves. An 
exact solution of Eq. 3.2 was obtained with the boundary condi-
tion f(x = 0, v > 0,t) = g(v)ea , by performing convolution in-
tegrals of the Green's functions. The calculations showed that 
the ion-acoustic waves in general were damped. For T = 0 the 
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damping is clearly caused solely by phase mixing of freely 
streaming ions and therefore the ratio £/A, i.e. damping length 
divided by wavelength, is given roughly by v
 h/£v, where åv is 
the width of the g(v) function. For T > 0, collective inter-
action, of course, plays a role in the wave damping. However, 
it can easily be seen that by assuming a proper g(v) function, 
one can get the same Green's function for the density for T = 0 
as the one we obtain for T > 0. This also means that we can 
e 
obtain the sam^ amplitude curve versus distance for the case T 
= 0, as the one we obtain for T - 0 . More generally it was 
shown for an initial value problem by Pécseli (1974) , by using 
van Kampen (1955)-Case (1959) type solutions, that «*.-.y amplitude 
function, n(k.t) which can be Fourier transformed can be ob-
tained by choosing a proper g(v). For a boundary value problem 
it was shown by Hsuan and Jensen (1973) that a pure exponential 
damping for all x-values, i.e. a solution of the type n(x) « 
exp(ikx) with k complex, is not possible. This is in agreement 
with a more general statement, that for any amplitude function 
n(u,x), from which the inverse Laplace transform can be found, a 
g(v) function can be obtained from this Laplace transform- This 
can easily be seen from a derivation similar to that of Pécseli 
(1975). It should be noted here that in the original paper by 
Landau (1946), where asymptotic solutions of the type exp(iut) 
were obtained, it was assumed that g(v) and df (v)/dv were holo-
morphic functions, an assumption which is not introduced in the 
van Kampen-Case solution method. 
Further detailed numerical calculations based on tne analytical 
result obtained in III and by Jensen and Michelsen (1972) showed, 
however, that when the perturbation function, g(v) and the zero-
order distribution, f (v), were both chosen to be drifting 
o 
Maxwellian^., and T /T. > 1, the resulting phase velocity and 
damping coefficient were in good agreement with a "first pole 
approximation" when measured a few wavelengths from the wave ex-
citer position. On the other hand,when more complicated g(v) 
and f (v) functions were chosen, the exact calculations gave re-
sults very different from the first pole approximation. It has 
been shown experimentally by Christoffersen (1971) that a variety 
of g(v) functions can be obtained depending on plasma parameters, 
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on dc-bias of the exciter grid,etc. Similar to the Mentioned 
numerical calculations it has been observed in many experiments. 
Wong et al. (1962 and 1*64), Andersen et al. (1968), Sato and 
Sasaki (1972), Buizi (1974), Kichelser. et al. (1978) and in III 
that the first pole approximation describes the results quite 
well in a distance net too close to the exciter. In »1A the ex-
periments a strong damping is found and therefore only few wave-
lengths (-- 5 - 1C) can be observed. The asymptotic behaviour is 
therefore of minor interest from an experimental point of view. 
From a theoretical point of view, however, one could claim that 
the "true" dispersion relation, if it exists, is obtained for 
large values of x, similar to the initial value problem as 
treated by Landau, where the first pole approximation gives the 
true asymptotic solution for large t. On the basis of the dis-
cussion above a general dispersion relation does not exist since 
it depends on g(v), i.e. the boundary conditions. However, if 
we as^ ufes that g(v) and f (v) are drifting Haxwellians it can be 
shown analytically (see Appendix A) that asymptotically the den-
sity varies as n(x,t) i exp(-x ' -i«t) which means that the 
first pole approximation breaks down for large values of x. The 
same conclusion was obtained by Gould, but for another reason. 
He showed that the decay of the ion wave is eventually limited 
by a contribution associated with the electrons, which arises 
only if quasi-neutrality is not assumed. This electron contri-
2/3 bution has also the asymptotic dependence exp(-x ' ). 
3.4. Normal modes 
It is of course of importance to know in which cases the first 
pole approximation can be used since this greatly simplifies 
calculations of problems where ion-acoustic waves are of import-
ance. This is, e.g., the case in certain nonlinear calculations 
(Michelsen et al. 1978), or when ion-acoustic waves are used for 
diagnostics (Hsuan et al. 1975 and Schrittwieser 1978). He 
shall therefore discuss this problem in more detail. 
As can be seer from III, the solution to Eq. 3.2 with the bound-
ary conditions noted can be written as 
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• l o t 
n{x) = 2il J ^ M(|)eikxdk, (3.7) 
-oo-lCt 
where 
ui X g (v 
k * V-(JL) u>/k 
M(r) = ^ = + M» (3.8) lk' " 2 » 
c
 f J. 
nn T v-, 
!.!*_ i £ ^ v 
— 00 
and 
n = I g(v )dv. 
By closing the integration path in Eq. 3.7 in the upper half 
plane above all the poles (Gould 1964 and Nielsen 1969), we can 
in principle express n(x) as an infinite sum of all the residues, 
plus a contribution from the singularity in k = 0. Therefore, 
we cs. > »i. , f e 
j 9(v)
 av J n_ •* v-u/k ik x . ,„, ,,
 Q» 
n(x) = i _ ° _ ~m P e p + x(x), (3.9) 
^ d  
2 » fQ'(v) 
Y v-w/k 
p=l c r o , 
s r T,—dv 
P 
where k is the p'th solution of 
P 
2 » 
cs f f o ( v ) 
o .i P 
* 
means integration below the pole v = W A D ' an<* x(x) i s t n e 
integral around the origin including all the poles from J+1 and 
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upwards. As discussed in III and also by others (Nielsen 1969 
and Pécseli 1975) the solution (Eq. 3.7 and 3.8) is exact only 
when the boundary condition is specified with g(v) = fQ(v) = 0 
ior negative values of v. The velocity integrals in Eq. 3.8 can 
be expressed in terms of the plasma dispersion function (Fried 
and Conte 1961) if g(v) and f_(v) are Maxwellians or a sum of 
these. Since these functions are not identically equal to zero 
for negative velocities, the solution will be inexact, but a 
rather good approximation is obtained if V >2c. In the ex-
periment described in III, and in other ion-acoustic wave ex-
periments performed in single-ended Q-machines, it is believed 
that under normal conditions the ion velocity distribution func-
tions g(v) and f (v) are truncated drifting Maxwellians. In the 
following we shall assume that g(v) and fQ(v) both are drifting 
Maxwellian distributions with the same drift velocity, V . 
Therefore the v-integrals in Eq. 3.9 may be expressed in terms 
of the plasma dispersion function, Z, and we get: 
L 2Z(u ) 
n ( : ) =
 f 6Z"(u ) e xP^/(yu o)3 + XU) (3.10) 
where u = V /c. is the normalized drift velocity, £ = MX/C. is 
the normalized distance from the exciter, and u = w/c^k is the 
normalized phase velocity determined from the dispersion re-
lation: 
1 - | Z'fu) = 0. 
By using the relation (Fried and Conte 1961) 
Z'(u) = -2tl + u_Z(u )], 
we get from Eq. 3.10: 
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L
 1+8 
From the asymptotic expansion for u {Eq. 3.5), it is easily 
seen that this sum diverges for L-*°° for all values of £. There-
fore we can conclude that the solution for n(x) (Eq. 3.7) cannot 
be resolved into a sum of natural modes as is the case when the 
Vlasov equation 3.1 or 3.2 is solved as an initial value problem. 
The reason is that the contribution of the singularity in k=0 
cannot easily be calculated. It is, however, interesting to 
consider the first few terms of Eq. 3.10, some of which are 
given in Table 2 for a. case where u = 3. This velocity is higher 
Table 2. The coefficients 2Z(u )/6Z"(u ) and the exponents 
i(u +u„) of the first few terms of Eq. 3.10 for u_ = 3 and p o ^ o 
9 = 1 . p < 0 indicate modes moving slower than u , but forward. 
2z
 <y i 
ez"(u ) u + u 
p P ° p 
1 
-1 
2 
-2 
3 
-3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
real part 
0.2048 
0.2048 
0.0185 
0.0185 
0.0073 
0.0073 
0.0040 
0.0025 
0.0018 
0.0013 
0.0010 
0.0008 
0.0007 
imag.part 
0.4883 
-0.4883 
0.1154 
-0.1154 
0.0668 
-0.0668 
0.0470 
0.0363 
0.0296 
0.0249 
0.0216 
0.0190 
0.0170 
real part 
-0.0299 
-0.2169 
-0.0561 
-0.4949 
-0.0595 
-0.4014 
-0.0595 
-0.0585 
-0.0572 
-0.0559 
-0.0545 
-0.0532 
-0.0520 
imag.part 
0.2208 
0.5597 
0.1679 
0.1774 
0.1426 
0.0047 
0.1266 
0.1151 
0.1063 
0.0993 
0.0936 
0.0887 
0.0846 
than the phase velocity of the three lowest backward-moving 
modes, and they will therefore move forward in this case. These 
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modes are indicated by negative p-values. In Fig. 2 the ampli-
tude of n(x) is given- The full line is the exact solution 
found in III (Fig. 3c),while the dotted line is the first pole 
approximation, the dotted and dashed line includes also the 
first mode going backward with respect to u to the first pole 
approximation, and finally the dashed curve is the sum of the 
first 16 terms plus the three backward-moving waves. That is, 
by taking only the first few terms, a good agreement to the ex-
act result is obtained for £ > 10. If more terms are taken into 
account only a poor approximation is obtained. This resembles a 
normal asymptotic expansion, which often diverges if an infinite 
number of terms are taken into account but can be a good approxi-
mation if just the right number of terms are used. 
3.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter we have discussed linear ion-acoustic waves for 
cases when T - T.. Most of the discussion was based on the 
e i 
assumption that both the zero-order and the perturbed ion vel-
ocity distribution function can be expressed in terms of Maxwell 
distributions where a drift velocity is included. Although it 
has been shewn that a variety of distribution functions can be 
obtained in experiments, the drifting Maxwellians seem to be a 
fair approximation for most experiments. The exact solution to 
the Vlasov-Poisson equation with the above-mentioned approxi-
mations was found to describe the experimental results very well. 
It was also found that the commonly used first pole approxi-
mation g.'ves results close to the exact solution, when the zero-
order and the perturbed ion velocity distribution function both 
are drifting Maxwellian distributions. This explains why many 
experimental observations of ion-acoustic waves seem to be in 
agreement with the first pole approximation, in spite of the 
discovery that a resolution into normal modes is not possible 
even in the case in which smooth distribution functions as 
drifting Maxwellians are considered. 
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XW/Ci 
r
*q- 3 . Amplitude versus d is tance of an ion-acoust ic wave. 
Drift v e l o c i t y of fo<v) and g ( v ) , VQ - J C i - The s o l i d l i n e i s 
the exact s o l u t i o n . The dotted l i n e i s the f i r s t pole approxi-
mation ( fas t mode). The dashed and dotted l i n e s include both 
the fa s t and slow mode. The dashed l i n e i s the sum of the 
f i r s t 16 terms of the formal expression (Eq. 3.10) for a r e s o l -
ut ion in to normal modes. 
4. ION-ACOUSTIC WAVES IN A DENSITY GRADIENT 
After the rather deta i led discussion in the previous chapter on 
the propagation of ion-acoust ic waves in a uniform plasma, we 
sha l l in t h i s chapter discuss propagation in a non-uniform 
plasma, or more s p e c i f i c a l l y in a plasma with a density gradient 
para l le l to the direct ion of propagation. This problem has been 
studied by several authors in various contexts . Since i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to find analyt ical solut ions to the Vlasov-Poisson 
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equation even in the uniform plasma case, we would not expect it 
to be possible in a case where the zero-order quantities do have 
a spatial dependence. Nevertheless, Parkinson and Schindler 
(1969) solved these equations and found a dispersion relation 
for a case where the density gradient was produced in zero-order 
equilibrium due to a balance between gravitational and pressure 
forces. The reason for studying wave propagation in such a sys-
tem arises from the idea suggested by D'Angelo (1968) that 
heating of the solar corona could be caused by absorption of ion 
acoustic waves excited near the solar surface. Parkinson and 
Schindler's calculations conclude that ion-acoustic waves propa-
gating in a direction opposite to that of the density gradient 
are growing (i.e. unstable) when the wavelength is above a cer-
tain critical value, X , which, for the case where T - T., is 
c e i 
A = 2ir/k = 6.22 X. . Here i is the e-f olding length of the c ' c n n -3-3 
density gradient. This growth is known as hydrodynamic growth 
since it can also be found directly from the hydrodynamic 
equations. For wavelengths shorter t in the critical one the 
collisionless damping will exceed the hydrodynamic growth and 
the wave will be damped. This growth (or damping) is a growth 
of wave potential, and since (when the electrons are considered 
e<f> nl 
as a fluid) we have that —± = — , it means a relative growth (or 
Ki n 0 
damping) with respect to the density perturbation. 
Also in connection with other problems there is considerable 
interest in wave propagation in nonuniform plasmas. For in-
stance, in connection with discharge tube walls and other bound-
aries it is known that in some cases ion-acoustic waves are ab-
sorbed at such boundaries and in other cases they are reflected. 
This problem was studied by Gary et al. (1976) and their paper 
contains other references concerning these problems. By using 
a fluid dynamic approach to the problem, Gary et al. found that 
ion-acoustic waves should not be reflected at a plasma sheath 
as long as the wavelength is short compared to the sheath thick-
ness. In connection with problems of absorption and reflection 
of laser radiation in inhomogeneous plasmas, ion-acoustic waves 
are known to play an important role (see, for instance, Tsytovich 
et al. 1973). 
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4.1. Experiment 
In order to investigate the propagation of ion-acoustic waves in 
a non-uniform plasma the experiment described in IV was per-
formed. The experiment was conducted in the Q-machine in single-
ended operation and a part of the plasma column was surrounded 
by a metal cylinder coaxial with the plasma column. When this 
cylinder was biased negatively a density gradient along the axis 
was observed. The loss mechanism was not investigated in detail, 
but strong 1ow-frequency oscillations were observed at the 
plasma edge. This indicates a gravitational instability gener-
ated by the E x B rotation, thus giving rise to an enhanced 
radial diffusion of ions across the magnetic field. The bias of 
the surrounding cylinder decreased the plasma potential, which 
infers an acceleration of the ions and a deceleration and eventu-
ally a reflection of the electrons, and therefore also a de-
creasing density. The e-folding length = ? ^ n/(dn/dx) could 
be varied by varying the cylinder bias. 
In this plasma ion-acoustic waves were excited by a grid pre-
cisely as in the case of wave excitation in a homogeneous plasma 
(see e.g. Ill), and the phase velocity and the growing or damp-
ing of the waves were measured as a function of frequency. For 
wavelengths A << I the propagation properties were found to be 
identical to the case where the plasma is uniform. Since the 
propagation of ion-acoustic waves should also be independent of 
density (at least for A >> \ ) , one should indeed expect the 
propagation to be independent of the density gradient when 
H >> x >> > . In this range it was found that the relative 
n D ^ 
damping distance 6/A and the phase velocity v . = w/k were inde-
pendent of frequency as expected from theory. A detailed theor-
etical analysis for wave propagation in this frequency range 
could in principle be performed in the same way as discussed in 
Chapter 3, but using a WKB-approximation. 
For wavelengths \ > I it turned out that a kinetic theory di-
~ n 
rectly describing the experiment in question and similar to the 
theory by Parkinson and Schindler (1969) was not obtainable. The 
experimental results are therefore partly compared with the 
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theoretical results obtained by Parkinson and Schindler and part-
ly to a dispersion relation derived from a simplified fluid 
theory. Although a fluid theory cannot substitute a correct 
microscopic analysis, it has been shown by Weitzner (1964) and 
Liboff (1962) that it is essentially correct in describing the 
zero-order state and the wave phenomena at long wavelengths. In 
the following we shall first discuss the zero-order state and 
then the long wavelength limit. 
4.2. Zero-order solution 
In paper IV the following zero-order fluid equations were as-
sumed : 
•~— (n v ) = - Y n ^ 3x o o 'o 
3v~ 3n~ 
n v -T— + c -^— = 0, 
o o 3x s 3x ' 
where n and v are the zero-order ion density and velocity, re-
o o 
specitively, y is ,a constant which accounts for the radial 
, K(Te+Ti) losses and cz = - . The solution can be written as 
s M 
N o V o if dx' 
n o ( x ) = v^u) e*P<-Y J v-(3PTJ' <4'2> 
o 
where N and V are the density and velocity, respectively, at 
x = 0. Equation 4.1 can be solved directly w.th respect to x, 
giving 
x • -—— [v3 - V3 - 3c2 (v -V )]. JYC| o o s' o o 
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Substituting (4.1) into (4.2) and performing the integration 
yields: 
v*(x) - V* 
no(x) = N0exP[- - ° - ^ 2, 
From this expression or from the curves in Fig. 3, it is seen 
that vQ(x) varies much more slovly with x than does n (x). Tt 
same effect was seen in the experiment (IVb, Fig. 1). 
o 
C 
XY/C5 
Fig. 3. The normalized density n (x) and velocity v (x) cal-
culated fro« the zero-order fluid equations. *©,e» " *•*• 
A zero-order solution can also be found fro»n a Vlasov model if, 
e.g., it is assumed that the zero-order E field is constant. 
Then we have the equation: 
3fo eE 3fo 
v
 IT + IT W - "ffo' 
- J4 -
where we have again introduced a loss term y- This equation has 
the general solution: 
fo(x,v) = exPU(v2 - 2^|x) - | v ] , 
where C is an arbitrary function. If the distribution function 
f is assumed to be a drifting Maxwellian at x = 0, i.e. f(o,v) 
= exp(-(v-V )2] we get a solution: 
f (x,v) = expl-(/v2-2ax - V I 2 + J /v*-2ax - ^ ] , 
O O cl cl 
where a = eE/M. 
4.3. First-order solution 
In paper IVb the first-order equations were also solved, and a 
dispersion relation was calculated, under the assumption that 
the variation of the zero-order drift velocity was negligible 
compared to the density variation, as discussed above. The dis-
persion relation can be written as a quadratic equation in k 
(UJ is real and k is complex): 
(u>-akcs) Hu-akCj.) + i^^l " kcstk + iT^lTc"1 " °' 
where a = V /c . 
o s 
Equations 7 and 8 in IVb are derived from this dispersion re-
lation under the assumption that the term iv/(a2-l) can be neg-
lected. This turns out to be difficult to justify, but the 
exact solution is easily found to be: 
c k = a? * [(a?,)2 - wf!j*, (4.3) 
5 
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where 
6
 = 7F=1 (" + i ^ T ) 
Since the dispersion relation is appropriate only for long wave-
lengths, 
and get: 
i.e. A > I = (a2-l)c / (ya), we may assume to << Y/( C 2 - 1 ) 
c k 
s • { 
CL! 
a + 1 
w 
1Y 
2 ( a + 1 )2 
*-7 
a - 1 2(a - 1)2 
(fast mode) 
(slow mode) 
That is, we get the two modes as in the case without density 
gradient with phase velocities: v . = u/k = v ± c . The fast 
mode has a k. < 0 and is therefore, a growing mode, while the 
slow mode is damped. In the experiment a growing mode was ob-
served and the growth rate was seen to increase with increasing 
density gradient. Although a correct quantitiative agreement 
cannot be expected, it is seen from this result, and from the 
various details in paper IV, that the simple fluid equations 
give a qualitatively correct description of the wave growth 
phenomena. 
In Chapter 3 it was pointed out that the wave propagation close 
to the exciter was described mainly by the free-streaming 
equation (3.6) and, therefore strongly dependent on the g(v)-
function. Since the grid was positioned outside the density 
gradient region in the experiment, the value of this gradient 
should not affect the g(v)-function. This was also checked ex-
perimentally. 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter,a fluid description should 
be essentially correct for very long wavelengths, according to 
Weitzner (1964) and Liboff (1962). This means that if the fluid 
equations are solved, e.g. as a boundary value problem, the sol-
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ution will essentially be correct within a distance of the order 
of a wavelength. A solution to the first-order fluid equations 
as given in IV, when solved as a boundary value problem with the 
boundary conditions: £(x=0) and v(x=0) and with a time variation 
exp(-iiot), can be found to be: 
(Ak, + B)exp(ik,x) - (Ak., + B)exp(ik,x) 
r (x) = = - -
" cs2 (a* - 1) <kx - k2) 
where x, (x) = n(x)/n is the relative density perturbation, k-
and k_ are the two solutions to the dispersion relation (4.3), 
and the constant A and B are given by: 
A = cs2 (a2 - 1) C(x=0) 
B =
 "
tui +
 7$h (a' + 1)] v ( x = ° ) - ^ + ^ fij] v0 Ux=0) 
For a < 1 the k2-mode can be neglected and the solution will be 
reduced to £(x) = r, (x=0)exp(ik,x) which is just the growing 
mode. 
4.4. Conclusion 
It was shown that it is possible to produce a variable axial 
density gradient in a Q-machine plasma by a negatively biased 
tube which surrounds the plasma column. The steady state of the 
plasma was found to be well described by a simple one-dimension-
al fluid model with a loss term included. Ion-acoustic waves of 
wavelengths much shorter than the e-folding length of the den-
sity gradient were seen to propagate as in the case without a 
density gradient. The hydiodynamic growth observed for long 
wavelengths was qualitatively described by a fluid model. An 
interesting observation from the experiment was that the growth-
damping transition occurs at a critical wavelength A = 2TTJ in 
agreement with the calculations of Parkinson and Schindler 
(1969), which may mean that these calculations have a broader 
validity than was originally assumed. The results from the ex-
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periment have recently been used for describing some details in 
the solar wind spectra (D'Angelo 1976) . 
5. ION-BEAM PLASMA 
The effect of ion or electron beams injected into a plasma has 
received much attention for several years, since such a beam-
plasma system may give rise to plasma instabilities of the 
microscopic kind. Various kinds of instabilities may be ex-
cited depending on the type of beam particles (ions or elec-
trons) , the beam velocity, the densities and temperatures of 
beam and plasma, respectively, the beam direction with respect 
to the magnetic field, etc. In this chapter we shall consider 
cases where the wave vector is parallel to the beam direction 
and to the magnetic field. Furthermore, we shall consider only 
the low frequency modes which may be unstable due to the inter-
action between an Ion beam and the plasma. Such ion-beam plasir * 
systems were investigated theoretically by the author and co-
workers in the papers V - VII. References to other work rele-
vant to this subject can be found in these papers. 
It is of course of general interest to study beam instabilities. 
Our interest in these problems was especially caused by the 
possibility of creating a plasma with a double-humped ion vel-
ocity distribution function, i.e. an ion-beam system in a Q-
machine, which may be unstable under certain circumstances. 
Since it is possible to follow the development of such an in-
stability in detail in this plasma, it is of interest to accu-
rately calculate the development of perturbations in space and 
time. Experiments on this instability in Q-machines have been 
performed by Baker (1972 and 1973), and by Christoffersen and 
Prahm (1973), and also in DP-machines by several authors as men-
tioned in VI. 
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Preliminary results on calculations for ar. unstable plasma were 
presented by Michelsen and Prahm (1971). Very careful measure-
ments in a stable Q-aachine plasma with a double-humped xcn dis-
tribution function were performed by Sato et al. (197S and 1977). 
5.1. Pulse propagation 
In this chapter a short review of the essential conclusions of 
papers V - VII shall be given. In paper V we reported on a cal-
culation of the development of a narrow perturbation in a plasma, 
which was unstable with respect to an ion-beam instability, i.e. 
the Green's 'unction for the problem was found. The calcula-
tions were based on the linearized Vlasov-Poisson equations as 
discussed in Chapter 3, and they were performed as an initial 
value problem. The validity of the results was of course lim-
ited to the time period until the instability reached a nonlin-
ear level. It was found that the excited narrow perturbation 
develops into two kinds cf perturbations. A narrow perturbatio.i 
consists of a broad band of frequencies from zero up to an upper 
limit determined by the original width of the perturbation. For 
the ion-beam instability only the lower frequencies will be un-
stable. The high frequency part of the pulse will therefore 
propagate as a damped pulse in a self-similar way, i.e. AS 
h(x/t)/t in agreement with the result found for propagation in a 
stable plasma (Andersen et al. 1971). The low frequency part of 
the pulse propagates as an oscillating growing perturbation. It 
was calculated in systems of references in which the instability 
was an absolute on«* (i.e. growing for all time), and in which 
it was convective (i.e. initially growing but eventually damping 
away). The results were found to be in qualitative agreement 
w'th the experimental results of Baker (1972, 1973). 
In paper VI similar calculations were performed, but with 
special attention given to the importance of the initial condi-
tions. Two kinds of initial conditions were especially con-
sidered, namely, one corresponding to density modulation and the 
other to velocity modulation. The main background for these in-
vestigations was some experimental results obtained by Sato et 
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al. (1975 and 1977). They reported an experiment on an ion-beam 
plasma system, performed in a double-plasma-operated Q-machine, 
where spatial growch of a perturbation was found even if the 
plasma was predicted to be stable according to standard stab-
ility theories. The growth was explained by linear beam bunch-
ing. This occurs in the case of velocity modulation, and growth 
is present for the ballistic contribution as well as for the 
collective modes. Since an experimental method of classifying 
a plasma as stable or unstable has been to observe the behav-
iour of an excited pulse, we found it of interest to perform 
exact calculations of such propagation. Our results supported 
the explanation of Sato et al. (1975 and 1977), that velocity-
modulated pulses may grow for some time (or in some part of 
space) even in stable plasmas. In the case of velocity modu-
lation a fast positve pulse and a slower negative one appear. 
Both grow initially, even under stable conditions, and reach a 
maximum amplitude. In the unstable situation, the slow pulse 
interacts with the plasma mode and forms the unstable mode, 
which continues to grow. The unstable mode consists of a nega-
tive pulse and a somewhat slower and smaller positive contri-
bution. In the case of density modulation, growth appears only 
in the unstable situation. The unstable mode is similar to 
that obtained for velocity modulation but the polarity alters. 
5.2. Sinusoidal wave propagation 
In paper VII the calculations were extended to include propa-
gation of sinusoidal waves in stable and unstable plasmas. 
Again the various kinds of modulation were investigated. The 
theory applied to this problem was similar to that in III and V 
but somewhat simpler and furthermore generalized to include un-
stable plasmas. In the experiment mentioned above performed by 
Sato et al. (1975 and 1977) both pulse propagation and sine 
wave propagation were investigated. Also for the sinusoidal 
wave propagation spatial growth was found in the case of a 
stable plasma. For this reason we especially concentrated the 
calculations on pure velocity modulation and for comparison 
also included pure density modulation. The excellent agreement 
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between the experimental results by Sato et al. (1975 and 1977) 
and our numerical results can be seen in Pigs. 4 - 7 for various 
parameter cases. For a detailed discussion of the calculations 
and of the fine structures of the obtained result see paper VII 
and Jensen et al. (1978). 
5.3. Conclusion 
In this chapter various calculations on ion-acoustic wave and 
pulse propagation in an ion-beam plasma have been discussed. 
Special attention has been given to the importance of the bound-
ary conditions, especially the cases characterized as density 
modulation and velocity modulation. For the latter case it was 
found that wave growth due to beam bunching could occur even in 
a stable plasma. The strength of the mathematical model was 
seen by comparing the results to the experimental measurements 
obtained by Sato et al. (1975 and 1977). 
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C: 
Fia. The propagation of waves excited by velocity modulation 
for various beam velocities. The parameters of the distribution 
functions are chosen similar to those in the experiments of Sato 
et al. (1977) (see rig. 5> for details see paper VII). 
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Fig. 5. Experimental results (Sato et al. 1977) of the spatial 
evolution of perturbations produced by a sinusoidal velocity 
modulation of u/2n = 300 kHz for various beam energies, •_. 
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Fig. 6. The propagation of waves excited by velocity modulation 
for various relative bean densities, n./n . The parameters of 
the distribution functions are chosen similar to those in the 
experiments of Sato et al. (1977) (see n«. 7» for details see 
paper VII). 
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Fig . ~. Experimental r e s u l t s (Sato e t a l . 1977) of the s p a t i a l 
evolu t ion of p e r t u r b a t i o n s produced by a s i n u s o i d a l v e l o c i t y 
modulation of
 W / 2 T = 500 kHz for va r ious r e l a t i v e beam d e n s i -
t i e s , n . / n . 
b' o 
ION-CYCLOTRON WAVES 
In t h e p r e v i o u s c h a p t e r t h e ion-beam i n s t a b i l i t y was d i s c u s s e d . 
However, i f an ion beam t r a v e r s e s a plasma column ' a r i o u s k i n d s 
of i n s t a b i l i t i e s may a r i s e . I t has been shown by t h e a u t h o r 
(paper VI I I ) t h a t i n a ca se where t h e beam d e n s i t y and t empera -
t u r e a r e equa l t o t h o s e of t h e background p la sma , t h e e l e c t r o -
s t a t i c i o n - c y c l o t r o n i n s t a b i l i t y w i l l have t h e lowes t t h r e s h o l d 
fo r e x c i t a t i o n when t h e beam v e l o c i t y i s j u s t a l i t t l e l a r g e r 
than t h e ion t he rma l v e l o c i t y . This e l e c t r o s t a t i c i o n - c y c l o t r o n 
i n s t a b i l i t y i s t h e r e f o r e o f t e n e x c i t e d i n an ion-beam plasma 
sys tem, and t h i s s u b j e c t s h a l l be t r e a t e d i n t h i s c h a p t e r . 
The e l e c t r o s t a t i c i o n - c y c l o t r o n i n s t a b i l i t y was f i r s t d i s c o v e r e d 
by Motley and D'Angelo (1963) in a Q-machine exper imen t i n 
which an e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t was drawn t o a sma l l t a r g e t . A d i s -
p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n d e s c r i b i n g t h e measurements and d e r i v e d from 
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the fluid equation was also given in this paper. An interpre-
tation of the instability based on a kinetic approach was given 
by Drummond and Rosenbluth (1962). According to this theory the 
frequencies and the threshold beam velocity were in agreement 
with the experiment, but the theoretical growth rate was found 
to be much too low. Further experiments on the electron-beam-
excited waves were e.g. performed by Levine and Kuckes (ls.w6) , 
Dakin et al. (1976) and Hatakeyama et al. (1980). 
The ion-beam excitation may be of greater interest from a fusion 
plasma point of view. In a paper by Stix (1973) several insta-
bilities were proposed which could arise under neutral beam in-
jection, used for plasma heating and refuelling in fusion experi-
ments. One of these was the electrostatic ion-cyclotron insta-
bility. These instabilites may be inconvenient to have since 
they may increase diffusion across the magnetic field. On the 
other hand they may also be an advantage in some cases since 
they can cause a faster and therefore desirable energy transport 
from the beam to the main plasma. 
The ion-beam-excited ion-cyclotron instability was first ob-
served by Ishizuka et al. (1974) in an experiment with very high 
beam energy (KeV range). In the interesting range where the 
beam energy is of the same order or somewhat higher then the 
plasma thermal energy the first experimental observations were 
performed by the author and co-workers (papers IX to X and 
Michelsen et al. (1976). Later on other groups have also in-
vestigated the ion-beam-excited instability (see e.g. Hendel et 
al. (1976) and Yamada et al. (1977). 
6.1. Theory 
In the previous chapters propagation only parallel to the mag-
netic field was considered,and it was assumed that the sole 
effect of the field was to make the problems one-dimensional. 
Electrostatic waves can of course also propagate obliquely with 
iespect to the lines of force. Propagation of ion-acoustic 
waves at an angle to the magnetic field was investigated experi-
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mentally by Hirose et al. (1970) in a discharge plas.ua with 
T >> T.. In this plasma it was found that the frequency ai 
wave number satisfied a simple dispersion relation: 
(k,,c ) 2 (kAc ) z 
1= ~^~ + ..,_.,S ,, (6-1) U)z U)2-U) 
CI 
where k,, and kx denote the parallel and the perpendicular wave-
numbers, respectively, and c = (KT /M)' is the speed of sound. 
This dispersion relation can easily be derived from the fluid 
equations under the same assumptions as introduced in Chapter 
9 til 3, namely (kX_) z << 1 and r- « v . In a plasma where T = T. 
•* D k e c e x 
it is necessary to use the dispersion relation based on the 
Vlasov-Poisson equations and this has been derived, for in-
stance, by Stix (1962). However, the dispersion relation (6.1) 
can give some rough idea of the essential propagation charac-
teristics. It is seen from (6.1) that a resonance (i.e. k, ,-*<*>) 
appears at u = u ., and that there is a stop band (i.e. no real 
solution for ui) for w . < u> < A)2''. + (k.c ) 2. In cylindrical 
c i ci •*• s J 
geometry a Bessel function variation should be assumed in order 
to calculate the exact dispersion relation. However, if no azi-
muthal variation is assumed, we may use k. = p /r where p 
J x
 *o,mr *o,m 
is the m'th zero of the zero-order Bessel function and r is the 
radius of the plasma column. It can be shown that in this case 
we get exactly the same dispersion relation as (6.1). 
By using the general dispersion relation derived from a kinetic 
theory (e.g. Stix 1962) more exact information about the wave 
propagation can be obtained. The main distinctions between it 
and the simple fluid description (Motley and D'Angelo (1963)) 
are the collisionless damping and the resonances at all the 
cyclotron harmonics (w - nto .) . Concerning the collisionless 
damping,both Landau damping and cyclotron damping may occur for 
waves moving obliquely to the magnetic field. 
In Fig. 8 the dispersion relation (6.1) is shown. The insta-
bility measured by Motley and D'Angelo (1963) satisfied the 
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10 12 14 
Fig. 8. Dispersion relation for ion-acoustic waves and for 
electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves derived frost fluid equations. 
point (u» = /u»2 +c2k|, kl( = 0 ) , but no parallel variation could 
"ci 
be measured. 
The first theoretical discussion of the ion-beam-excited electro-
static ion-cyclotron waves was given by tfeibex (1970) . An ana-
lytical ani numerical calculation of excitation thresholds and 
of the direction of propagation was later performed by the 
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author (paper VIII). The conclusions from these calculations 
were that many modes could be unstable in an ion-beam system, 
but only the two modes which have the lowest threshold were con-
sidered. For simplicity a system of two identical ion beams 
with opposite beam velocities was analyzed. For this case the 
instability with the lowest excitation threshold is found to be 
a purely growing mode with a phase velocity w/k,, = 0. This 
mode has later been characterized as the cyclotron-cyclotron 
mode (Yamada et al. 1977). The other mode,which is an oscil-
lating one with a higher threshold,is characterized as the res-
onant ion-cyclotron mode. 
The physical explanation of the cyclotron-cyclotron instability 
is similar to that of the ion-beam instability discussed in 
Chapter 5, and to that of the well-known electron beam insta-
bility and is discussed by, for instance, Stix (1962). Initially, 
there is no energy either in the first-order particle motion or 
in the electric field. As the instability grows, particles pick 
up first-order energy at the expense of their zero-order stream-
ing energy. The first-order particle motions lead to bunching, 
and the resultant space charge induces the electric field of the 
instability. These instabilities can also be explained in terms 
of negative and positive energy waves (see Rasmussen 1977). 
The resonant ion-cyclotron mode is due to a somewhat different 
mechanism, and is the dominant one in cases where the beam den-
sity is small compared to the main plasma density. This mode is 
excited as a result of the coupling between the cyclotron mode 
of the main plasma, and the slow beam-acoustic mode, when the 
inverse Landau damping of the beam ions is larger than the cy-
clotron damping of the background Dlasma ions. The phase vel-
ocity for this instability is a little smaller than the beam 
velocity. 
The dispersion relation for the electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave 
was, as mentioned, derived by Stix (1962) from the general dis-
persion relation 
n x (n x E) + g»E » 0, (6.2) 
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where n = ^  is the refractive index, E the electric field and 
— U) 
£ the dielectric tensor. For electrostatic waves the electric 
field is parallel to the wave vector and Eq. (6.2) reduces to 
n • K • n = C. If we choose the B-field to be in the z-direction, 
we may assume without loss of generality the wave vector to be 
in the x-direction, whereby k = 0. Now using K z x = K x z we get 
kx Kxx + 2k±k,,K 
xz K K „ = o. 
" zz 
The elements of the dielectric tensor were also calculated by 
Stix (1962). If we assume that the ion and electron velocity 
distribution functions can be written as sums of Maxwellians we 
get 
k±2 + k,,2 + Z Z 
3 n=-° 
"pj mj e " A j I n ( A ) 
KT, A . = 0 (6.3) 
Tx (u)-k,,V,, + nw .) Tx-nw .T,, 
A = + =^i 
nj Tt, k T,, 
^M^W-
where 
kx^KTj. 
A. = 5 , 
J
 CD j 
Z.e B^ 
n. Zje2 
u • = -J— P3 m^e 
3 o 
a nD 
.-k,,v,,-^ c j ,m i ^ 
k,, \2KT,J ' 
I (x) is the modified Bessel function, and Z(a .) is the plasma 
dispersion function. The charge Z-e, density n., drift velocity 
V, ,, and temperatures Tx and T,, are to be evaluated for each 
type of particle. Various approximations have been used in order 
to simplify this dispersion relation (see, for example, paper 
VIII, IX, Perkins (1976), and Yamada et al. (1977)). 
On the basis of the dispersion relation Eq. (6.3), it is poss-
ible to find the parameter range where the waves will be unstable 
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and therefore be excited spontaneously. Furthermore, from the 
real part of Eq. (6.3) some simplified dispersion relations for 
the real part of w can be derived. However, this part can nor-
mally be derived easier from a fluid equation approach. For use 
in the next section, we just need the real part of the dispersion 
relation for the simple case where an ion beam with velocity V. 
traverses a plasma with the much smaller velocity V and the den-
sity n . The total electron density is n_ and the perpendicular 
P e 
wavelength is called kx. In this case we get 
n v 
u)2 = (u£± + kx2cs2 ^ ) (1 + 2^2). (6.4) 
e b 
For a detailed derivation see Rasmussen (1977). 
6.2. Experiments 
Observation of the ion-beam-generated electrostatic ion-cyclotron 
instability in the case of a low energetic beam was first re-
ported by Michelsen et al. (1976). This experiment was performed 
in the Q-machine running in double-ended operation as a double-
plasma device. This means that the plasma column was separated 
into two parts by means of a negatively biased grid, which pre-
vents the electrons from passing from one part to the other. 
Therefore, the plasma potential of one part of the column may be 
varied with respect to the other, and ions from the part of the 
column with the highest positive potential will be accelerated 
through the grid and penetrate the other part of the plasma 
column. The beam generated by this method excites the electro-
static ion-cyclotron wave. These events were observed using 
Langmuir probes connected to a spectrum analyzer, and the fre-
quency of the observed instability was found to be in agreement 
with the simplified dispersion relation (Eq. 6.4). 
In paper IX the instability was investigated in more detail 
using a different set-up. The ion beam was generated by means 
of an ion emitter (Sato et al. 1974), which is a platinum wire 
covered by a thin layer of sodium silicate. This ion emitter 
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emits sodium ions when heated to about 1100 K. The advantage of 
this method is that the plasma column may be terminated by the 
electrostatic ion energy analyzer (described in Chapter 2), and 
therefore the exact shape of the ion energy distribution func-
tion including the beam can be observed during the experiment. 
By measuring the ion distribution function it was found that the 
beam energy was given approximately by the ion emitter bias. 
This knowledge made it possible to test the instability criterion 
derived from the dispersion relation Eq. 6.3, and reasonably 
good agreement was found. 
In the case of the electron-beam-excited electrostatic ion-
cyclotron wave there have been some discussions concerning the 
theoretical explanation. Drummond and Rosenbluth (1962) found 
that the theoretical growth rate was too small to compete with 
various kinds of damping (neutral collisions, etc.). Levine and 
Kuckes (1968) found in an experiment that the electron beam vel-
ocity necessary for excitation of the instability, was increas-
ing with increasing electron temperature in contradiction to the 
results derived from the theory of Drummond and Rosenbluth. 
Hatakeyama et al. (1977 and 1980) found experimentally that only 
the value of the magnetic field near the target of the electron 
current determined the frequency of the instability, while a 
variation of the B-field at a distance from the target made no 
difference. 
These papers indicate that the excitation was due to some sheath 
instability mechanism. These problems have practically not been 
discussed in other papers on this instability, e.g. Dakin et al. 
(1976). 
Similar problems do not seem to exist for the ion-beam-generated 
instability. An experimental study of the electron temperature 
dependence for the excitation threshold was published in paper 
X, and in some more detail by Michelsen et al. (1977). The 
electron temperature in these experiments was increased by 
microwave heating (Pécseli and Petersen 1973) and it was found 
that the beam energy necessary for excitation was decreasing 
with increasing electron temperature in agreement with the theory. 
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According to the dispersion relation (Eq. 6.4) the frequency of 
the instability should decrease with the beam energy. Experi-
mental measurements together with the theoretical curve are 
shown in Fig. 9. For a constant beam energy we aeasured the 
instability frequency versus electron temperature, and some typi-
cal results are shown in Fig. 10, together with a theoretical 
curve derived from Eq. 6.4. It is seen that very good agreement 
between the measurements and the simple dispersion relation was 
obtained. 
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Fig. 9. Frequency dependence of the be«* velocity. 
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Fig. 10. Frequency versus electron temperature, T , for a con-
stant beam eneijy, $_ = 19 V. 
6.3. Conclusion 
From the general dispersion relation for electrostatic waves, a 
simplified dispersion relation was derived and for an ion-beam 
plasma the parameter range for instability of the ion-beam in-
stability and the ion-cyclotron instability was found by numeri-
cal calculations. The electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability 
excited by an ion beam was observed experimentally. The fre-
quency of the instability was shown to be consistent with a sim-
plified dispersion relation derived from the fluid equations. By 
microwave heating of the plasma electrons and by using an elec-
trostatic energy analyzer the dependence of the instability 
limits both with respect to the electron temperature and the 
beam velocity could be investigated. These were found to be in 
good agreement with simplified expressions derived from the gen-
eral electrostatic dispersion relation. 
T r i — i — | i — i i i — i — i i i i r 
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DANSK RESUMÉ 
Undersøgelse af elektrostatiske ionbølger i et kollisionsfrit 
plasma 
I den foreliggende rapport gennemgås en række publikationer ved-
rørende teoretiske og eksperimentelle undersøgelser af elektro-
statiske ionbølger i et kollisionsfrit plasma. Det eksperimen-
telle arbejde er udført i Risøs Q-maskine. 
Introduktionen af Q-maskinen i begyndelsen af tresserne blev et 
gennembrud for eksperimentel plasmafysik. I løbet af få år blev 
adskillige nye typer af plasmabølger og instabiliteter observe-
ret. Hovedårsagen til Q-maskinens succes var dels at plasmaet 
kunne produceres uden store elektriske felter, dels at plasmaet 
var roligt og vedvarende, og endelig at plasmaparametrene dæk-
kede et nyt og vigtigt område for plasmastudier. 
Risøs Q-maskine blev opbygget i 1966-196/, og et stort antal 
plasmafænomener er siden blevet studeret i denne maskine. Nogle 
af disse eksperimenter er sammen med teoretiske betragtninger 
og beregninger publiceret i afhandlingerne, der er gengivet i 
appendices I-X i denne rapport, mens et resumé med kommentarer 
er givet i selve rapporten. 
I kapitel 2 beskrives princippet i Q-maskinens virkemåde samt 
ionenergianalysatoren og Langmuirproben, der anvendes til at 
foretage målinger i plasmaet med. Plasmaet i Q-maskinen produce-
res ved, at alkalimetaldamp, som f.eks. cesiumdamp, ioniseres på 
en tantalplade opvarmet til omkring 2000 K. De producerede ioner 
danner, sammen med elektroner emitteret fra tantalpladen, et 
plasma, der holdes sammen i en søjle ved hjælp af et stærkt 
magnetfelt. Målinger af ionhastighedsfordelingsfunktionen ved 
hjælp af en ionenergi^.nalysator og målinger af plasmapotentialet 
ved forskellige plasmaparametre omtales i appendix I. 
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I kapitel 3 diskuteres udbredelsen af lineære ion-akustiske bøl-
ger i et plasma, hvor ion- og elektrontemperaturen er af samme 
størrelsesorden, og hvor det antages, at hastighedsfordelingen 
for ioner både i nulte-orden og i perturbationen kan udtrykkes 
ved hjælp af en sum af Maxwellfordelinger. Eksperimenter og be-
regninger er beskrevet i appendices II and III. De eksakte løs-
ninger til Vlasov-Poisson ligningssystemet viser sig at kunne 
beskrive de eksperimentelle resultater ganske godt. Det vises, 
at den almindeligvis brugte første-pol-approximation, giver re-
sultater tæt på den eksakte løsning, når fordelingsfunktionerne 
er drivende Maxwellfordelinger. Dette forklarer, hvorfor mange 
eksperimentelle observationer af ion-akustiske bølger syt-as at 
være i overensstemmelse med en første-pol-approximation. 
I kapitel 4 og appendices IV beskrives eksperimenter af ion-
akustiske bølgers udbredelse i en tæthedsgradient, produceret ved«, 
at omgive plasmasøjlen med et negativt forspændt rør. Mens bøl-
ger med bølgelængde kortere end e-foldningslængden af tætheds-
gradienten udbreder sig uændret, udviser bølger med lange bøl-
gelængder en hydrodynamisk vækst kvalitativt i overensstemmelse 
med en teori baseret på en f luidurnmodel. 
Kapitel 5 omhandler beregninger af ion-akustiske bølger i et 
plasma, der gennemstrømmes af en ionstråle. Det diskuteres især 
hvad randbetingelserne for bølgeexcitationen kan betyde for ud-
bredelsen. I tilfælde af at bølgen exciteres ved en hastigheds-
modulation, viser det sig, at bølgeamplituden i et vist område 
af rummet kan vokse selv i et stabilt plasma. De teoretiske re-
sultater har vist sig at være i god overensstemmelse med målin-
ger. Nærmere detaljer findes i appendices V-VII. 
Kapitel 6 og appendices VIII-X omhandler målinger og beregnin-
ger af elektrostatiske ioncyklotronbølger. Fra den generelle 
dispersionsrelation beregnes en simplificeret dispersions-
relation, og for et ionstråleplasma beregnes parameterområdet 
for ionstråleinstabiliteter og ioncyklotroninstabiliteter nu-
merisk. Den elektrostatiske ioncyklotroninstabilitet exciteret 
af en ionstråle er observeret eksperimentelt. Tærskelværdier 
- bl -
.if både ionstrålehastighed og af elektrontemperatur for excita-
tion af instabiliteten er cnilt og sammenlignet med teoretiske 
resultater. 
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APPENDIX A 
As shown in III, the solution to Eq. 3.2 with the boundary con-
dition f(x = 0,v,t) = g(v)e U can be written as 
.(» = i j i I^^Je^dK. 
where 
•J® 
k j v-w/k 
cs 2 f fo ( v ) 
1 — 4r „dv 
n j v-oj/k 
The symbol ^ means integration below the pole v = r> Iro [ J, 
means the imaginary part of [ ], and n = /^gCvJdv. If we assume 
that g(v) and f_(v) are both drifting Maxwellians v/ith a drift 0
 V c - k 
velocity V . and if we introduce U = —-, q = —_, and Ex— 
o o c. u c 
we get: 1 1 
h 2(^ - U > 
n U ) . i f i Iro[ q ; s uo' i u q 
where Z is the plasma dispersion function (Fried and Conte 1961). 
For large values of £ the only contribution to the integral 
comes from a very small g, and therefore we can use the asympto-
tic expansion for Z(5) ^ i/Sexp(-52) - ^ (Fried and Conte 1961). 
i.e. for q + 0 we have 
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M. <q> ~ - ± lm( 9 ' i / ¥ ^ P ^ " > - \ ~ (1+9) -^exp( -q 
For t h e d e n s i t y we g e t fo r E, -*• <*> 
WW 
n ( 0 ~ ±±£ f 1 exp[-(q"2 + Hq) ] dq. 
This integral can be evaluated by using the method of stationary 
phase (Jeffreys and Swirles 1962). If we substitute 
k - 51 / 3* 
we get 
oo 
1/3 
n(0 ~ — £ f exp[-£2/3(z2 + j)] dz. (A-l) 
For large values of £ the main contribution to the integral is 
from the neighbourhood of stationary points z = zQ (saddle 
points) determined by 
^ 1 -•• £(.)-.*• i 
z = z_ 
i.e., by 2z - iz~2 = 0 
i X/3 
with the solutions z = {•=) . Since we have 
o 2 
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TT/6 
l im R f e x p [ - £ 2 / 3 ( R 2 e i 2 e - ± e ' i 2 6 ) ] d 6 = O, 
*" eio 
the integration path can be changed for the integral (A-1) to 
run from 0 to infinity along a line in the complex plane through 
the saddle point, z = (/3+i)2 ' . In the vicinity of zQ f(z) 
can be expanded into a Taylor series: 
f(z) = f(zQ) + f(z0)(z-z0) + if'(z0)(z-z0)2 + ... 
where 
f (O = -4TJ (1 + i/3) 
'o'
 25/3 
f(z0) = 0; f ( z 0 ) = 6, 
and we get 
n(0 ~ — £1/3 J exp{-C2/3[f(zo) + |f • (zQ) (Z-Z Q) 2]} dz 
= — C1/3 exp[-^2/3f(z0)] f exp[-£2/3 ^ f(z0)(z-zo)2] dz. 
Since the main contribution to the integral comes from the re-
gion close to z we can write 
o 
n ( £ ) ~ — S1/3exp[-S2/3f(z0)] fexp[-S2/3±f(z0)U-zo)2] dz 
- 65 -
. 1±£ ,1/3 e x p [ - ^ 3 f U0>] / » ' 
• s ° i / e 2 / 3 f"<« 0 ) 
= l ± i e x P [ - 5 2 / 3 • 3 - 2 - 5 / 3 ( l + i / 3 ) ] , 
/3 
which is the asymptotic evolution of n(£). 
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Determination and Shaping of the Ion-Velocity Distribution 
Function in a Single-Ended Q Machine 
S. A. ANDERSEN, V. O. JENSEN, P. MICHELSEN, AND P. NIELSEN* 
Danish Atomic Energy Commission, Research Establishment Rise, Roskilde, Denmark 
(Received 13 March 1970; final manuscript received 2 July 1970) 
An electrostatic energy analyzer with a resolution better than 0.03 eV was constructed. This 
analyzer was used to determine the ion-velocity distribution function at different densities and plate 
temperatures in a single-ended Q machine. In all regions good agreement with theoretical predictions 
based on simple, physical pictures is obtained. It is shown that within certain limits the velocity 
distribution function can be shaped; double-humped distribution functions have been obtained. The 
technique used here is suggested as an accurate method for determination of plasma densities within 
10% in single-ended Q machines. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years many experiments have been 
performed in order to study the propagation prop-
erties of density perturbations in single-ended Q 
machines. The phase velocity and damping charac-
teristics of grid-excited, ion-acoustic waves have 
been examined by Doucet and Gresillon1 and by 
Sato el al.2 Reports of work on ion-wave echoes in 
single-ended Q machines have been published by 
Ikezi el al.3 and by Baker tl al.4 Finally, the propa-
gation of short density pulses has been studied by 
Andersen el al.*'9 All the experiments mentioned 
above were performed in order to test theoretical 
predictions based on the linearized, collisionless 
Boltzmann equation. The density perturbations 
studied in these experiments were generated by a 
grid placed in the plasma column. In order to make 
quantitative comparisons between the experimental 
results and the theoretical predictions it is essential 
to know the undisturbed ion-velocity distribution 
function, f(v), and the initial velocity distribution 
of the ions in the perturbation. The latter point has 
been stressed very clearly by Hirschfield and Jacob,7 
and experiments performed in order to determine 
the velocity distribution function in the perturba-
tion have been reported by Andersen el al.* and 
more recently by Ikezi and Taylor.* A few measure-
ments of the undisturbed distribution function in 
plasmas in single-ended Q machines have also been 
reported.5 ,0 
In this paper we describe a rather accurate meas-
urement of j(v) as a function of plasma density, 
temperature of the hot Ta plate, and distance from 
the Ta plate. The method used to determine j(v) 
further allows us to measure the plasma potential 
as a 'unction of the parameters mentioned above. 
In this paper we also demonstrate that we can 
shape /(r) within certain limits: e.g., we can con-
struct a double-humped distribution function which 
appears to be interesting for the study of Landau 
growth. As a by-product of our work we obtained a 
fairly accurate method of determination of the 
plasma density. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
A schematic drawing of the single-ended Q device 
used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The 
plasma is produced by surface ionization of a beam 
of cesium atoms from oven A on the hot tantalum 
plate (~ 2500°K) and is confined radially by a 
uniform, axial magnetic field of intensity up to 
10 000 G. The plasma column is 3 ZM in diameter 
and up to 1.2 m long; in the experiments to be 
described in this paper it ends at an ion-energy 
analyzer movable along the axis. A copper tube 5 cm 
in diameter and 15 cm long is placed round the 
plasma near the hot tantalum plate. This tube is 
connected with Cs oven B and indirectly heated 
from the hot plate and provides a spatially limited 
region with high neutral Cs pressure in the plasma 
column. In the work of Andersen" this tube was 
used for differential cooling of the plasma ions. A 
third Cs oven, C, is placed at the far end of the 
column. By means of this oven we can obtain a 
cloud of neutral Cs far away from the hot plate. 
The vacuum system, consisting of a stainless-steel 
tube (not shown in Fig. 1), is cooled to — 20°C in 
order to reduce the Cs background pressure. In 
operation the vacuum system is pumped down to 
below 10~6 Torr. 
A detailed drawing of the analyzer is shown in 
Fig. 2. This analyzer closely resembles the one 
described by Buzzi el al.'0 I t consists of a brass 
housing 38 mm long and 22 mm in diameter. A 
hole 8 mm in diameter in one end of the housing is 
covered by a copper mesh, 35 nm thick and with 
728 
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the experimental set-up. 
40 000 2") nm X "-"> nxn hoh's per cm2. A collector 
electrode is placed at a variable distance d (up to 
1.2 mm) behind the mesh. In order to avoid cesium 
condensation on the mesh-col lector system the 
analyzer can be heated electrically 10 about 500°C 
by a heating spiral. 
In operation the analyzer is placed in the plasma 
as indicated in Fig. 1. The mesh and the whole 
housing is biased negatively ( —ti to —10 V) with 
respect to the earth in order to reflect the electrons. 
The distribution of ion energies parallel to the mag-
netic field lines is determined by measurement of 
the current voltage characteristic of the collector 
plate. If we assume that the analyzer resolution 
function is very narrow, then the ion current to the 
collector plate as a function of collector voltage, 
tp„ is given by 
l(u) = rnA f vj(r) <h, (0 
where A is the effective mesh area, n is the ion 
density, and j(v) is the ion-velocity distribution 
function. The minimum velocity, vmi„, accei ted 
by the collector is given by lmi!i„in = e(<p. — <pri), <ppt 
being the plasma potential and m the ion mass. By 
differentiation of (1) with respect to >pa we get 
fa > fpl, (2) 
.= 0 
Thus, we get 
for y>„ < ¥>,,. 
/[• - (**^n 
directly by differentiation of the collector current-
voltage characteristic with respect to v.. 
The electrical circuit shown schematically in 
Fig. 1 is arranged to show this differentiated charac-
Bras] h o u V " 9 
Heating l o i r a 
S ' f » w for d ' » t o n c » a d t u l t m r n : ' 
FIG. '2. Detailed drawing of the electrostatic analyzer 
teristic on a scope. Through the transformer a 
3 kc/sec 0.03 V peak-to-peak voltage from the 
generator in the Princeton Applied Research lock-in 
amplifier is added to the collector <lc voltage, <(„. 
The ac current to the collector is measured by its 
corresponding voltage drop across the 1 k!2 resistor. 
The part of this voltage whicl. is in-phase with the 
transformer voltage is proportional to f//(v-J/V/w 
(The out-of-phase part is determined by the capacity 
and self-induction in the circuit.) The lock-in ampli-
fier is adjusted to measure the in-phase part, which 
is displayed on the scope as a function of yv Thus, 
the scope simply displays <il(<f„) r/v-„ as a function 
of if,,. 
A calculation of the width of the analyzer reso-
lution function is ven ' complicated. Longitudinal 
energy loss or gain by deflection of the ion orbits 
in the holes in the mesh will widen the resolution 
function, so will changes i". the collector work func-
tion over the surface. Such changes might be caused 
by inhomogeneities in the collector material or by 
variation in the thickness of the (\s layer covering 
the collector. Also instabilities in the space charge 
layer round the mesh might broaden the resolution 
function. We obtained an upper limit for the width 
of the resolution function experimentally. Figure 3 
shows an example of a differentiated characteristic 
obtained by means of the technique described above 
a t a rather low density (n æ 10* cm"3) and with 
Cs oven B heated. As will be discussed below, the 
distribution function of the plasma generated on the 
T a plate a t this low density is close to a truncated 
Maxwellian with a minimum velocity given by 
iwflm'n = e(<Pi>p — Vol) = e<(>„. This truncated Max-
wellian corresponds to the wide right-hand peak in 
Fig. 3. When the ions pass the neutral Cs cloud in 
- I -
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FIG. 15. Typical example of differentiated analyzer charac-
teristic 
'[-[-"" Vi"]-
Sweep O.j V 'large tliv. Analyzer portioned at. i = 26 cm, 
T a plate at r = 0. n ~ 10" cm"1. 
the copper tube, some of them will undergo charge 
exchange and Ieav„> cold (tube temperature ~;">00°K) 
ion? b"li:..d. These ions are formed in a region with 
plasma potential and are therefore accepted by the 
analyzer when „^ is close to and a little above ^ p j . 
The narrow left-hand peak in Tig. 3 corresponds to 
the contribution from these cold ions. From the 
positive slope of this peak, which theoretically 
should be vertical, we can get an upper limit for the 
width of the analyzer resolution function. The width 
has been measured at different densities and tem-
peratures and always found to be less than 0.03 eV. 
The width of the curves of the form (2) measured 
in this experiment is typically around 2 3 V; there-
fore, it is justifiable to neglect the influence of a 
finite width of the resolution function in writing (1). 
To find j{v) from (2) and curves like the one 
shown in Fig. 3, one has to know <fPi. As already 
mentioned, the cold charge exchange ions are formed 
in a region with plasma potential. Therefore, the 
position of the left-hand side of the narrow peak 
on curves like the one in Fig. 3 determines <ppt. 
At high densities the width of the resolution func-
tion will increase owing to space-charge-limited cur-
rent. An upper pessimistic limit for the allowed 
collector current density is given by Child's law 
2 (•2e\'/1 ._,, . „ , 
y \mi (3) 
around 0.1 mm; so the maximum allowed current 
density is calculated to be /„„, x 0.1 mA/cm2. In 
all our experiments the collector current density 
was kept below this value, and no sign of space 
charge limitation was seen. 
In all experiments the plasma column ended at 
the analyzer housing, which was kept on a negative 
voltage in order to reflect all electrons. Thus, the 
electron cloud in thermal contact only with the hot 
tantalum plate will take on a temperature, T„ 
equal to the temperature, TKl, of the hot plate. 
Ali the measurements to be reported in this paper 
were performed with B fields around S0C0 G. Varia-
tion of the magnetic field had little influence on 
the results. 
III. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 
By neans of the technique just described the ion-
velocity distribution function was measured at 
various plate temperatures and ion densities. The 
presentation of the results is divided into three parts: 
low-density region, medium-density region, and 
high-density region. 
A. Low-Density Region (n < 10* cm-') 
This region is characterized by ion-ion mean free 
paths long compared with the length of the ma-
chine. The distribution function, therefore, does not 
change appreciably along the plasma column. As 
already pointed out10,12 in this case one would x-
pect the ion distribution function to be a truncated 
Maxwellian witii a minimum velocity corresponding 
to the potential drop, <P0(=VA, — v»i). at the tanta-
lum plate. 
In normalized form a truncated Maxwellian is 
written 
(2m\n 1 / mA 
\*r.J I - erf (e^/T.y" e x p \~2TJ 
If) ' (4) 
In the experiments, if. - <fnt,b was around 5 V, and 
the distance d between mesh and collector was 
Throughout this paper temperatures are measured 
in energy units. 
In Fig. 3 a typical picture of the differentiated 
analyzer characteristic (2) is shown. As already 
mentioned, the main peak corresponds to the con-
tribution of the main plasma, while the small left-
hand peak is mt.de up of ions formed by charge 
exchange in the neutral Cs cloud in the copper tube. 
In this series of experiments the Cs oven B was 
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only slightly heated so that only a few charge ex-
change ions were formed. The contribution from 
these ions was only used to determine the plasma 
potential. \ s is clearly seen from the pieture, and 
as was also noticed by Buzzi el a/.,"* the left-hand 
wing of the main peak is not upright as would be 
expected if the distribution function were a truncated 
Maxwellian. Buzzi el al.10 explain this smoothing 
out as being caused by zero relative velocity Cou-
lomb collisions. Experimentally, we have found that 
the shape of the left wing in this low-density region 
is nearly independent of distance between the Ta 
plate and the analyzer and of the deasity. We would 
therefore suggest that the smooth shape is at least 
in part caused by variation, either in the Ta plate 
work function or in temperature over the surface. 
Variation in the work function is to be expected 
because the Ta plate does not form a single crystal, 
and it is known that the work function depends on 
the orientation of the surface with respect to the 
crystal axis. The variation in plate temperature has 
been measured by means of a pyrometer to be 
about 100°C. 
We define the effective ion temperature by 
T' = m j " {v - vdYf(v) dv, (5) 
where the drift velocity 
vd = / v](v) dv. 
Because of the smooth shape of the experimental 
curves the effective temperature calculated from 
these curves will be higher than that calculated 
from (4). 
Photographs like the one shown in Fig. 3 were 
taken with the analyzer placed at different dis-
tances from the hot plate. Inspection of these photo-
graphs show that the distribution function becomes 
slightly wider at long distances, and the noise level 
increases. The broadening of the distribution func-
tion is probably caused by the noise. 
With the analyzer 5 cm from the end of the 
copper tube traces like the one shown in Fig. 3 
have been taken. From these we checked the follow-
ing two expected plasma features. 
Although the effective parallel ion temperature 
decreases as the ion flow is accelerated through the 
potential drop, <p0, the plate temperature can be 
deduced from the negative slope of the main peak 
on the differentiated characteristics."* In semi-
logarithmic plots the right-hand wings of the curves 
are linear over one decade. From the slope of these 
i Ts(tVI 
Fia. 4. Plate temperature T, deduced from the slope of the 
differentiated characteristics as a function of the plat« 
temperature, Ti^. 
plots the temperature T, was deduced. The crosses 
in Fig. 4 show the results of such measurements as a 
function of the plate temperature Thr. The straight 
line shows the expected dependence (slope 45°). 
The plate temperature was measured by means of a 
pyrometer. The good agreement in Fig. 4 allows us 
to conclude that the ions are formed with a parallel 
temperature equal to that of the hot plate. 
From a simple physical picture the variation of if„ 
with plate temperature can be calculated. The 
Richardson electron emission current density from 
the hot plate is given by 
where K is the Boltzmann constant, A — I20A/ 
cm2 °K2, and iv is the plate work function ( = 4.1 V). 
If we assume the electron distribution function to 
be a Maxwcllian, we have the balance equation 
where m, is the electron mass. 
From (6) and (7) and by using 7\ , = T, we get 
In the experiment the argument of the logarithm is 
around 10" and only varies by a factor of less than 
10. Therefore, the logarithm itself is around 28 
and can be considered constant. In Fig. 5, (8)Ihas 
been verified. The crosses are experimental points 
obtained by measuring <(>o on traces like the.one 
in Fig. 3. The straight line has been drawn through 
(0, —w) and the majority of the experimental points. 
The slope of the straight line differs from that pre-
- I -
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FIG. 5. Potential drop ?, at the hot'plat* as n f miction of 
pla'e temperature. The optsses are the experimental points 
dedui-ed from tråers like the otic shown in Kig. -5. The full line 
shows the expected slope given by formula i*>;. n = 10* cm '. 
dieted by (S) by less than 5f\. Similar results were 
obtained by Buzzi et al.,n 
B. Medium-Density Region (i(» cm-' % n < 5 x 10« 
c m " ) 
This region is characterized by ion ion mean free 
paths comparable to the length of the plasma 
column. The distribution function is close to a 
truncated Maxweliian a t the hot plate and changes 
to approach a drifting Mar;wellian along the column. 
This change was studied experimentally by means 
of the energy analyzer. 
The plasma flow is governed by the following 
three conservation laws: 
Mass flow 
n(j)i\,(x) = c,; (9) 
Momentum flow 
nm f i'VOO * + nT. = c,; (10) 
Energy flow 
1 
•am f/f(v)dv + mJJ.+nv<T.=cl. (II) 
* is the coordinate along the flow and z = 0 at 
the hot plate, /(r) is the normalized velocity distri-
bution function, which is a function of x. Tx{x) is 
the perpendicular ion temperature, which equals 
Thr a t i =» 0. Ci, Cj, and c3 are constants along the 
flow and can be calculated from the conditions 
near x = 0. 
In deriving the conservation equations, inter-
actions between electrons and ions caused by Cou-
lomb collisions were neglected, while allowance was 
made for ion-ion collisions. Also interaction between 
ions and electrons as a result of all kinds of insta-
bilities was neglected. The »•'••etmiis arc assumed to 
act on the ti-ii fin« i.ruy through a static electric 
•iciiL >•.hieh. !>••<-.«.:>.• i." ,i;i:i.-!t»-'.itr:i!itv. is given by 
r.! ••>. 
en . ' / (1-f 
I p<m ititr>ni'ir!:->t: • 
given bv i.V. ('» aitii 
T. >n. 
if t h e e f f e c t i V e t c l l l p e r a t l i f e 7 " 
10' combine to give 
r 
•i- i 
r. = o. 
(i:;> 
In a T'-r, hagram ''13) corresponds to a family 
of pa rabo la one for each value
 (>f «-, ami 
were ealeul:.''<l fn.ru ->.h and (10) <m the assumption 
that fir) for x = 0 is a truncated .Maxweliian of the 
fortn (-1). It is found that rx r. is only a function of 
(<V, T,)' '. In Fig. ti experimentally interesting 
parts of the parabolas of tin- form [V-i) arc drawn 
for ftVe Values of »y, T,)' '. 
The curve tin is drawn through points in the 
diagram calculated from !.V> for fir) as truncated 
Maxwelliati.- of the form . ' ; . As the phisma flows 
away from the hot plate, the distribution function 
approaches a drifting Mav.vellian of the form 
/w \ o . r j «cp ( - — j j p - -) • (14) 
By insertion of (M) into '.">; attd ( I I ) and by the 
use of (V-i). points in the diagram have been calcu-
lated. The curve dm is drawn through these points. 
I t is interesting to note that in the limit of large 
vAT.fm)~' - this curve approaches T'/T. = § 
asymptotically. The physical explanation of this 
is as follows: Owing to the large expansion in the 
sheath a t the hot plate the longitudinal temperature 
drops almost to zero. As the thermal energy in the 
•j^m >ra>n; • u 
• J J 
Fio. 0. Diagram showing the evolufio. ninny; the column of 
the ion-flow par.imclers T' and vt. Full curves (parabola«) 
show solutions to (!.'{) for different values of (r<p,/T,)"*. 
Curves tin ami dm represent [T'/T., v4(T,/m)-t't] values for 
truncated Mr»xwell>:ms and drifting Maxwrllians, respec-
tively. Point* with I he same signature are obtained by moving 
the analyzer along the column. 
- I -
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two perpendicular degrees of freedom is shared be-
tween all three degrees of freedom, the resulting 
temperature will be $ of the original perpendicular 
temperature. 
In an experiment where density and plate tem-
perature are kept constant, i.e., eip0/T. is constant, 
we would expect to find values of [T'/T., 
v*(T,/m)~l/1] near the line tm in Fig. 6 when the 
analyzer is close to the hot plate where the distri-
bution function is close to a truncated Maxweliian. 
As the analyzer is moved along the column, the 
distribution function will eventually change into a 
drifting Maxweliian. In the diagram we therefore 
expect to follow a parabola and, when full Max-
wellization is obtained, to find points at the line dm. 
Experiments were performed for three values of 
eipo/T.. From characteristics like the one shown in 
Fig. 3, T'/T. and v4(T./m)~,/2 were calculated on 
a digital computer. The value of y0 is determined 
from the characteristics taken nearest to the hot 
plate in the same way as indicated in Fig. 3. The 
experimentally obtained values are shown as points 
in Fig. 6. For etch value of e<p0/T. it is found that 
the points move in the direction of larger T'/T. 
when the analyzer moves away from the hot plate. 
In the figure we notice that no points are found on 
the curve tm. This can be explained by the fact 
that the distribution functions near the hot plate 
are not truncated Maxwellians, but smooth func-
tions as already discussed in Sec. IIIA. In the same 
way we can understand that points are found on 
the right-hand side of line dm. When we start with 
an effective temperature higher than that of a 
truncated Maxwellian near the hot plate, there is an 
excess of thermal energy present in the flow. This 
will give rise to increased temperature at the point 
where complete Maxweilization is reached. 
We find agreement between theory and experi-
ments in this medium-density region satisfactory. 
However, it should be pointed out that our meas-
urements do not follow the theoretical calculations 
so closely as to permit us to exclude that part of 
the change in the distribution function is caused by 
instabilities. 
C. High-Density Region (n > 5 x 10* cm-') 
This region is characterized by ion-ion mean free 
paths short compared vith the length of the plasma 
column. The distribution function is, therefore, 
always very close to a Maxwellian. 
In the low- and medium-density regions the 
plasma potential was determined by means of a 
few ions formed by charge exchange in the neutral 
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Cs cloud in the copper tube. Such charge-exchange 
processes are also expected to take place in the 
neuiral Cs cloud formed by oven A in front of the 
hot plate even when the copper tube and oven B 
are kept cold or removed. The approximate number 
of charge-exchange processes occurring in this cloud 
can be estimated as follows: The flax of neutrals 
from oven A is given approximately by 
F.tssnjf^) , (15) 
where n» is the neutral density. Similarly, the plasma 
flux is given by F
"^
nfeT- (i6) 
The neutrals from the oven hit the hot plate at an 
angle of about 45°, and it is known that only about 
half the neutrals become ionized on the hot plate; 
therefore, F. æ ZFfi. By combining (15) and (16) 
and using T„,.0 a; 0.05 eV and <p„ æ 1.3 V (see 
Fig. 5) we get nn æ lom. The charge-exchange cross 
sections, <rc„ at low energies have been measured 
by Dreicer et al." to be ~ 3 X 10"" cm*. The 
length L of the neutral cloud is about 10 cm. The 
probability for an ion to pass through the neutral 
cloud without undergoing charge exchange is 
P(n) = exp (-n.<f,.L) 
« exp ( - n / 2 X 10"). (17) 
It is seen that for plasma densities lower than 
about 1010 cm"3 very few ions will undergo charge 
exchange in the neutral cloud at the hot plate. In 
the experiments with low and medium densities de-
scribed in Sees. IIIA and B no sign of such charge 
exchange was seen. For densities n > 1010 cm"3, 
where according to (17) charge-exchange processes 
are of importance, the mean free path for 90° de-
flection as a result of Coulomb collisions is short 
compared with the length of the plasma column 
(La,r a; 10 cm at n = 10'° cm"3). The distribution 
function for n > 101" cm"' is, therefore, always ex-
pected to be a Maxwellian. 
The temperature and drift velocity of this result-
ing distribution function are determined by the 
following three processes: (a) production and ac-
celeration of primary ions at the surface of the hot 
Ta plate; (b) production of slow charge exchange 
ions in the neutral Cs cloud in the vicinity of the 
Ta plate; and finally (c) Maxwellization through 
ion-ion collisions within a distance of a few ion-ion 
mfp from the Ta plate. If only processes (a) and (b) 
took place, we would expect a double-humped dis-
- I -
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(a) 
FIG. 7. (':•.) Examples of distribution functions measured 
at different dni.-titips. a, n = 3 X 10* cm-*; h, n = 8 X 10» 
cm-'; c, n ~ 3 X 10" cm"1. Tkf = IMIKTK. Analyser posi-
tioned at r = 62 cm. Sweep 0.5 V./large div (amplitude 
gain varir'i from curve to cur\r>. (b) Experimental values of 
drift veiori'y and ion temperature -is function.« of density. 
tribution function similar to that shown in Fig. 3, 
where charge-exchange ions were produced arti-
ficially ir the Cs cloud confined in the copper tube. 
In process (a) the acceleration of the primary ions 
is determined by *he plate temperature and the 
flux of netit'.il Cs from oven A. In process (b) the 
production of slow charge-exchange ions is deter-
mined mainly by th.? Cs flux. We therefore expect, 
the resulting distribution function to depend on the 
Ta plate temperature and especially on the density. 
For densities at which the production of charge ex-
change ions begins to be comparable to the pro-
duction of primary ions one would expect the drift 
velocity to decrease; similarly, Maxwellization of 
the double-humped distribution function will lead to 
an increase in temperature. At very high densities, 
at which all ion3 undergo charge exchange, the dis-
tribution function is very narrow, and an ion tem-
perature close to that of the neutral cloud is to be 
expected. 
Experimentally, we have measured the velocity 
distribution function at different densities and con-
stant plate temporature (7\ , æ 0.21 eV). As we 
expected, no variation in the distribution function is 
found when the energy analyzer is moved along the 
the column. Figure 7(a) shows a few examples of 
the distribution function (2) taken for different n 
values. From curves like the ones in Fig. 7(a), the 
drift velocity tu and the temperature T. have been 
deduced, and the result is shown in Fig. 7(b) as a 
function of n. We see that the drift velocity de-
creases with density, and that the temperature 
reaches a maximum around n ?f 10'* cm"'. This 
is in agreement with the qualitative discussion just 
given. 
IV. SHAPING OF THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
A few attempts to shape the ion velocity distri-
bution function in Q machine« have been reported in 
the literature. Andersen" introduced the copper 
tube shown in Fig. 1 in order to perform differential 
cooling of the plasma ions by collisions with the 
neutrals in the Cs cloud. He measured the propa-
gation properties of an ion-acoustic wave launched 
in the downstream direction and found that the 
phase velocity and the damping of such a wave 
decreased with increasing density ii: the neutral 
cloud. This was indirect proof of the cooling since 
Landau's theory predicts that the phase velocity 
and the damping will decrease with decreasing ion 
temperature. For a plasma density (n ~ 1.5 X 10* 
cm"3) we have measured the ion velocity distribution 
on the downstream side of the tube at different 
neutral densities. The neutral density was vaned by 
simply varying the temperature of Cs oven B. 
Figure S shows three examples; (a) is obtained at a 
rather low neutral density at which only s small 
part of the ions formed at the hot plate undergoes 
charge exchange in the tube. As the neutral density 
is increased, mere charge-exchange processes take 
place, and distribution functions like the one in (b) 
are obtained. For very high neutral densities all 
ions undergo charge exchange, and we are left with 
a cold plasma with small drift velocities as shown 
in (c). Note that we are able to produce "double-
humped" distribution functions as in (a) and (b). 
This kind of distribution function appears to be 
interesting because it should be suitable for the 
study of Landau growth. 
In a few experiments attempts were made to 
cool the ions in a Q machine simply by introduc-
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FiO. 8. Examples of distribution functions obtained at 
different aeutral Cs pressures in the copper tube, a, Kathtr 
low Cs pressure: b, medium Cs pressure; c, high Cs p-esaure. 
n » 1.5 X 10* cm"1. Analyzer positioned at x = 26 cm. 
Sweep 0.5 V/large div. 
ing a rather high pressure of an inert ga.s into the 
plasma.1 •14,II> We have examined this method of 
cooling with the analyzer. Figure 0 shows how the 
distribution function changes with distance in the 
case where n æ 10" cm"', and /'„,,.i„i = ^ X 10 - 4 
Torr of argon. In a similar way Fig. 10 shows the 
distribution functions obtained at a fixed position at 
three different argon pressure- We note that this 
method of cooling gives a distribution function 
which depends very much on distance from the hot 
plate and on argon pressure, and which is generally 
nol a Maxweluan. 
Finally, >t should be >uciitio:-ed that we have used 
the energy aii:>!\'7e.r to check some, earlier results 
obtained with a supersonic plasme, wind tunnel."' 
Thi3 device is essentially a single-ended Q machine, 
where the magnetic held is lv.-haped to fnrm a mag-
netic Laval nozzle. 
En;, e. i'i-tri 
vtihtmv, in |ui;-r!-, 
, , x -= lit', • •:,: 
I'l.ite Iniilicr.'i!' 
10' nu '. 
l . - i 
f • 
A 
; : • » • 
The tut a.-:ii"'-!i>eot- >'.-Ti performed in a plasma 
that was (•...,led by ehani' • •xehaiige in the iwutral 
cloud in the cupper tub'-. The " throa t" of the uo/./le 
was' about -'i em iron! the downstream eint of the 
tube shown il: hig. I The di-iributii»n function w;ts 
measured with lis«- atialy/.er j>; ,—, 1 M) cm from the 
nozzle. Thi plasma poten'ia! at thi- [•• i-iti<>n wax 
determoieil by lui-.-m- of n,:i~ form•••\ by charge t-x-
clian^e m :i le-ati'ai < - ei.j'ld Tom o v n (' '-ee 
Fig. 1). The ;i,.;i-ii.eiiie!i!s -h.e.v that Ah,eh num-
bers |.l/ — ••. 7 , >)•) ! "j up to :•; ;i>:d electron ion 
temperature ratios, '/' 1\. up to 1 ale easily ob-
tained. These measurements agree with our earlier 
results. 
' t .-hoitid be notei' that high Mach numbers 
{M --- 1) and h'gh temperature ratios [T, 7", — f>) 
are already [»resent in the -u'lgh'-rnd'-d Q machine 
with a straight magnetic field a? low and medium 
densities. T!ir:«e numbers can be deduced from 
F'ig. (i. In this case the iiieh Mach numbers ar~ 
Flo. 10. Di-tlihiitiim fiiiirtimis f>ir thri'e :trf?>n >):ii'k(tro!iri<l 
pressures. ;i, l'A ."> / in •"• "i,n. b. i'A -•- II) ' Torr; c, 
l'A -•- ."> /•. 10 ' Torr. Anubv.er |i..- eim>,.,| ;\\ r •- 7»> rm. 
n •=» 10* rrn •>. Plate lemper,e tire 2! H'K. ,Siyiv;> (>.,", V/ 
large liv. 
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caused by acceleration through the potential dtup, 
V. COHCLUSION 
In this paper we have descrbed a low-eitergy 
electrostatic analyser suitable fw uetmnination of 
ion velocity distribution functions in singfe-cnded 
Q machines. The analyser was used to measure the 
distribution function at different plate temperatures 
and densities. The measured functions agn-e reason-
ably well with predictions based on simple theo-
retical pictures. 
From a theoretical point of view, knowktlge <>f the 
distribution function is very important. Especially, 
all calculations based on the Vlasov equation TV-
quire accurate knowledge of this function. For in-
stance it is well known that the damping {landau 
damping) of longitudinal waves is proportional to 
rf/(r)/dr at r — the phase velocity oT the wave. 
A weak point in many wave experiments reported in 
the literature has been lark of knowledge of the 
exact shape of the velocity distributiv function. 
As seen from this paper, the distribution function 
varies greatly with density, plate temiM-raturv, and 
neutral pressure. In onler that arcurate k-iowlrdgr 
of tliis function may be obtained in future experi-
ments, we then-fore suggest that the function be 
measured directly, for instance by means of a tech-
nique like the one described here, rather than de-
duced from mir results. 
Accurate measurements of the velocity distribu-
tion function as described here also raised the possi-
bility of accurate density nv*aMin*mcnts. By combi-
nation of the velocity distribution function with 
the total ion flux, which rati be determined by 
measuring the ion current to a negatively biased 
plate in the column, the density can be deduced. 
We believe that density measurements correct to 
within lc*s t.Han IQ% can be obtained. Such meas-
urements would seem to be very interesting for the 
calibration of other methods. 
The analyzer described here can also be used for 
ac measurements, i.e., it also allows us to determine 
the ion velocity distribution as a function of time 
in different kinds of wave measurements. This opens 
the possibility of studying the very interesting con-
cept of wave particle interaction directly. Some 
preliminary work of this kind has already been per-
formed.* 
The "doubtr-humprd" distribution function ob-
tained by means of the neutral cloud in the copper 
tube may make it possible to study landau growth. 
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Propagation of density perturbations in a coHiskmless ^ -machine plasma 
P. Michelsen and H. L PéntK 
Aucu* Airwrk F.mtrgy Cmanjsc**. Ktsunk KtUHiskmeat Kiif, KwHUt, Dtmmmari 
• Received 1 Jour 1972) 
The evolution of the ion vrWity distribution function B calculated by means of the linen Urd Vlasov 
equation fer the case where the initial perturbation .onsists of a stepiike density discontinuity. Some char-
acteristic features in the solution are rained by »rave-particle interaction. These features are found experi-
mentally by perturbing the plasm in a siagtr-eaded Q mac hine by means of a grid immersed in the plasma 
roluniR. The pert or bed ion distribution function is measured «ith an electrostatic energy analyser. 
I. MTKODUCTIOH where t(x) is Heaviside's step function: 
The propagation of steplike discontinuities through /" 
a collistonless plasma has been treated theoretically by J_m ^l' 
nurnerous authors, among others Mason,1 Sakanaka 
et ml.? Gurevich et *l.? and Kom et al.* For electron- Andersen tt ml? have found the solution to Eq. (1) 
ion temperature ratios T, Ti >4. theory predicts shock with the initial condition fix, t, t » 0)« AM f(r)*(r): 
formation, a feature seen experimentally by Vanek 
et ml.* Taylor tt ml.• and Korn et ol* Special interest n(x, t)- (A»/0*(x/<), (3) 
is taken there in the gradual steepening of the density 
and flux fronts. A* / i \ A« df9(t) hixft) 
In our case T, T.^1.5 and A*«"«. f A* is the density '(*< *' l>= ~f W'* \T~ J+ ~ c' ~JT *-(*//) ' 
in the perturbation, m, is that of the main plasma>. 
We used a linear approach to the problem and found 
(4) 
that the motion is self-similar, and thus no shock b where 
formed. - \l T ' ^ \ 
Since the maximum obtainable information b given 
by ihe perturbed dbtribution function rather than by 
the perturbed density, our main concern was a com- / rm /„'(*)
 # \ - n 
parison of an analytical expression and measurements Xli—c?P J <fr—«*,*//(?) I I. (5) 
of the ion velocity dbtribution function. ~" 
Equations (3) and (4) are valid provided that the 
II. THEORY denominator in (5)—which, in fact, b the dielectric 
function of the plasma—has no zeros in the upper half 
We used the linearized ion Vlasov equation. Assuming of the complex y plane. That b,/g(t>) must be a suitable 
a Boltzmann dbtribution for the electrons dbtribution such as a Maxweliian. 
We get the solution to Eq. (1) with condition (2) 
n,= »o expiep'tT,), T,= const, simply by superposition 
and quasineutrality at all times, we get the well-known . . _ fm A« /*-hn\ , _ /" , . . , 
equation' n{x' '~ J, I \ I ) ' /,/« 7 (6) 
and 9f(x,t,t) 9f(x,t,t) dj*{v) dn(x,t) 
91 dx dv !>x 
with <•,*•• K7* , / »J . 
For convenience, we put , /*"/•'(*) *C(*+l)/0 . 
+ C/OH I — =-— -. tf" 
Mt.o-f-iWif-^T)* 
/ /,(»)*-!, / /u,r,/)*/*= «(*,/). .
 x r»*r^ 
'— ' - - A« <(!)• I t - - > « . » - » / / ( t ) / - ^ r f r . (7a) 
Equation M) is to be solved with the initial condition 
The last integral is singular /or t>x/t so we must 
f(x, t, t"0)» A»[l -«(x)"]g(t), (2) prescribe the proper way of integration. Thb amounts 
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1 
to 
1 
Fas. 1. Trfci i i r i r i fcgwwalthtgi 
JT(») in the following, rewriting of Eq. (7a): 
/(*, t, 0 « An g (a), ( t - ^+<.»A«/.'(t) 
Now, 
(I, t) «(*,»,) and X-MO=»/(X,?,0-«O, 
(<,t)«(<k,ti) and x-»--==»f*(x,t,/)-*A«f(tj), 
so 
KW—c*6n/.'(»)/» / " — dy. 
In other words 
/ (x , . , I)««.«*«/.'(.)/> / " — dy 
+[*lM-*»A»J.w£ Jz; <*r]«(•" "J; ("») 
/(*, t, f) b not defined for t -x / l . We notice that both 
(6) and (7b) are self-similar, i*., they depend on x/t 
only. The first term in (7a) b the solution for freely 
streaming particles, the second b the contribution of 
collective interaction. The total km flux in the per-
turbation, 
F(x,t)~ f tf{x, »,*)*, 
is found by using the fact that F must be self-similar 
[F(x/<)3 since / •* self-similar. The Vlasov equation 
reduces to 
Integration with respect to t gives 
mi) *»(*) 
if 7' ij 0, 
£ / . » *-o. 
require J*( • ) » 0 . Thus, 
p$~*"fyi(y)*r («> 
m . EXPEWMEIfTAL SETUP 
A coram plasma is produced by surface ionization 
on a hot tantalum plate (2200 *K) in a single-ended 
Q machine (Fig. I). The plasma b confined by a uniform, 
axial magnetic field at intensity 0.6 T. The density * 
b approximately 2X10* cm"*. The electron tempera-
ture b assumed to be that of the hot plate. The plasma 
column b 3 cm in diameter, 50 cm long, and ends on an 
electrostatic energy analyzer consisting of a collector 
behind a fine copper mesh * The mesh potential b 
negative with respect to the plasma potential *v> in 
order to reflect all the electrons. 
As a function of the collector potential *„ the collec-
tor current is proportional to 
/ ( * . )~ r t[«./.(»)+/(x,»,fl]*, 
a.,.« [(2rM) (*.-*») ] " . 
(9) 
With the collector potential constant and below «v 
we get the total mo current to the collector 
£ »(«•>•+/) *• 
Thb b almost equal to the total ion flux (8) because 
the ions have a drift velocity that b high compared 
with their thermal velocity. 
The plasma perturbation b introduced by means of 
a grid placed in the column at x»0, which b 25 cm 
from the hot plate. The grid consbtc of a thin nickel 
mesh with 4000.5X0.5 mm* holes per cm*. The optical 
transparency b about 90%. At a time 1-0, the grid 
potential * b switched from **<*/ to <n (<n b the 
floating potential). For /<0 the grid absorbs some of 
the ions so the density between the hot plate and the 
grid b *>+£*, while it b *• behind the grid. * b 
chosen so that AMCSO.I**. Figure 2 shows the ion 
current. 
The ion velocity distribution function b determined 
by differentiating (9) with respect to ov 
We get 
Using (6) we get dF(y)/dy--yA*A(y). We must where x. b the analyser position. 
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,r<b 
•s S i S S i b -
Fw. 2 (a). The toti! i o currrr>f To the analyzer, x. = 10 cm; 20 ØKX Taigt dhr. (b) Calculated ion Au as a fwctioa of t/x. 
The time independent part f.--(t) is measured by-
using the drcuii described in Kef. 8, and by keeping the 
grid potential constant at f*. By changing the grid 
potential to w> we measure »ir"(•+•/•-'.n. jf<r> is found 
bv subtraction as described in Ref. 0. ;See Firs * 
and 4.) 
The plasma potential is measured by charge exchange 
as describe.! in Kef. 10. 
The velocity distribution function / :* , - , f i of tht 
particles in the perturbation is measured with the 
analyzer coupled to the circuit described in Ref. 2. 
This ciraiit is designed in such a way that for a chcsen 
velocity r« the perturbed velocity distribution function 
fix,.. r„ t'. is displayed on an oscilloscope as a function 
of time. Kor improvement of the signal noise ratio 
10*-10* pulses are analyzed, and the average signal is 
obtained by means of a Princeton applied Research 
waveform eductor. The pulses are generated by 
applying a 200-Hz square-wave signal to the grid. 
IV. COHCLUSIOHS AHD DISCUSSIOlf 
There is general agreement between the experi-
mentally obtained curves Figs. 5(a)~(e), and '.he 
calculated ones in Fig. 5<f'. The local maximum at 
f=r, x.r Figs. 51 a; -<c), and the local minimum, 
Fig. 5<e>, are due to the right-hand term in Eq. (I) 
and can be taken as experimental proof of wave-
part iclc interaction. Figure 5id) shows no significant 
extreinum beczuse /,'(ri"^(J for this velocity. Some 
discrepancies between the calculated and the experi-
mental curves can be noted. We believe that these can 
he explained by the following: 
(I ! /<!<r! and f'r) are assumed to be Maxweilians in 
the calculations. The measured ones deviate slightly 
from Maxwdlians. 
FK. 3. The time-independent part of the ion velocity distribution 
function /.(»). 0.5 V/large div. 
Fic. 4. The pertnrtition j ( t ) . The mberert M M af the area* 
is shown 0.5 V/lwfr 4hr. 
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tv.. s. The i"n vr'm-.'y <|isf ribn'i/tn Sun, finr. fix,, r, (\ in the perturbation; x„—6 rm; lOøsee/Urge Sv. (») i1.—1*30 m/*ec; (b) 
r,»l7.Mlr:i sr»; '• • r,= : >'I0 m sri; ri', ?.*. U20 m V : (r) » .* U20m MC; (() calculated muks. TVe letters written <NI tfcccOTCi 
fofrrjrtfn'l fn rttfrnrrsrnJai ••urvrs .1 •hrv.igh '•'. 
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2 Our grki fives wiii u approximate« to the 
initial conditiun I . 
-J- In the »A-.uati.Kt* we considered the anaivxer 
resolution with 
' • » • » - * * » •'•mm 
Tkb stems to be a fairly road approximation at bar 
velocities. We know of MI tSrrct way of measuring the 
resolution properties of the analyxrr except at very 
low velocities.1 
;4; In the derivat*« of iTai we negk-cled the change 
in the plasma potential associated with the puisr. This 
change is Riven by 
Sf,:.l ~ «r . f [»tJr^r- »»1 * •!* 
where v : x». / is given by A . Rigorously, the såcnal 
5„* f • displayed nn the scope is written 
•V.. t >: I : : « . / . + / • rr. 
By considerations analogous to thmc in Ref. 2 we 
Itet an additional temi to I'M. : W> whkrk at worst, can 
amount to JXf't of > 10s. 
Since * s*,l< is a monotonic iunclion of /, this term 
I O X S IX l' M A C H I X K 125 
cannot raise &*«{ extrema like these in He*. 5 i -
•< . - e ' . 
Finally. we m e t mention that the linear assumption 
seems to be well satished. We varied the ratio between 
tSe initial drnstt) perturbatiun and the density «f the 
main plasma A> » up :•» a i m ! 1. without seeing any 
change in the curve shape. Therefore, we may conclude 
thai m.-tJinrariurs are not important for propagatm 
of iwn waves in a collisionhss piasma as Ionic as the 
temperature ratio 7". T.^~.\. 
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Investigation of ion acoustic waves in collisionless plasmas 
G. B. Christoffersen, V. 0. Jensen, and P. Michelsen 
Danish Atomic Energy Commission, Research Establishment Rise. Roskilde, Denmark 
(Received 6 February 1973; final manuscript received 9 October 1973) 
The Green's functions for the linearized ion Vlasov equation with a givt-n boundary 
value are derived. The propagation properties of Ion acoustic waves are calculated by 
performing convolution integrals over the Green's functions. For Tr/T, less than about 
3 it is concluded that the collective interaction is very weak and that the propagation 
properties are determined almost completely by freely streaming ions. The wave 
damping, being due to phase mixing, is determined by the width of the perturbed 
distribution function rather than by the slope of the undisturbed distribution function 
at the phase velocity as concluded from normal mode calculations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
During the last ten years many experiments on ion-
acoustic waves propagating through steady state, colli-
sionless plasmas have been performed1-5. The aim of most 
of this work has been to compare the results with 
calculations based on the linearized Vlasov equation and 
thereby verify the validity of that equation and the 
methods used to solve it. For the propagation of ion 
waves along the magnetic lines of force, the linearized 
Vlasov equation for the ions is 
df(x,v,l)
 t vd/(x,v,t) t E(x,t)qjf,(v) ^ 
dt dx mi dv ' 
where /o(f ) is the zero-order ion velocity distribution 
function, and f(x, v, t) is the perturbed ion velocity distri-
bution function, q and m, are the charge and he mass of 
the ions, respectively. 
By assuming that the electrons behave as an isothermal 
fluid and that quasi-neutrality prevails we get that the 
electric held is given by 
E{x,t) = - — - — 5 — • (2) 
q no ox 
Here, K is Boltzmann's constant, and T, is the electron 
temperature. «o is the zero-order density given by n0 
Combining (1) ar _ t2) gives the ion Vlasov equation in 
the form 
3/(*,M) . , c f c M ) _ , 1 Hx,t) dfo(v)
 m 
dt dx ~C'„o dx dv • i} 
where 
n{x,t) = f*°f(x,v,t)dv, c) = KT./m,. (4) 
The term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is the most 
interesting term since it describes the collective interac-
tion between the electric Meld associated with a density 
perturbation [see Eq. (2)] and ions in the background 
plasma with the velocity distribution function fo(v). The 
two terms on the left-hand side alone describe ions 
streaming freely through space without any interaction 
with the plasma. The collective interaction term is pecul-
iar to plasmas; a similar term is not found in the 
Boltzmann equation usej to describe other many-body 
systems (normal gases, neutrons in a fission reactor, etc.). 
The technique normally used in solving Eq. (3) for 
propagation of ion acoustic waves was given by Landau.' 
In this technique the dielectric function, i(k,oi), is calcu-
lated from the Vlasov equation, and the dispersion rela-
tion is !hen given by the equation r(A.\ u) = 0. From Eqs. 
(3) and (4)? we obtain 
e(k,«) = 1 - d~ ( -^{-V)-dv, (Im a/k > 0). (5) 
"oj-x, r - u/k 
A solution (u',k ) to the dispersion relation indicates 
that the plasma can transmit .1 wave which is often called 
a natural mode or normal node of the type exp(i(w'f 
- k'x)]. This wave is damped (Landau damping) or 
grows depending on the sign of the imaginary part of u 
or k'. 
Quantitative agreements between experiments with 
grid excited ion-acoustic waves in a Q machine and 
calculations based on the procedure mentioned here were 
first reported by Wong et al} Because t{k,u), as given in 
(4), depends on fo(v), a quantity which only appears in 
the collective term in the Vlasov equation, the results of 
these experiments were taken as indications of the impor-
tance of this term. 
Calculations of the propagation properties of waves 
based on the technique just mentioned have been criti-
cized by various authors.8-" Hirschfield and Jacob" 
showed that " the interpretation of experiments on the 
spatial Landau damping is complicated by the contribu-
tion of the free-streaming, initially perturbed particles". 
They considered an elect ro=tatic wave excited by a grid in 
a steady-state plasma. By assuming a simple interaction 
mechanism between grid and plasma they calculated the 
velocity distribution function in the density perturbation 
at the grid. With this distribution as the boundary value 
they solved the Vlasov equation without the collective 
interaction term and found that the wave propagates and 
damps away very much the same way as when calculated 
by the normal mode method described above. In this case 
the damping is caused by phase mixing of the freely 
streaming particles in the perturbation excited at the grid. 
The normal mode technique ignores this effect (the 
boundary value does not appear in the expression for 
r(k,«)]. Therefore, the experimental results cannot be 
taken as proof of collective interaction. 
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The difference between the normal mode method and 
that of Hirschfield and Jacob can most readily be clari-
fied as follows: A formal solution of tqs. (3) and (4) for 
a case where a wave is excited at v = 0 can be obtained 
by using th<* "method of characteristics", i.e.. by integrat-
ing along the unperturbed orbits .v' - \ = v{t' - i) in an 
(.<',/') diagram. For the perturbed velocity distribution 
function we get 
f(x.vj) = gix = 0.M') + rf-j- J/i(i.) f'^^Pdx. 
" 0 ••' Jo VX 
( i - > 0 ) . (6) 
f(x,vJ)=clll-n(v)('^Pjx. ( r < 0 , . 
rto v J* ox 
The perturbed density is obtained by inserting Eq. (6) 
into Eq. (4). In Eq. (6), g(x' — 0. v,t ) is the distribution 
function in the perturbation generated by the exciter at 
x = 0. The particles in the g function move freely in the 
x direction and. therefore, also contribute to the pertur-
bation for x > 0. The integral terms in Eq. (6) clearly 
stem from collective interaction. 
The normal mode technique neglects the g function 
and only considers the collective interaction terms in Eq. 
(6). Hirschfield and Jacob neglect the last terms and show 
that the g term alone gives results very similar to those 
obtained from a normal mode treatment. Offhand, one 
cannot say which term is the most important one in an 
actual experimental situation. In the limit of very low 
electron temperature (c, —* 0), the integral terms disap-
pear and the normal mode technique is evidently incor-
rect. At high electron temperature the collective forces 
become strong [see Eq. (2)Ja.id the g term will become 
unimportant. For an actual case one has to calculate 
solutions to Eqs. (3) and (4); such calculations require 
knowledge of f0[v) as well as of g{x — 0,v,t). 
In this paper we report on exact calculations of wave 
properties obtained for situations realizable in single-
ended Q machines and some other steady-state plasmas. 
We also present experimental results which agree with 
theory. The work presented here is essentially a continua-
tion of an earlier work12 in which we solved Eqs. (3) and 
(4) for an initial value where the perturbed velocity 
distribution function at i = 0 has the form g(v)8(xy, i.e., 
we found the Green's function for the equations with a 
given initial value. This situation was approximated 
experimentally by applying short pulses to a grid in a 
single-ended Q machine. Measurements ,>f f(x. v, t) and 
n(x,i) showed very good agreement with the calculations. 
It was concluded that in Q machines where X * T, the 
freely streaming g term is much more important thati the 
collective term; a clear-cut signature of the last term for 
v > 0 in Eq. (6) could only be seen in measurements of 
the perturbed velocity distribution function, f{x, v, i). 
In the case of waves treated in this paper, g{x — 0,v, t) 
is an oscillating function of the type g(v)cxp(iui).m We 
obtain the solution to the wave problem by calculating 
the Green's functions for Eqs. (3) and (4) with a given 
boundary value and then by performing a normal convo-
lution integration over time. The solutions of the equa-
tions for Q machine plasmas (T, ^  T,) again show that 
the contribution from the collective term is very weak 
and scarcely noticeable in any experiment. Only if T, 
S 3 7T. can collective effects be expected to be seen in 
measurements of fix.v.t). and not in density measure-
ments. Our experimental results agree with the calcula-
tions. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I! wc present 
the mathematical procedure used to solve the equations. 
A few theoretical results are shown in Sec. III. where we 
also give a brief discussion of the physical mechanisms 
explaning these results. Section IV describes the experi-
mental setup and the results obtained. Finally, ir. Sec. V 
we give a general discussion and present our conclusions. 
Fragments of the work described in this paper have 
been described elsewhere.1* '* 
II. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
The experimental situation is as follows: The plasma is 
generated at the hot plate of a single-ended Q machine. 
It flows from the plate along a constant magnetic field 
through a biased grid at x = 0. At grid potential, $o, the 
one-dimensional ion velocity distribution function for the 
downstream plasma, as measured by an electrostatic 
energy analyser," is /0(i')- When the grid potential is 
changed by a small amount. A<f>. the velocity distribution 
function is f0(v) + g{v). For sufficiently small values of 
^4>. the shape of g(v) is independent of A$ while the 
amplitude is proportional to A<*>." Therefore, it is clear 
that both/o(f) and g(v) equal zero for v < 0. In our case, 
then the integral term for v < 0 in Eq. (6) vanishes. 
However, from a mathematical point of view it simplifies 
the analysis if g(v) and/o(t) are analytic functions in the 
whole complex v plane. This means, of course, that g(v) 
and /o(f) cannot be equal to zero for all negative v's, but 
we assume that the values of the (wo functions for t> 
negative arc so smalt that for physical reasons the} can 
be neglected. Drifting Maxwellians of the type exp[—(v 
- Vjflc}) with Vd 2 2.5c, fulfill this requirement. The 
numerical calculations reported in the next section are 
performed for such/0(t) andg(v) functions. 
At this point we would point out that we cannot 
specify g(v) for v < 0 because we also have to satisfy the 
condition that no particles are coming from infinity 
[fix -» 00,1/ < 0, /) = 0]. If however f0(i] is small for 
v < 0, it follows thai£(c) must also be small for negative 
«/'-, 
In the experiment the wave is generated by superim-
posing an oscillating potential A »^exp(—iict) on the dc 
voltage & of the grid. The boundary value for which we 
have to solve Eqs. (3) and (4) is therefore, 
f(x = 0, v, t) = g(v) exp(-/«r) (7) 
and 
n{x = 0,/) * exp(-iut) f_xg{v)dv. (&) 
Here, we integrate from - « to « but in accordance with 
the preceding remarks the contribution to the density 
from particles moving with negative velocity is negligible. 
In this way the calculation is reduced to a pure boundary 
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value problem. The general case where j0(v) ¥= 0 for 
v < 0 is more complicated, but can, for instance, be 
solved as a mixed initial value-boundary value problem 
as done by Weitzner.10 
The use of the linearized equation is justified by the 
fact that in the experiment n(x = 0, t) « no. 
In the calculations we use a Green's function technique 
and first calculate the time and space dependence of 
perturbations generated by short pulses, [£(/)], applied to 
the grid, and then perform a convolution integration over 
time to obtain the response to an oscillating potential on 
the grid. 
To find the Green's function for the density, nG(x,t), and 
that for the distribution function, fc(x,v,t), we solve Eqs. 
(3) and (4) with the boundary conditions 
/c(x = 0>./) = ff(ir) 1 (10) 
and 
We introduce the 8 function as follows 
S(t) = lim - " , . 
^ ' —o it a2 + t2 
{9) 
M* = 0,,) - f'jvl-JL-é, = 4?T?' (,,) 
and let a -» 0 in the solutions. In solving the equations 
we apply a Laplace transformation in space, f(k) 
= f~ exp(ikx)f(x)dx, and a Fourier transformation in 
time,/(<«>) = jC^exp(-iui)/(/)<//. Doing this we find the 
results 
-5«P<--W*(J). (12) 
and 
= ^exp(-o |w| ) ( - vg(v) cf fi(v) 
v — u/k no v — u/k 
?r g(p) dv 
kLmv-u/k 
«/«#) f'jtfm/i' - (-/*)i> 
ik exp(-a\u\)M(v,-\ (13) 
To transform n0{k, u) and fa(k, v, a) back to time and 
space variables we have to perform the integrations 
f>c(x,i) = ^ j J exp(-/*jt) 
X | er.p (<»/)/!<;(*, u)dudk (14) 
illtl 
1 / * • • • * 
/ 0 ( A , M ) - j - ; I exp(-/*x) 
XJ exp(iut)f0(k,v,u)dwdk, (15) 
where 5 is a positive number assuring that the integration 
path in the k plane runs above afi singularities in nc(k,u) 
and in fB(k,v,u). Since u only takes real values in the 
integrations in Eqs. (14) and (15), it is clear that nr,{k,u) 
and fc(k, v, u) Ate singular on the real A: axis. However, by 
defining nc(k, u) and fc(k, v, u) for real k values by the 
analytic continuation of the functions, we can avoid the 
singularities on the real axis. Furthermore, nc(k, u) and 
fc(k,v, u) also have singularities in the positive imaginary 
part of the k plane if there exist k values in this plane for 
which the denominator of N(u/k) equals zero. We as-
sume that the denominator of N(u/k) has no zero for 
Im k > 0; later, we shall show that this assumption 
holds as long as we confine ourselves to treat /»(e) 
functions which only have stable solutions in a normal 
mode treatment of the wave problem.*11 
The v integrations in N(u/k) have poles for v = u/k. 
For Im * > 0, the pole lies above the real v axis if u < 0 
and below if u > 0 Therefore, the analytic continuation 
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of ndk.u) and /dA.r.w) for real k is obtained by 
prescribing that the i integration path shall run below 
the pole for « < 0 and above for u > 0. We therefore 
define 
N(u/k) ( NMk I AM«/* 
and 
(M>(v.v/k 
{M.{v.u/k 
) 
k) 
for u < 0 
f or u > 0 
f or u < 0 
for u > 0. 
[16) 
(17) 
where the subscript b indicates that the v integration path 
runs below the pole and the subscript a indicates that it 
runs above the pole. 
Having defined the analytic continuations of n(,(A.w) 
ami fc(k,v,u), we can go to the limit 8 = 0 in Eqs. (14) 
and (15) and rewrite Eq. (14) in the form 
n,,(x,t) - -py-. 
4l72 
x
 [Cf0JexpU"' + ™-'kx)yit) 
+ J I Texp{iui - aw - ikx)\A -r 1 
dudk 
dudk 
\dudk 
get 
FIG. 1. Integra-
tion contours. 
+ j I rexp(iwt + aw - /A:.t)iV»l j- i 
f I le\p(iut - a w - ikx)Sm(j-Jdudk\ (18) 
By substituting k = w/w after some simple algebra we 
t 
X I expl -/'«l - + ia - l) \dudu 
- D wI*cxpH<; - -' ') ]rfu4 (,9) 
Performing the u integration we immediately get 
+
 7^£*<miH-rhy*} <20> 
To proceed we note that N.(u) is analytic in the half-w 
plane in which lm u < 0 and Nb(u) is analytic for 
Im w > 0. This is assured by the analytic continuation of 
the function as described here and because the denomi-
nators in N. and JV» ?.e assumed to have no zeros in the 
half-planes where tne two functions are defined. The 
denominator in JV6 is the classical dielectric function for 
the plasma (see Eq. (5)|. This function is known" to have 
no zeros in the half-plane in which it is defined for/off) 
functions which are stable in a normal mode treatment. 
Similarly, as also shown in Ref. 12. the denominator of 
V, has no zeros in the half-plane where it is defined as 
long as we only consider Landau-stable,/.,((-) functions. 
Finally, it is clear from the definitions of the V functions 
in Eq. (12) that XJu) — 0 for u — x m the two half-
planes where the A functions are defined. Thus, in 
calculating the integrals in (20) we can use Jordan's 
lemma and change the integration paths to closed half-
circles as indicated in Fig. 1. The integrand in the first 
integral in (20) has a pole at w = v t ^ in. i.e.. within the 
integration contour: similarly, the integrand in the last 
integral has a pole at u = x i - ia within the integration 
contour for this integral. Using residue calculations we 
thus get 
n<. 
(21) 
By going to the limit a -* 0 we get 
-•"•-HIMTMO] «> 
and because N.(x/'t) = .V»*(.*/f) for real x/t we get 
ndx.t) = -l- J l m / v i y Y (23) 
Equation (23) is the Green's function for the perturbed 
density obtained from Eqs. (3) and (4) with the boundary 
conditions (10) and (11). Equation (23) differs from the 
corresponding function [Eq. (12)] in Ref. 12 only by the 
term 
3rf f ->*U 
* ; . ! ' - u/k 
in the definition of /V in Eq (12). This diffeience is caused 
by the fact that in Ref. 12 the Green's function was found 
for an initial value problem, while here it is for a 
boundary value problem. The case treated here is more 
relevant to grid-excited perturbations in Q machines. 
To calculate fr,(x,v.i) from (15) we proceed in a way 
similar to that used in the nr,(x.t) calculations. Thus, we 
obtain, in analogy with Eq. (21) 
Mx,V.l) = ~-T --j : M.(v.--~ ) 
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*24> 
function of x. Similarly, the argument of the integral is 
the phase of the wave measured with respect to the phase 
of the wave exciter. 
By inserting the M functions given by Eqs. (17) and 
(13) into Eq. (24) we get 
fc(x.v.i) = — - / . ( p ) l v _ T _ — - - tl_iaK_r) 
«f(L)/__J » \ 
ri \vt + ias - x vt - iav — x) 2« 
+
 S i 'i*™* (vt + iav - x " vt - i W - x)• ( 2 5 ) 
A similar calculation of the perturbed ion velocity 
distribution in a wave gives 
/(jc.r f) = exp(-iwf)fcxplMj"- I 
x{g(r> - ^ './iU)(Re V(r) + nl} 
. . . i i i . . .t i- • n Again, the modulus of the complex term in the large 
After some simple algebra we go to the l imit a = 0 .. c nn\ . .u •:. J . ,r .u-
, .. . -. . r • , . " . _ ,_. , . parenthesis in Eq. (30) represents the amplitude of the 
and use the definition of the 5 function in Eq. (9) and the i V . . . • .?._•'. . £ -w...:.„ ,.._„.:„_ . . ^ •.-
Eq.(9)i 
well-known definition of the principal value 
1 
y-a 
Doing this we get 
= lim - y-a 
— (y - a)1 + a1' (26) 
Mx,v,t) = {vg{v) - ^ / ; (v) [ lU * » ( y ) + , ] J 
(27) 
Equation (27) is the Green's function for the perturbed 
ion velocity distribution function. The difference between 
this function and the corresponding one derived in a 
somewhat different way in Ref. 12 is again caused by 
different choices of initial conditions. 
Having the Green's function for the perturbed density 
and ion velocity distribution function, it is simple to 
calculate the response for any signal applied to the grid. 
Here, we consider the case where an oscillating potential 
as exp(-i«/') is applied to the grid and calculate the 
propagation properties of the wave generated thereby. 
The density, nix. /), in the wave as a function of x and 
/ is given by 
4x, / ) = jmexp(-iui')nc(x,t - t')dt\ (28) 
which, with the substitution t - t' = ? and with the use 
of (23), can be rewritten 
n(x,t) = -exp(-»wf) I — exp(iurr)Im /V»f - lrfr 
= cxp(-ivølft \txp(iutym N>{r)d,. (29) 
To obtain the last term in Eq. (29) we have introduced 
r = x/r. Inspection of Eq. (12) shows directly that 
Nt(r) -* 0 for v -* 0; therefore, there is no problem at the 
lower limit of the integral in Eq. (29). The same expres-
sion for Mx, i) was derived by using different arguments 
elsewhere." The modulus of the complex integral in Eq. 
(29) gives the amplitude of the density in a wave as a 
e turb d io  velocity distribu ion function and 
argument gives the phase  The same formula for/(.i.e.?) 
was obtained in Ref. 15. 
A computer code has been produced which allows us 
to calculate the Green's functions (23) and (27) and the 
amplitude and phase of the wave function (29) and (30). 
The code calculates the quantities mentioned for cases 
where/#(»') and g(r) are drifting Maxwellians of the form 
and 
/o(t-) i exp[-(t- - iv): c;] 
g(v) oc expj-lr - i'*)2 Vil-
(3D 
(32) 
c, is related to the ion temperature through cj — 2KT,/I* 
and similarly r« = 2*7,/»n,. The propagation properties 
can be calculated for various values of the parameters 
T./T., vjc. vjc„ and T./T,. 
III. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we show and discuss a few results 
obtained from calculating the Green's function« given in 
Eqs. (23) and (27), and the wave propagation propeiiies 
in Eqs. (29) and (30). We have chosen to present the cal-
culations for a situation where the parameters in Eqs. (31) 
and (32) have the following values: u/d = 3, v^/d = 3, 
and Ti/T* - 1. Such values can be obtained in single-
ended Q machines.'* To show the effect of changing the 
electron to ion temperature ratio we have performed the 
calculations for various values of T./T.. In an experiment 
performed in order to check the Green's functions11 one 
can apply short pulses to a grid and measure the response 
as a function of time from a probe at some fixed position. 
We therefore present the calculated Green's function as 
a function of the dimensionless time, tc/x, rather than as 
a function of distance. The Green's functions. Jr.{x,v,t), 
as given in Eq. (27) are singular fcr x = vt. Experimen-
tally, these functions can be measured by means of an 
electrostatic energy analyzer" which necessarily has a 
finite resolution. The signal Se(x,v„t) which we obtain 
from the analyzer when it is adjusted to measure a 
velocity v. is therefore given by 
Sc(x,v.,i) a 1 f vMx.v.l)cxp[-(v - v.f/v}]dv. (33) 
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FIG. 2. Propagation through plasma with cold electrons. T./T, = 0. (a) 
The Green's function for the density, (b) The analyzer signal Scfa.t-.,I) 
(see fcq. (33)] calculated for various i. values, (c) Amplitude and phase 
of wave density, (dl Amplitude and phase of perturbed ion veiocii, 
distribution function in a wave. 
FIG. 3. Propagation through plasmas with TJT, = 2. (a) The Green's 
function for the density, (b) The analyzer signal 5cU.t.,<) (sec Eq. 
(33)|calculatcd for various v, values, (c) Amplitude and phase of wave 
density, (d) Amplitude and phase of perturbed ion velocity distribution 
function in a wave. 
This equation is obtained under the assumption that lite 
resolution of the analyzer is a Gaussian of ihe (>pe 
exp [ - (v- vtf/vl}. The functions, So, shown in Figs. 2-4 
are obtained for the case where v, — c/4. 
The curves amp, and <p. showing the amplitude and the 
phase of the density, respectively, are calculated directly 
from Eq. (29) as functions of the dimensionless parame-
ter ux/c,. Similarly, the amplitude amp, and the phase$/ 
of the perturbed distribution function in a wave are 
calculated from Eq. (30), also as functions of ux/c,. 
Figure 2 shows the results obtained for the case of 
freely streaming ions where T,/T, = 0. In Fig. 2(a) we 
present the Green's function, nG, for the density and in 
Fig. 2(b) the S,, function calculated for three v. values. 
Figures 2(c) and (d) show the amplitude and the phase of 
ihc density and of the distribution function in a wave, 
respectively. The wave damping in this case is clearly 
caused by phase-mixing of freely streaming ions. 
In Fig. 3 we show the corresponding curves obtained 
for (he case T,/T, = I. We notice that the most significant 
difference between (he curves in Fig. 2 and Ihe ones in 
Fi?. 3 is Ihe undershoot seen on Ihe So curves in Fig. 3(b). 
This undershoot, which is a clear-cut signature of the 
collective interaction term in Eq. (3). was demonstrated 
experimentally in Ref. 12 and a physical explanation was 
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FIG. 4. Propagation through piasnus with T./T. - 2. (a) The Green'? 
turwtton for the density. |h) The analyzer signal SA*. 1..1) (see E<;. {)})) 
calculated for various <. value«. |c) Amplitude and phase of wave 
density, (d) Amplitude and phase of perturbed ion velocity distribution 
(unction in a wave. 
given in Ref. 20. The curves in Fig. 3(c) and (d). showing 
the wave characteristics, are so similar to the correspond-
ing ones in Figs. 2(c) and (d) that it seems unlikely that 
collective interaction in ion-acoustic waves can be dem-
onstrated experimentally if T, S T,. The damping is, in 
this case, of course, partly due to phase mixing and partly 
to collective interaction. 
The curves in Fig. 4 are calculated for T,/T, — 2. Here, 
we note a tendency in the nr, curve to show two maxima. 
This is a significant change in comparison with the 
corresponding results in Fig. 2(a) and 3(a). The physical 
reason for this splitting up has bern discussed in some 
detail in Ref. 16. The two maxima in the n0 curve are 
responsible for the tendency of the amp* curve in Fig. 4 (c) 
"!"* 
*r T T T 7 A - : > / V , w^ 
" I " 
»r 
L '' J* M ..-•• / 
/JrJN, 
A / 
' \ •V 
> -'/t h
 w 
c 
•J \\\V) \\ A W ^ 
V A ^ 
\ ^ 
V '• •. v 
\ \ ' . i 
'• \ V 
\V 
AL 3 T 
OS !0 IS I t IS U I S 4C 4S 
FIG. 5. Curves showing the amplitude (A the perturbed ion velocity 
tumbuiion function at various positions calculated for a plasma where 
t r = 3 . r ( > » « = 2.5r.. and TIT, = 1. 
to oscillate with distance. This oscillation can be under-
stood physically as a beating between two damped waves 
propagating nith velocities corresponding to the velocity 
of the two maxima in the ne curve."17 We also note 
a clear difference between the imp, curve in Fig. 4(d) and 
that in Fig. 2(d). This difference is also a clear sign of 
collective interaction. In Fig. S wc show examples of amp/ 
curves calculated as functions of v/r, at various ux/c, 
values for the case where T,/T, = 3, v4 — v*, = 2.5c,. and 
T.;Tm — I. The very characteristic oscillations of the 
curves are explained physically 'n Reis. 17 and 18. An 
experimental observation of these oscillations would con-
stitute a clear-cut sign of collective interaction in ion 
acoustic waves. 
More xtensive discussions of the physical mechanism 
explainit ; the results obtained by calculating the Green's 
function and the wave characteristics are given in Refs. 
15 18. and 20. It should be noted that the calculations in 
Refs. 16 and 20 are based on the Green's functions of 
Ref. 12 which were obtained for an initial value problem. 
A comparison between the Green's functions of Kef. 12 
and those obtained for a boundary value problem in this 
paper shows Iha' the functions are very similar and that 
they have the same characteristic dependences of thr. 
parameters. Therefore, the discussions given in Refs. 16 
and 20 are also valid for waves treated as a boundary 
value problem. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section we describe measurements of the per-
turbed ion velocity distribution in ion waves in a single-
ended Q machine. The experimental setup is shown 
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FIC. 6: Experimental sei up. 
schematically in Fig. 6. The plasma is produced "»y 
surface ionization of a beam of cesium atoms from the Cs 
oven on the hot tantalum plate (^ 2500° K) and is 
radially confined by a uniform, magnetic field of an 
intensity up to 1 T. The plasma column is 3 cm in 
diameter and it ends at an electrostatic ion energy 
analyzer" at x — x„. In the experiments to be described 
here the plasma density, ,i0, is less than 10'cm"3, i.e., the 
plasma can be considered as being coilisionless. The 
vacuum system consists of a stainless steel tube (not 
shown in Fig. 6) which is cooled to -20°C to reduce the 
Cs background pressure. In operation the pressure is 
below 10"' Torr. The plasma waves studied in this work 
were excited by a grid at x - 0. The grid consists of a 
thin nickel mesh with 400 0.5 X 0.5 mm2 holes per cm2. 
The experimental procedure is as follows: First, the 
desireo undisturbed ion velocity distribution function, 
/O(J/), i« obtained by adjusting the temperature of the hot 
plate and the density of the Cs beam. The grid is biased 
to a potential fy, which is close to the floating potential 
and f«(v) is measured by the analyzer by using the 
technique described in Ref. 19. The grid potential is now 
changed by a small amount A<j> to <fr> + A£ and the 
velocity distribution f0(v) + g(v) is measured. The func-
tion g{v) can then be obtained by using the technique 
described in Ref. 14. 
Now the grid is connected to the oscillating signal 
[exp (»'«/)] of a lock-in amplifier as shown in Fig. 6. 
Thereby a wave with frequency w if launched; this wave 
is analyzed by the electrostatic analyzer. For the meas-
urements of the perturbed velocity distribution function, 
the circuit shown in Fig. 6 was used. The analyzer grid is 
biased negatively with respect to the plasma potential -ffl 
in order to reflect all electrons. The collector plate is 
connected to a sweep-box which varies the plate potential 
fa slowly and linearly with time as indicated in the figure. 
The time varying part of the ion current to the collector 
plate, when biased to <>., is given by 
Hfrt) - qA I \-f\x..v.!)'A: (34) 
where imt',L — q{<$>„ - $?•) aruf A is the effective mesh 
area. By changing the variable: t ; = Iq w)«> - <>,.). 
Eq. (34) becomes 
!{<!>..t) = const f i\x,.$.t)ik>; (35> 
this is the signal led from the sweep-bo?, to the lock-in 
amplifier in Fig. 6. The lock-in amplifier amplifies the 
parf of this Mgnal which oscillates with the frequency tj 
and thus produces a signal 
I f*7 S t ø j = ^j.\ /(^.f)exp[i'M - B0)]dt 
const /*ir , , „ ,. , /-« 
= ~^T I exp /(«/ - Bo)\dt I f(x„ <t>, t)di>. (36) 
9o is a phase angle adjustable on the amplifier. St$.) is led 
to the differential unM and differentiated with respect to 
time. The output signal, which is led to they plates of the 
scope and displayed as a function of <fc,. is 
dSfa) _ dS(b.) df7 
dt ~ d$. dt 
= - ~ ! 1r jf e*p l*v - WW*- * ~ *"t)dt 
>. exp{i\9{^. - £„) - »»I). (37) 
d$.{i)/dt is a constant because <£«(/) as generated by the 
sweep-box is proportional to time. The electric circuit 
only works the way discussed if the time constants for 
differentiation, integration, voltage sweeping, and for the 
wave are chosen properly. 
Experimental measurements of ampf = \f(x.,v 
= (2?(£. - <«p,)/»»)":!)|and of <>, = Øtø, - t^j are ob-
tained by varying 0P on the lock-in amplifier until amp, as 
displayed on the oscilloscope reaches its maximum value 
for a given <>„. As seen from Eq. (37) it it possible to 
concert the measured quantities, amp, and tf>f, into func-
tions of velocity only if the effective analyzing potential. 
<>„ - 4>Pi, is known. Experimentally, we hav: determined 
<j>pi by utilizing the technique described in Ref. 19. 
In Fig. 7 we show experimental results obtained for a 
situation where J0{v) and g(v) were found to be close to 
Maxwellian distribution functions with drift velocities 
vj = vt, = I.Sc, T,= f, ^ 0.35 eV, and TJT, ~ 0.6. The 
density nv ^ !0*cm ' and the frequency, w/2ir, applied to 
the exciting grid was 80 kc/sec. The phase velocity and 
røÆ|««"°i 
CS®^ Mil I & MI unil "»1 f T 
FIG. 7. Experimental result* 
obtained in measurement.1* on an 
ion acoustic wave with frequency 
80 kc/sec. (a) The amplitude of 
the perturbed ion velocity 
distribution function measured 
at various position«, (b) The 
phase delay of fix., v) measured 
at various positions. 
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tlic damping of the »a»o densiiv »erc determined in the 
conventional wa> b> measuring the amplitude and the 
phase of the ion saturation current (^ « o r ) lo the 
analyzer collects at various positions. The phase velocity 
was found to be r> = 2.3 x lO'cm sec corresponding to 
a wavelength A = 2.4cm. The wave amplitude damps 
with an r ' - folding length of approximately one wave-
length. 
In Fig. 7(a) we present measurement* of amp.«, as 
functions of t obtained at various analyser position*. 
Figure 7(b) show-« experimentally obtained phase rela-
tions. At different A- positions we have found those » 
values for which/(«..•-) is delayed it x s- with respect to 
the phase of the exciter In is an integer). The results 
shown in the figure constitute an experimental veriftva-
tion of the phase relation expi *•:-%. ij. which is obiamcJ 
directly from Eq. (30) by going to the limit c, - 0. i.e.. in 
the limit where collective interaction can he ig.wtred. The 
small discrepancy (^ IP^) between the phase relation 
obtained from Eq (30) and ;he experimental points can 
be explained by the uncertaintv in the experimental 
determination of <?*. which causes an uncertainty m the 
calculation of v [see Eq (37)|. 
According to Eq. (30). amp.*, should be equal to g(t I 
and independent of \ , if «-, = 0. The experimental results 
in Fig. 7(a) show a strong damping of amp.,, with 
distance .\. especially for low i values. By using the 
following arguments based on freely streaming 'ons this 
damping can be explained by the finite resolution of the 
analyzer The ions are released from the grid with the 
velocity distribution function r(f)cos vt. At v = A_ the 
analyzer measures amp,M at the time f„ = *«.V.. At this 
time however, there are also ions present at x. with the 
velocity i. and they are partly accepted by the analyzer 
because of its finite resolution expressed by exp[-<« 
- v.)1, iv*J. The ions wiih velocity r were released from 
the grid at i = i,- x^v. Therefore, the analyzer adjusted 
to measure at the velocity v. gives a signal 
S* * X"«*(»>cw|«( ~ - ; ) ]exp[ - ( i - r.l'/r.'l*. 
(38) 
By assuming c, lo be small compared with c, r e d ) can be 
considered as a constant and w~l - r1 ~ (» — ».)/•*. 
Af ter some siiDpie algebra one gKs 
*•« '[-far)"} «•• 
This expression explains the very strong damping meas-
ured at low v. values. 
Measurements such as (he ones described here have 
been performed at various frequencies and densities, and 
with different /»(r) and g(v) functions The conclusions 
from all (he measurements are that no sign of collective 
interaction could be demonstrated. This is what would be 
expected from the theoretical work of Sees II and IV. It 
should be mentioned thai similar measurements leading 
to the same conclusions were reported by Ikezi and 
Taylor.1'" 
Further, we have heated the electrons in order to reach 
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K
 -:n described b> ("hnst«>r*erscn and Pr.:h::i." V :hc>c 
hisfi-tempcracurc rath* the «.h^ra«.icr.->;:c .•Hilb::;-.-; :r. 
amp.t. shown sn Fig. 5 can be expected We were not able 
to detect these oscillations expenmentafiv. We believe 
thai the reason is thai the resolution of the analvzer is not 
surTtciemlv good 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we Lave calculated the Green's functions 
for the Irteanzcd u»n Ylasov. equation for a known 
boundary value problem. The Green's functions for the 
density as well as f»>r the perturbed velocity distribution 
function are obtained, and they are al»ay> found lo take 
the self-sinuLtr form. «... ».. - l/tih, t\ />. The func-
tions. k,,{\ i). depend on the boundary value. «••«-*- and 
on ihe didecfiv properties of the pla^rtia. which in turn 
depend «»p Tand on the und'sturhe*1 ion velocity distri-
bution function f fi» 
fht Grecn"-> function f-«r the density, »r ;»..-• v.-ne^ 
weakly with T, 1. as h»ng :\- f I",. 3 ••>ec I ts>. 2. 3. .iru? 
4). furthermore, it sh-.>u!d be noted that the Green's 
function for the density obtained for the case where 
T, * tt could also he obtained for T. •»:f another s«ii » 
»as assumed. The giv) function needed in <>rder to 
produce a n.A\.t) function of a given form for a case 
without collective interact ion can rv calcuiaicd f»om Fqs. 
112). (16). and (23> with X ~ »). It is therefore clear thai 
to demonstrate collective effects in a measurement of 
»..(«./) would require a detailed knowledge of the bound-
ary value function elr) In an actual experimental situa-
tion such knowledge is cry difficult to obtain and :r can. 
therefore, be concluded that it is very unlikely that 
collective effects can be demonstrated in measurements 
of nt(.x. f). 
For T, * 0. the Green's functions for »he perturbed 
velocity distribution function. /,.(.*. r.i) show the same 
characteristic features (the undershoots seen in Figs. 3(b) 
and 4(b)| which are clearly caused by collective interac-
tion. The experimental observations of these features 
reported in Ref. 12 are therefore a clear demonstration of 
collective effects. 
The propagation characteristics for locally excited ion 
acoustic waves were calculated by performing convolu-
tion integrals of the Green's functions. The calculations 
show that waves arc. in general, damped. For X = 0. the 
damping is clearly caused solely by phase mixing of 
freely streaming ions and therefore (he ratio, h A. be-
tween ihe damping length and the wavelength is roughly 
given by t>,'.k where ,!»• is the width of the e(t-) function. 
For T, * 0. collective interaction plays a role in ihe wave 
damping. It should, however, be noted that by assuming 
the proper jj(i') function, one can get the same Green's 
function for the density for X = 0 as the one we get for 
X * 0. We can also obtain the same amp. curve for the 
case where X =* 0 as the one we obtain for /,' * O.We 
may therefore conclude lhat density measurements in a 
wave arc equally unlikely to demonstrate collective inter-
action as arc measurements of n,.ix.t). Wc can further 
point out that for the case X * 0. the damping ratio. A X. 
is roughly determined by the width of the n,. <x, I) func-
tion divided by the phase velocity of the wave. This 
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statement is in contradiction to the results obtained in a 
norma! i*H»de treatment where it is found that the damp-
ing is determined by the slope of the Mil fu:^tion at 
i = (>. Our results suggest that some calculations of 
stability problems based on a normal mode treatment 
pr«. »ably ought to be reconsidered. In this respect it 
should he noted that by using the Green"s functions 
obtained in this work it has been possible to show 
rigorously that an exponentially damped wave of the 
normal mode form expf-ilwr - Av)||lm k > 0) is not a 
possible solution to the Vlasov equation 13) for al! values 
of x.zt Further, it should he noted that Lstabrook and 
AlexetP have recently integrated the Vlasov equation 
numerically and found results that confirm our statement 
that collective interaction in ion acoustic waves is ncclcc-
taMe. 
Our calculations of the perturbed velocity distribution 
function in a - »ve show that the effect of collective 
interaction is very weak unless T. 2: 37T- At these rela-
tively high values of the electron temperature, character-
istic oscillations in amp.,.,, as seen in Fig. 5. occur. These 
oscillations have not been seen experimentally, but the 
observations of them would constitute a clear signature 
of the collective effect in ion acoustic waves. 
As a last remark it should be emphasized that in our 
treatment we have assumed the perturbed velocity distri-
bution function at the boundary to lake the form 
rU)exp(-iwr). Wc believe that this assumption holds for 
tnd-excited waves in single-ended Q machines as k>ng as 
u « uf;. At higher frequencies the potential around the 
grid varies significantly during the transit time for an ion 
moving through the sheath around the grid. Therefore, 
the g function will most likely also become a function of 
time. i.e.. take the form g[r.exp(rwr)|. which means that 
higher harmonics are generated. As long as we arc only 
concerned with the fundamental mode this will not 
change the main features of our results. 
The crpenmental results reported in this paper are in 
agreement with our statement that collective effects are 
negligible in ion-acoustic waves if E S 37\ 
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nbm-A damptat-prowth traasitfoa for iuo-ac«istic waves 
ma t«-fuidtaa; length tor the density IJ is observed at a wax le f th X-tmt„. TMa 
supports calculatlms perforated la cuonectiDa with the problem of heating of the 
coroaa by tea-acoustic waves geaertted la Hat solar photosphere. 
The behavior of ion-acoustic perturbations 
propagating:, along a density gradient, in a high-
ly ionized, nonuniform plasma is of considerable 
interest in astrophysics and in geophysics. One 
example of this effect is provided by the problem 
of coronal heating. 
Heating of the solar corona through Landau 
damping of ion-acoustic perturbations generated 
;n the photosphere was discussed previously. "•I 
!n the solar corona tmo competing effects hare, 
in general. to be considered. One is the Landau 
lamping of the ton-acoustic perturbations in a 
plasma of approximately equal ion and electron 
teirr»-attires (T, = 7"r). and the other is »gromtk 
,r. • r relative wave amplitude (8 »I when the per-
turbations move outward to more and more tenu-
'.«:.: regions. A fair guess1'2 was that Landau 
lamping should be the dominant effect for wave-
lengths shorter than the scale height of the coro-
na, whereas growth should occur for longer wave-
lengths. Calculations*4 have shown that in an 
isothermal (and T,*T0) exponential atmosphere 
acted upon by the solar gravity, growth occurs 
for wavelengths X > 2wlm, where Z. is the scale 
height. For x <2s/, the ion-acoustic perturba-
tions are Landau damped in much the sar.e way 
as in a plasma of uniform density. 
In the laboratory, the hydrodynamic behavior 
of ion-acoustic perturbations in a nonuniform 
plasma has been observed by Doucet. Jones, and 
Alexeff.' Since their plasma, however, had a 
TJT% ratios* 1, Landau damping could not be an 
important process. 
The present, preliminary report contains the 
(to the best of our knowledge) first experimental 
demonstration of a transition from (hydrodynam-
ic) growth tc (Landau) damping of ion-acoustic 
perturbations, as the wavelength is varied fi 
below to above - 2*-/.. In a laboratory experiment 
the situation is. of coarse, different from that of 
the solar corona also in the sense that the zero-
order density gradient cannot be produced by 
gravity. As explained below, the density 
eat in the experiment was produced by a < 
ation of an axial electric field and radial plasma 
losses. The overall agreement between oar mea-
surements and the results of the calculations per-
formed for the case of an isothermal atmosphere 
held by gravity (Ref s. 3 and 4) indicates that 
these results apply to ion-acoustic wave behav-
ior in density gradients no matter how the gradi-
ents are produced. 
The experiment was conducted in a cesium plas-
ma column of a conventional, single-ended Q de-
vice ,* in which T, * Tr The plasma density was 
generally in the range (1 to 5)x 10* cm*', with 
the neutral gas pressure s. 10** mm Hg. A (vari-
able) density gradient along the direction of the 
magnetic field lines was produced by surround-
ing a portion of the plasma, column f- 3 cm diam-
eter) with a metal tube of 3.5 cm in diameter 
biased to - 30 to -100 V with respect to the gen-
erating plate of the Q device (sec, for instance, 
ftoberson, Ratner. and ffirshfield*). Ion-acoustic 
waves were excited, in much the same manner 
as. e.g.. by Wong. Motley, and D'Angelo,* by a 
grid immersed in tns plasma (normal to the axis 
of the column) between the generating plate and 
the metal tube. The steepness of the axial den-
sity profile (density decreasing from grid to robe) 
could be varied by varying the negative tube bias, 
more negative voltages on the tube giving rise to 
steeper density profiles. For a fixed tube voltage, 
smaller values of the confining magnetic field 
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K»rc rise to steeper density profiles. 
Measurements wire performed by means of a 
Langmuir probe, movable orer a distance of 
- 25 cm alone the axis of the plasma column. Th? 
exposed surface of the probe was a flat mea! 
disc. S mm in diameter, oriented norma! i« the 
column axis. The zero-order ax;a! density pro-
file is obtained most easily through a pleasure -
ment of the probe floating -potential profile and 
the relation KT,*« »X =C*»*> to |e .g. . Refs. 6 
and 8j between density and potential gradients. 
The same S-mm-diam probe was used to mea-
sure the axial plasma flax as a function of posi-
tion alone the plasma column. The flux v^s ob-
served to decrease as the probe was moved away 
from the generating plate, thus showing the pres-
ence of radial plasma losses. We believe that 
these losses are produced in part by an ion 
"scrape-off (the Larmor radius can be as large 
as - 1 cm) and in part by enhanced radial diffu-
sion. When the zero-order plasma behavior is 
analyzed on the basis of continuity and momen-
tum equations, including a radial loss term, 
agreement is found with the measured zero-or-
der quantities. Clearly, an axial density gradi-
ent is associated with an axial electric field, the 
electrons being in Boltzmaon equilibrium. 
The wave measurements were performed with 
the probe electrically floating, since m n -e<? 
•T , for waves of the type we are here concerned 
with (i is the perturbed density and $ the per-
turbed potential). The results of the wave mea-
surements are summarized in Fig. 1. At any 
1000" 
».»••erf! 
•00-
< * ^ « « 7 • . = » » • 
growth damping 
ft. | 
t 
0-
Y" 
11 
! 10 flfcMf) 100 
FIG. I. The wavelength, X, and the damping, \ , in-
growth. A,, distance versus the wave f requeue v. / . 
|*^(1-5)* 10*cm"\ 0*2000 G.) The bias oo he metal 
tube was -30 V. 
frequency. / . the corresponding wavelength is 
indicated by a cross. Abftv* / - 2 kHz the waves 
are damped as Ihev propagate away from the grid, 
and *. <with triangles pointing upward) is the 
damping distance. Brio* f -2 KHZ the waves 
grow; 4, twtth triangles pointing downward* is 
the icnm-th distance. The measurements of Fig. 
1 were performed with a bias on the metal tube 
•if - 30 V. which corresponds to an t -folding 
length fcr the axial density profile of - 12 cm. 
The confining magnetic field was 2000 G. 
We note the following from Fig. 1: (a>/> = const 
c 1.2y 10* cm sec. as expected for the phase ve-
locity of ion-acoustic perturbations in this plas-
ma, (b) For / i 3 kHz. the ratio 6
€
 X - 0.5. in-
dependent of frequency (a well known feature of 
Landau-damped ion-acoustic waves, when Tå 
= T,). (c) For (I kHz, the growth distance o, 
ii. independent of frequency (for 350 Hz* / * 1000 
Hz:, as predicted by the hydrodyaamir model 
(eg . . Refs. 1-5). Also. 6,= 2/„ (2lM-24 cm), 
fdi At / near 2 kHz. bt and 6t become very large, 
as expected at the frequency of transition between 
growth and damping. 
In order to fortify the results in Fig. 1. we 
show in Fig. 2 those obtained in a somewhat dif-
ferent experiment. The ratio. R. between the 
wave amplitude at a distance r, -19 cm from the 
exciting grid and the wave amplitude at JT, = 5 cm 
is plotted versus wave frequency. The numbers 
•n brackets indicate the bias (in volts) on the met-
al tube. Remember that a more negative bias 
corresponds to a steeper axial density gradient. 
Clearly, as expected, the transition between 
growth and damping W = 1) moves to lower fre-
2-
f(icHz) 
FIG. 2. The ratio, ft. of wave amplitude at x. 1» cm 
from the grid to the wave amplitude at x, - 5 cm versus 
the wave frequency, to bracket« is the tube bias in 
voU*li! II-5)*]©»cin"\ 0-3000GI. 
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; as the steepness of the density profile 
is reduced. Note that in Fig. 2 the magnetic field 
strength differs fro« that ia Fif. 1. 
la addition, the relation between f. and the 
(growth-danmiag) transition wavelength. *c. was 
observed to be */* 2*1., by varying /. by a factor 
- 4 . For instance, m the coanttioas of Fig. 2. 
; of Ac*40, 10. 100. aad 110 cm corre-
to values of / .»«. 11. It. and 25 cm. 
respectively. 
Great care was exercised, pmrticviaiiy at the 
Jow-fraaaency ead of the raafe of fnaaencies ex-
plored, to make sare that ao wave lefmctioa 
f ram the opea cad of the plasma comma took 
place. This poiat was checked (a) by the actaal 
which aader all cir-
aad (b) by attering the 
try coaamoas at the open cad, withoat af-
fecting the obaeited wave behavior. This fact is 
aot surprising siace the ioas are not reflected 
from the ead of the comma. 
R may be appropriate to mention here that, 
with the steepest density profiles ( V ^ s-100 V). 
we have observed the generation of harmonics 
when a grommg wave, in propagating away from 
the grid, piodaces a density modulation compar-
able with the aero-order density. This is doe to 
a rectifier (or "diode") effect which ocean at 87' 
n~ 1001 (the total density cannot become negative) 
and which may be looked upon, since 9^Ctwn 
(r :s the perturbed velocity an! C, the ton-acous-
tic speed), as the ejection, at the applied frequen-
cy, of plasma **loba" from J»e low-density end 
of the cotamn. 
Finally a comment as to oar results against the 
background of a controversy which has arisen in 
years among Q-machine workers (see 
Motley' for a summary), about the importance 
of phase-mixiag of freely streaming particles 
versus collective interaction. The present re-
sults seem to emphasize the importance of col-
lective interaction in ion-acoustic waves in in-
homogeneous plasmas with T,-*Tt. The hydro-
dynamic growth we have measured at low frequen-
cies is mainly due to the interaction beta een the 
aero-order electric field associated with the den-
sity gradient aad the particles in the wave per-
turbation. A pure "free-streaming" 
not appear to provide an immediate, 
planation of this result, since the zero-order dis-
tribution and the perturbed distribution at the 
grid must be equally affected by the radial loss-
es. Note, however, that the concept of "free-
streaming" has only been applied to uniform plas-
We thank M. Nielsen and B. Rener for their 
skillful technical assistance. 
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Ion Acoustic Waves in a Density Gradient 
IV. D'Angelo 
Danish Space Research Institute, Lyngby, Denmark, and Research Establishment Risø, 
Roskilde, Denmark 
and P . Michelsen and H. L . Pi'cseli 
Association Eitratom-AEK. Danish Atomic Energy Commission 
Research Establishment Riso, Roskilde, Denmark 
(Z. Naturforsch. 31a, 578-582 [1976]; received Mar A 9, 1976) 
A damping-growth transition for ion acoustic waves propagating in a nonuniform plasma 
{(»-folding lengths for the density ln) is observed at wavelengths Ac ft; 2 .T /„ . The experiment, con-
ducted in a Q device, supports calculations performed in connection with the problem of solar 
corona heating. 
I. Introduction 
The propagation of ion acoustic waves in density 
gradients is of interest for plasmas in a gravitational 
field. Theoretical work based on a \ lasov model 
with spetvil reference to the solar corona was per 
formed by Parkinson and ."Schindler1. I .in2 included 
also the effect of a magnetic field. A result ot these 
investigations is the prediction of a (Landau) 
damping of the waves for wavelengths, /., small 
compared to the c-folding length, /„ . of the density 
gradient while a growth in relative amplitude, n nn, 
is predicted for /.'s much larger than /„ . The criti-
cal wavelength for the case where T\ - T,, is /,_. — 
For high electron-to-ion temperature ratios, 
T„;T\, a fluid model is appropriate. In an experi-
ment performed in a "diffusion plasma'' with an 
imposed density gradient, Doucet ct al.3 found good 
agreement between experimental results and a sim-
plified fluid picture for waves traveling from low 
densitv regions into regions of higher density. 
In this paper we describe an experiment per-
formed in the cesium plasma column of a conven-
tional single ended Q-mnchine4 in which 7, ;^T„. 
In our case Landau damping of ion acoustic waves 
is ,.n important process and the transition from 
damping to relative growth can be investigated. 
Although our plasma conditions are different from 
those considered bv Parkinson and Schindler1 and 
bv Liuz , our measurements reveal essentially the 
same feature as resulted from their calculations. 
Reprints requests to P. Michelsen. Danish Atomic Energy 
Commission, Research Establishment Riso, 4000 Roskilde, 
Denmark 
Preliminary results from our measurements are 
published in Reference5. The present paper, in ad 
dition to mu;h more detailed results on wave mea 
surements, contains a description of the zero order 
state. 
II. Experimental Set-Up 
The experiment was performed in a cesium plasma 
produced by surface ionization in a conventional 
single ended (^-machine4. The plasma column is 
~ 3 cm in diameter and confined by a homogeneous 
B field of intensity ~ 2500 Gauss. Plasma densities 
are 1 — 5 x 109 c m ' 3 , with temperatures T\ « T, 
x.1 2200 K. The neutral pressure is < 10~5 mm Hg. 
Collisions are thus unimportant for the propagation 
of density perturbations. A (variable) density gra-
dient along the direction of the B field is produced 
by surrcunding a portion of the plasma column 
with a brass tube of length 15 cm and 3.5 cm inner 
diameter, biased to — 30 volt to - 1 0 0 volt with 
respect to the generating plate of the Q-device. This 
set-up is similar to the one described in Reference*. 
Ion acoustic waves are excited, in much the same 
manner as e.g. in Wong et a l . 7 , by a thin nickel 
mesh with ~ 1 4 0 0 . 8 x 0 . 8 mm* holes per cm2 im-
mersed in the plasma (normal to the axis of the 
column) between the hot plate and the brass tube. 
The plasma is terminated by a plate negatively 
biased in order to reflect all the electrons. 
The steepness of the axial density profile (density 
decreasing from grid to tube) can be varied by 
varying the negative tube bias, more negative volt-
ages on the tube giving rise to steeper density pro-
files. The tube has two effects on the plasma. First 
there is a lowering of the plasma potential, which 
causes an acceleration of the ions. The tube also 
gives rise to radial plasma losses by "scrape off" of 
ions (the Larmor radius being ~ 0.5 cm) or by ex-
- I V b -
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citation of an instability which causes enhanced 
radial diffusion (f"r inst. a gravitational instability 
generated by the E x B rotation8). The resulting 
density gradient depends (apart from the tube volt-
age) on the magnetic field strength, lower fl's giving 
rise to steeper profiles. 
Measurements have been performed by means of 
a Langmuir probe, movable over a distance of 
~ 25 cm along the axis of the plasma column, the 
exposed surface of the probe being a flat metal disc. 
0.5 cm in diameter, oriented normal to the column 
axis. The zero order axial density Profile is obtained 
most easily through a measurement of the probe 
floating potential and the relation *•' 
xTtdn0/dx = en9d<P9ldx (1) 
between density and potential gradients (we con-
sider the electrons as isothermal i.e. TV = const). 
Figure l a shows the measured potential profile for 
Mp(volt) 
?Flujc(arb.units) -r.' 
1 L.O---C •y-^-o.^-a.O-J&.fl-a-S-A-o.^l 
o.t 
10 -Jot 
Fig. 1. a) Floating potential and density distribution along 
the column axis (Kt,,be=-30 V, 0=2000gauss), b) Flux 
and axial velocity distribution for the same conditions of 
Figure 1 a. 
one tube potential. Measurements of the total ion 
flux, n V, to the probe serve to determine the radial 
losses, «0(ar), since 
3KF0) 
dx -/ 'oW (2) 
in steady state conditions. Figures 1 a and 1 b show 
that / i 0 ( i ) ^ n , 7 where y = constant, with good 
approximation. Finally we can determine the drift 
velocity V0(x) since we know the flux and density 
variation along the column axis (see Figure 1 b ) . 
No large relative variation of V0(x) is expected 
with increasing x, since l'tixu) is already larger 
than ('; (the sound speed) because of the sheath 
drop at the generating plate. 
HI. Wave Measurements 
The wave measurements were performed usin" 
the Langmuir probe described in Section II. Only 
the relative fluctuations are of interest; thus all 
measurements were performed with the probe elec 
trically floating since n/n0 ~ e 'Pjx Tt (ft is the per-
turbed density, </' the perturbed potential). The 
results of the wave measurements are summarized 
in Figure 2. During these measurements the bias of 
looor 
X,6(cm) 
100-
growth damping 
10-
10 »(kHz) 
Fig. 2. The wavelength, / . and the damping, <V 
100 
<M , or 
growth, åg, distance vs. the wave freqre.c>, /. (n — 
l-5X10»cm-*, 5=2000gauss). The bias on 'he meial 
tube is 30 volt. 
the tube was 30 V and the confining magnetic 
field was 2000 Gauss. The e-folding length for the 
resulting axial *.:nsity was ~ I 2 c m . At any fre-
quency, / , the corresponding wavelength is indicated 
by a cross. Above / -»»2 kHz the waves are damped 
as they propagate away from the grid, and b,\ (tri-
angles pointing upwards) is the damping distance. 
Below / ~ 2 k H z the relative amplitude of the waves 
increases with distance from the grid, and dg (tri-
angles pointing downwards) is the growth distance. 
For /"*2kHz we find d-+x, corresponding to un-
damped oscillations. We note from Figure 2: 
a) f). —• cons t« 1.2x lO'cm/s, as expected for the 
phase velocity of ion acoustic perturbations in 
this plasma, 
- IVb -
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b) for / ~ 3 kHz, the ratio "Jj//. ~ 0.5, independent 
of frequency: a well known feature- of Landau 
damped ion acoustic waves, when T\ 3 7*,., 
c) for f < 1 kHz, the growth distance <\ is inde-
pendent of frequency as predicted by both a 
hydrothnamie' and a microscopic theory 1 2 
for the case of gravitationally held atmosphere. 
In order to fortify the results in Fig. 2, we show in 
Figs. ?i and 4 those obtained in somewhat different 
volts (more negative bias corresponding to a steeper 
axial densilv gradient I. Clearly, ;is expected, the 
transition between growth and damping [R 1* 
moves to lower frequencies as the steepness of the 
densitv profile is reduced. 
Kinallv, in Fig. 5, bv utilizing data from the 
measurements of Fig. 2 and Fig. I. we show the 
cm »A 
300-
(-100) 200 
al-
io 
- (-40) 
20 cm 
Fig. 3. Relative wave amplitude vs. axial distance for a 
fixed wave frequency, / = 1.5 kHz. Each curve refers to a 
different bias on the metal tube, tlie bias in volt being 
shown in brackets (B=3000 gauss). 
ffkHz) 
Fig. 4. The ration, R, of wave amplitude at r, I9rm from 
the grid to the wave amplitude at x, = 5 cm, -s. the wave 
frequency. In bracket is the tube bias in volt (n = 1—5x10* 
cm -', B=3000 gauss). 
experiments. Figure 3 shows amplitude measure-
ments as a function of x for a fixed frequency. The 
numbers in brackets indicate the bias of the metal 
tube fin volt). The transition between damping and 
relative growth is clearly demonstrated. Figure 4 
shows the ratio, /?, between the wave amplitude at 
a distance x2- 19 cm from »he exciting grid and the 
wave amplitude at x, = 5 cm, plotted vs. frequency. 
The numbers in brackets indicate the tube bias in 
Fig. 5. The "critical" wavelength, /.r. vs. the r-folcling 
length of the axial density profile, ln • The circles refer l» 
the set of data in Fig. t, the triangle to the data in Figure 2. 
The full line is the /.c = 2 rr l„ line. 
observed relation between the c-folding length. /„ . 
for the density and the critical wavelength. /, . The 
full line represents the relation /,. 2 rr l„ . 
In all the above measurements we assured our-
selves that no wave reflection from the open end of 
the plasma column occurred. This point was checked 
bv a) the actual wave phase measurements which 
showed that we were indeed dealing with propa-
gating waves and b) by altering the boundary con-
ditions of the "open" end (the one opposite to the 
hot plate), without affecting the observed wave be-
haviour. 
It may be appropriate to mention here that non 
linearities were not observed in the above measure-
ments. At extremely negative tube voltages {Vta\,r 
:'. - 100 voit), however, pronounced harr ionic gen-
eration was observed when a wave growing in rela-
tive amplitude was propagated. Typical results are 
shown in F'igure 6. We explain this effect as follows. 
For these tube voltages radial losses are so strong 
that the unperturbed density on axis goes to zero 
within the tube (no plasma reaches the end plate). 
When n/nø~ 100% the density gradient will have a 
rectifier (or "diode") effect (the total density can-
not become negative), distorting the wave form and 
thus producing the harmonics. The wave form ob-
served on an oscilloscope indeed showed a marked 
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'C - A (orb umts) / 
./ / 
iO CTl 
lig. 0. Wav amplitude, al f=\ kHz. vs. axial distance, for 
R- ".H0(> .^m-s amt r„,!„.=-150 volt. Al r ' " U r m higher 
harmonic- appear anil grow (0. fii>t harmonic; J , second 
harmonic: • . third harmonic). 
liattenii'.g oi the nai f trough, thus supporting this 
interpretation. It is also interesting to note thai. 
from measurements ot the same Ivpe as for Fip. 1. 
ue observe a \erv pronounced increase of I t,(x) 
toward the "open" end of the colum, when } ,„!„. 
100 volt. 
IV. Theory 
A- mentioned in the introduction the theoretical 
results f.>r a gravitalionallv heir: atmosphere 
• Kefs.'•- w i do not applv directly to our experi-
mental conditions. In the following we give a sim-
plified fluid theory directly related tr our experi-
mental -"t-up. which takes into account a) the radial 
los.-es and hi the non-zero drift velocity. A fluid 
throrv tannot substitute a correct microscopic anal-
ysis. It remains, however, essentially correct in de-
scribing the zero-order state and the wave phe-
nomena at very long wavelengths 1 0" . The wave-
length regime with /. *€ l„ is. on the other hand, 
correctly described by the usual Vlasov-Lanrlau 
treatment for a homogeneous plasma. 
Starting from tli:- equations 
t" - f (nV) yn, (3) 
nm\ nmV^ ; y.(T, j T.) X" 0 . (4) 
zt or ax 
we ohlain the linear equations 
3 :
' •••
 3v
 -
 yV
* tvV 3 " - 0 d) dt ' 3r r0-' .-C* l h V° 3r ° ' {i,} 
°i' i/ 3y '.?;• , 3," 
3, " ^ 02 +1 /2 r 2 " + Cs 3 "- 0 ( 6 ) al or i
 0- (>, o r 
where -" n n0 anil /.',2 y.lT,- T.\ m. The term 
;•« with ;• const at counts for the radial losses 
according to the discussion in Section II. To solve 
ihe Kqs. t."it (d) we assume I „~const. In view 
of Fig. I b this seems to he the best simplifying as-
sumption. As already noted J
 0>(7 4 varies more 
slowly than na and we are concerned with a solution 
for ." n 'n ( ) l r ) . On the strerg'.h of this assumption 
we rnav anplv elementary Fourier analysis and ob-
tain 
• - '•> »«)* *i v0-- (kr--kr)CJ ^ r f \ == o , 
(",» 
' o ~-l--
I8l 
where Ar and k\ are the real and imaginary part of 
/». respectively, and ") is real corresponding to a 
boundary excitation. Using the zero order solution 
to i3> 
, , const | f dr ' | 
o 
we find ; r ^ f'0//„ with the assumption of T 0 ~ const. 
Introducing this quantity in Eqs. (7) and (8) we 
obtain a numerical solution t» = o(krl,) and k,— 
A;(Av), using the measured value of /„ . The calcu-
lations show that in the frequency rarge of interest 
A; and ''i/Ar are nearly constant, with "> Ar»= F0 + Cf. 
If l \ is determined from the measurements by using 
this relation, we find f ' 0 S 1.5 C, and with this value 
for I '„ we obtain k\ ln s 0.3 or d. S 3 / , , in good 
agreement with the results shown in Figure 2. (A 
cut-off frequency such as the one found in Ref. 3 
does not appear in our calculations.) Near the 
damping-growth transition frequency these calcula-
tions lo not hold. 
For short wavelengths, as already remarked, the 
presence of the density gradient is unimportant and 
we expect the conventional Landau damping to be 
the dominant feature (see Section III) . 
A simple way of estimating the value of the tran-
sition wavelength, Xc, is by noting that the growth-
damping transition should occur at that wavelength 
for which the growth distance, dK (computed from 
fluid theory), equals the damping; distance, A,\ (com-
puted from the Vlasov-Landau theory for a uniform 
r 'asma). Since ^ ,1^0.5- i and ( 5 K S 3 / „ , one ob-
tains / . r ~ 6 / „ (see Figure 5 ) . It is also dear that 
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this -impie argument applies to all rases in which 
there ir. competition between livdrodvnamic. growth 
and landau damping, i.e. nut oolv to the special 
rase of a i:ravitatioiiailv hold a'mospht're '. 
V. Conclus ions 
In this report i>e have presented measurements 
of ion acoustic wave propagation in a density gra-
ilient. The mo*t interesting observation is that of a 
i'lnu ill-dumping transition at a critical wavelength. 
/.,. ~~'2nl... This result is in agreement with cal-
culations performed ,»n nave propagation in an 
isothermal atmosphere held by gravity '• -. Il thus 
appears that these call illations have a more general 
validity, i.e. thev may apply independently of the 
particular wav in which the density gradient is 
produced. 
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Absolute and convective ion beam instability studied 
through Green's function 
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(KtceiveU »7 Dn'rmber 1973; hnai manuscript rcvrivni 3 Junr IV74) 
A Vlasov plasma with a douUe-humped, unstable ion velocity distribution function is con-
sidered. A i function in space is assumed as the initial perturbation and the plasma response 
to this perturbation is calculated, i.e., the Green's function for the problem is found. The 
response can be divided into two parts: a self-similar, damped part of the form t lk{x t), 
and an unstable, exponentially growing part. The conditions for abf >Iute and convective 
growth of the latter are discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION II. ANALYSIS 
During the past fifteen years great interest has been 
shown in the problem of growing waves in unstable plasmas. 
Sturrock11 has performed pioneer work in this field by 
classifying the possible types of instabilities as evanescent, 
convective, or nonconvective (absolute) and by discussing 
the conditions under which the various types can be ex-
pected. Many authors3"7 have considered unstable waves 
and described in detail various mathematical techniques 
used to treat the problem. In a recent paper, Rogn lien and 
Self* include a review chapter on most of the work in this 
field; in their work references to many other interesting 
papers can tx found. 
Our interest in this problem is caused by the possibility 
of creating, in Q machines, a plasma with a double-humped 
ion velocity distribution function which is unstable to the 
ion acoustic wave mode.* This plasma provides the unique 
experimental possibility of following in detail the develop-
ment in time and space of an instability which started as a 
narrow perturbation at (x, /) = (0,0) . In this paper we 
present calculations based on the linearized Vlasov equation 
of the development of such a perturbation in an unstable 
plasma of the type obtainable in Q machines, i.e., we cal 
culate the Green's function for the equations describing 
wave propagation through the plasma. 
Ås is often found in this kind of treatment, some parts of 
the wavelength or frequency spectrum of the wave mode 
under consideration are unstable (growing) and other parts 
are stable (damped). In most treatments only the growing 
waves are considered because they are argued to be the 
predominant ones in the limit of large times or distances 
where experiments are most readily performed. We show 
that in a Q machine plasma it should be possible to detect 
the contribution from the stable waves and that from the 
unstable waves separately. The contribution from the stable 
waves dies away in a self-similar fashion as t~xh(x/l) as de-
scribed elsewhere.1011 The contribution from the unstable 
waves is found to be absolutely unstable in some frames of 
reference and convective in others, and normally convective 
in the frame which follows the bulk of the self-similar stable 
wave contribution, as wel> as in the laboratory frame. Wc 
show that our results are in qualitative agreement with the 
experimental results of Baker"" and that they therefore 
constitute an alternative explanation of his observations. 
As in previous calculations"-" we describe the ions by 
their linearized Vlasov equation. We choose to model the 
electrons by a massless isothermal fluid. The electrons and 
the ions arc coupled through the Poisson equation, and we 
consider a one-dimensional situation. Thus, our starting 
equations are 
df(x, r, 0 df(x, v, I) c? dn,(r, I) .//« (r) 
+ r = , (1) 
dt dx »o <?x ik 
dhi.'x,t) 
\D% = ».(*, 0 ~ n,(x, t), (2) 
dx» 
and 
«.(*, 0 = / /(*, v, Ddv. (i) 
Here, 
c,2 = nTt,'m„ n» = / f»{*)dv 
J —«B 
is the uniform unperturbed density for both ions and elec-
trons, X/> = (t&T.jnvt?)* is the electron Debye length, and 
n,(x, /) is the perturbed electron density. 
Let us consider the response of the system to an init'il 
perturbation with an ion velocity destribution 
1 a 
/ ( * , » , / - 0 ) ~ *<») , (4) 
*x>+ a2 
where a is a scale length representing the size of the initial 
perturbation. This form of the initial perturbation is chosen 
for mathematical convenience since ir~la(c^ + * , ) ~ ' is a 
normal representation of a delta function, 6(x), in the limit 
of a going to zero. 
We use a standard Laplace-Fourier transform technique 
to solve (1 )-(.*) with initial condition (4). The transform is 
defined so that 
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wht-n-
/ u k> 
J ,\\>i:ki J i-xp* :,•: /-.*-..• L- :k. 
I / • I / U t< 
>?. I r .'. = - I:n I i 
X< xp( -I-. '/ + t*.r - akht* . '* 
and 
(lu 
1 , - - [ - /«-..-*•. 1 
«, . ( . r ,n = R« / 
r i , lk[dli^ k- .» -"LU. 
»h i re Fx.' <..-.:\ !>c an\ "1 thi- thr-x lutictions: ' » . : . / • . 
>:.-.»-.; . T I : t..' Iln- integral ».>nti»i;r in ih«- -.• plaiii-
'.nduatui !>\ the index •.: runs aU>\i- any ,-i du- |*>!ts <»i 
/- t . j.- T:a : :'^.n^ relation > .\:\ bi- -hivin. in ut-in-ral. 
iMin the n-.i!it\ i'>nilit|.>n. i«-. trom thi- condition th.it "" J i\\\ 
Fx. i has t-> bi- a ri-.il .ju.mtin . Xrxp£-iv{k<t -+- ikx - akj'.k. 
F\-k*. - _ * = •>"(*.-: ']*. In HD the function «(*) is to be determined b \ (8). The 
stable contribution, K„(X, t), is esscntiallv of the form ob-
w h i n ih.- asterisk di-n-u-s thi- . >.np!i-x c o n n a t e With
 u i n e d m R e f , ( ) T h e u n s t a b t e con;ribution, »„( i- , t), is 
this relati -n it ts easy to prove Uiac
 ()f , h c R e n c r a , l y p e XmXtå fcy ^ . ^ a u t h o r s i - . I n t h e 
. .„. . following we discuss the two contri(>utions separately. 
> . ; > = — R e / / /•*(v. ."   Re | J-"U-. *•''- exp( - i^! -f i/hrV/u: <lk. A. The stable contribution 
, . , - , .
 f •• Si"ce P(u.k) and I(w/k) art known functions as given Re stands tor ttie real part ot. , ... ,',,. , ; • , , , . - , by p> and (6), n„(x , /) can be calculated by numencal 
. , . , , , , , , , . computation from (10). This computation, however, is 
Mraujhttorward akebra leads to the relation , . r - , , , , , r f . - i • . 
rather involved because we have to perform a triple mtegra-( j . £) v tion ovei k, u, and t for each (JT, /* value for which we want 
— \- - *
 ? to calculate n„. Rat'ier than performing such integrations. 
1 -+- [.t\b)- ~ / ' u k)l we show that in the limit of large /, where experiments are 
most likely to be possible, the (k\B)"- term in the denomi-
wherc /•-. k is .related to the initial condition through nator is of no importance and can therefore be neglected. 
which simplifies (10) considerably. To neglect the (£AD)2 ("A / ' I ' * term is equivalent to assuming quasir.eutralitv rather than 
and when- /»!*• 'k: is related to the plasma properties through , n ( 1 0 ) W e substitute r , = « / * and rind 
\k/ n, ; . . : - (w *) 2 T ^ " ,° • ' - * + ( * X o ) ~ P < » ' ) 
Fo! i«,Cv.." we uet Xexp - i * / ( t p J Wr , , ^ . 
(12) 
1 ,-' r 1 /(u.-*) 
»I,I v. t> - •-- Im / / This form suggests an asymptotic expansion of n„(x,l) in 
2r J „ A, * 1 + (i.\/))-' - l'(yc'k) _ terms of r 1 . We substitute y = kt and expand «,.(*, t p ) 
(7)
 = /(»>;[i + (*Ac)2 - PMy in terms of r 1 as follows: 
Xexpf —/J.7 -r- ikx — ak)<Li <ik, 
/y\2 dn„ | / 1 \ 
where Im represents the "imaginarv part of." n,.(k, r , ) = «e,(0, vp) •+ • ( - ) 1 -f- 01 - J 
y\2 f\\ 
dik1 
In Rcf. 10 we obtained an expression similar to (7) except 
for the (k\i))- term. This term only enters here because of 
our use of the I'oisson equation (2) rather than the quasi- j _ pu ) 
neutrality condition assumed in the former work. In Ref. 
10 we considered stable olasmas, i.e.. plasmas for which the Equation (12) can now be rewritten as 
equation 
(')\„,_^L_.
 + 0(!Y 
v / [i - p(t,)j W 
i f r- /(«,) 
1 + (k\pf - P<u/k) = 0 (8) "«(* . 0 • Im / / ; 
1-KH J0 J-K\ - P{v7 
....s no solutions in the complex u plane ff>r which Imu > 0. 1 i j 
By using this we could move the w integration path down to Xexnl — iv(v — — — ° W d v dv -\ --
the real axis, and we found that the density always took L \ I / J * 2»* / 
dt , - -«. / 
*W0 / -„[!-
has no solutions in the complex u plane for which Imu > 0. 
By using this we could move the u> integration path down tc 
t  r l is,   f  t t t  sit  l s t  
the sclf-similiir form t~]h(x/t). In this paper we consider (13) 
unstable plasmas for which (8) has only one solution, u(k), I 91 /"" /"" /("») 
with Imw > 0 for a fixed k. This solution is found for k 
values in the interval 0 < k < km and Inia-(O) = Imuif/Vm) 
= 0.5 I'sing this wc can write (7) in the form 
X l m 
**»/, J-„tl-P(v,)J 
Xexp[^ -»>(tp - —-j j f t pdy| + 0^-J. 
n„{x,t) = n„(x,t) +n,Jx,t), (<)) 
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In writing :\.v -*-• .•!>.! u-r-'.i m t» * r r..'.de >«• >f the 1;. t 
lh.it 
I i y :'i: t-xp' :v.v .':./y 
i.in IK- rcpLued l>\ 
— H- Ar / i \p ( /v i ' :y. 
Performing the v init-urati:>n we obtain 
/(:,> 
I n . / / : , 
1 \n- /<* : 
+ Imf — 
2r= / W 
r /W \ 
X l -/:>) 
0 
<H> 
+<> 
By closing the r , integration paths around the upper half 
r.f the : , plane we get, by means of residue calculations, 
- « * • ' ' - H O + ^ ( 0 + f l G ) 
where 
f , ( - J = lim - Imf 
\tf <•*>* \\ - / ' [ 0 + J a ) 7 ] 
/ W \ 
{up- [ ( * + ia) / ] } / " ( « , ) / 
0 1 I '/* T / [ ( x + /a) /G = lim - Im 
- "' » I «/(x'/)-L {1 - / ' [ (x + fa)//])* 
\ / * * ( « , ) . f o p ( t P - [ ( * + i a ) / f ] ) / > - . J ' 
md 
+ 
In these equations «p is defined hy the solution to the equa-
tion 1 - P(np) - 0. 
It is seen that in the limit of long time ( / » u , , " 1 ) , the 
first term in (14) is the predominant one. Since we shall only 
be interested in this limit, we write 
1 1 / / [ ( j r + /«)'/] 
n„{x, t) - lim - Im 
a »0 / a - " It 
/ ( « , ) 
{ « , - [(.r + ia 
il 
\ 1 - / * [ ( x + i a ) ' 0 
^ \ 
/ )//J)/'>„)/ 
This »•ii;.i!ii»n. whuh wrili U- used t.>r nui:n ri> •.: i.t'-. \:\.:U.•>;-., 
is idt-ntict! t-» »h.-f »<• VM>;:M h.ivi- <.|it.ii:u->! it w»- had ,-.s-
sumrd t|i:.t$tnrt;t ratify r.ttht-r lh.»n intr-»i-'.>>-l the I'oiss.;r. 
equation, il' Wr have thus shown that th«- ij'i.iMiu-utr.iiiiy 
assumption is g»»id in the limit where I •-• _,,, '. 
H. 'x.ti as given liv i 15 lakes a sell similar tun« as t ' 
times some function of l.r / • ; this is a properlv which was 
found for stal !t- distribution functions in Kit '<>. i'hc first 
term in the lane- jwrrnthrso« of (15) is equal to the expres-
sion obtained in Ret. 10. The last term is an extra con-
tribution caused by the [x>lc in the upper half of the r p 
plane. 1. could be argued that this contribution should 
rather be included in the unstable part of n.(x, H [Kq (9)1. 
We decided to keep it as part of H.JX.I) because of its 
self-similar form. 
B. The unstable contribution 
In order to calculate n,u(x,t) from i l l ) we need to find 
the spectrum of unstable waves, »•(£), from (SV The wave-
number, km, of the marginally stable wave is determined by 
t + (km\„Y- / : /; = 0. (16) 
We introduce ra = u(km)/km, which is the phase velocity of 
the marginally stable wave. As : a is a real number we have, 
directly from (16), 
/o'(to) - 0. (17) 
An appropriate formula for v(k\ k can be obtained by a 
Taylor expansion of (8) around to 
>(k) 
ro + (18) 
I + {k\Dy / r/t - 2 - / </r=0. 
From (16), (18), and (19) we get 
'(*) = k\ to + .1 (to) , 
L up,1 J 
(19) 
(20) 
where ut, is the ion plasma frequency and where .1 (rn) is 
defined by 
r h "W 
A (to)^1 ^ — lim «o"1 / <ft'. 
J x ' —• to ' * 
(2D 
(15) 
Equations (11) and (20) constitute the basis for the 
numerical calculations of «,„(*, /) reported in the next 
section. 
The instability under consideration is triggered at (x, I) 
— (0,0). An observer moving through the plasma with a 
velocity within a certain interval, v. to i\, will find that 
the instability grows at all times, i.e., that the instability 
is absolute. I'or velocities outside this interval the in-
stability is convcclive. In lindini; v, and i we roughly 
follow the procedure given by Baldwin and Rowlands.7 
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We insert <2»>' int.« (11- and »i 
1 /(:•.' 
r /"(:,-) 
X / rxp ikx - tktlv, + — -—- ,1 (r.) 1 \,Ik. (>>> 
Equation 111) is obtained by going to the limit a = t) and 
by assuming that the quantity in the bracket in (11) varies 
insignificantly with k in the interval 0 to km, this assumption 
certainty holds for weakly unstable plasmas where km « XD '• 
We want to calculate n,„(.v, 0 as felt by an observer moving 
through the plasma with the velocity, v, i.e., at the position 
x(t) = tt. Thus, we get 
n.,(x(0, 0 
fVv)ondg(v) 
/•*- i r km*-v ni 
= Ke const 1 exp | ik\ v - r« —^— .4(r6) H j . 
= Ke const ("exp[.V S(k)l}lk. 
Ik 
(U) 
To deur.nine for which velocities t the instability is 
absolute and for which it is convective we look for a curve 
in the complex k plane which connects * = 0 with k = km 
and on which ReS(fc) = 0. If such a curve exists, we can 
change the integration contour into this curve; it is then 
clearly seen from Riemann's lemma that n„ goes to zero 
for large /, i.e., that the instability is convective. If such 
a curve does not exist, the instability is absolute. For 
further discussion of this procedure, see Ref. 7. 
In the appendix we describe a relatively simple procedure 
to determine for which x values we have absolute instability, 
and for which the instability is convective. We find that for 
v close to i-o the instability is absolute, while v values very 
different from i0 lead to convective instability. The limiting 
values, iv and r_, arc shown to be determined by the condi-
tion that ReS(k,) = 0. k, ure the k values for which 5(4) 
has saddle points. 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Most authors who consider unstable waves are interested 
in growth rates and asymptotic expansions. Our Eq. (11) 
can also be used for this kind of analysis by leading to an 
expression for the densi'y growth. Such an expansion, how-
ever, is of limited value because in an experiment a growing 
perturbation will soon reach a level where nonlinearities are 
important and an asymptotic expansion based on the results 
from the linear equations (1) to (3) becomes invalid. We 
study the initial linear growth of perturbations by per-
forming numerical calculations of the stable as well as the 
unstable contribution discussed in the previous section. 
Wc first consider the growing part of the solution, i.e., 
the expression in (II) which with the assumption (A«AD)' 
« 1 can be reduced to (22). For simplicity, we shall assume 
that the ion velocity distribution functions fo(v) and g(v) 
are symmetrical around v = 0 in some frame of reference. 
We shall solve the equations in this frame where from (17) 
we get i'o = 0. 
FIG. I. Thr >ha|x: •>{ the ion vrl>»it> <ii>triScjti.>n Itm. u<>n>. '"-.;•; »n-i 
fir). u«<l in the numerical . lii ulidons 
/»(»•' * «(t) a expfj-f:- - -.V; <v'j + expC-Cf + r ^ t v ] 
is an example of such a distribution fttnctii/n. this function, 
which is shown in Fig 1 for t< = 1.5c, is used in the numeri-
cal calculations. From 121 > we get that .l(0> is a purely 
imaginary quantity. From (22'' we obtain the simplified 
integral 
«,«(jr, / ) 
1 /(U) 
r /"(()) 
/•*- r lm.l(D) "i 
X / cos** e.xp / *(*„- - <fc-> ilk. (« ' 
Because the integrand has a maximum for k = 3 '£„, the 
wave with this wavenumber will have tru. largest growth 
rate, which can be found to be i'i2k„:> Im.l (<!)«,, •. This 
growth rate is in agreement with our numerical calculations 
of the expression (24) presented in Fig. 2. In the figure we 
show n,u{x) calculated for various values of the dimension-
less time parameter, r = Im.l (0)*m3w„, 2t. For I - 0, we 
notice that n,*(x,l) a <mkmx imx which is not the initial 
condition given by (4). This is, of course, because we have 
not included the term giving the stable contribution. 
Using the procedure mentioned at the end >f Sec. II on 
our simplified case we get, after straightforward algebra, 
r± = ±\3km- Im.l (0)upr2 Also, this is in agreement with 
the numerical results shown in Fig. 2. From these results 
we get that an observer moving with a velocity in the interval 
between t_. and tv will see a growing perturbation, i.e., an 
absolute instability, while an observer with a velocity out-
KIC. 2. Unstable contribution, n„(x), at various times, versus dis-
tance xk„. The dimensionlcss time t written on the curves is riven by 
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x/tc, 
Klti .5. The >ta;.!r ('••iilritiuTii-n. 
(»lotted »s a fun. ILT, .1 .r c-t. 
!••. f«>r the vase whrrr /", / ; 
suit- this interval will see a damped perturbation for surti-
ciently large t, i.e., a convective instability. 
Let us now consider the stable part of the solution. This 
part is given by (15) and it can be written in the self-similar 
form n,,(.r, t) = t~lh(x.•/>. We have calculated h(x,t) nu-
merically for a case where the ion velocity distribution func-
tions, fe(v) and /»(:), again are the double-humiied, sym-
metrical functions shown in Fig. 1. fn order to insure that 
the p...sma is unstable we have chosen T,/T, = 4.K In Fig. 
.? we show the results as a function of x/cj, where <v 
= 2*7\/m.. 
We note that the stable contribution contains a positive 
pulse whose maximum moves through the plasma with a 
velocity about equal to r.i + c,. Since in most cases this 
velocity is greater than r . , which is the characteristic 
velocity of the front of the unstable contribution, it should 
be possible to experimentally observe the two contributions 
separately. Therefore, if the instability is observed 
at a fixed fiosition in that frame of reference 
where ; n = ", the fast self-similar pulse from 
the stable contribution will arrive first and then the growing 
contribution from the unstable part will arrive and even-
tually dominate. The relative strength between n,Jx,l) 
and n„(x, I) depends on all the plasma parameters involved: 
/n(t>),f ( i ) ,7V7\,and also on time and position of observation 
[see Eqs. (15) and (22)]. Since neu(x, I) normally starts at 
a low level and nf,{x, I) goes as /"', the latter term will in 
many cases be the predominant one at small times. 
Baker" has examined the propagation of pulses excited 
by a grid in an unstable {> machine plasma with an ion 
velocity distribution function of the kind considered here. 
He actually sees two contributions: a fast damped pulse 
followed by a slower g-owing tnc. The main features of his 
observations are in agreement with our calculations. In 
order to claim that the Baker work constitutes an experi-
mental verification of our theoretical results more detailed 
experimental work has to be performed. One feature that 
is likely to complicate such work is the fact that the propaga-
tion of the stable part of the pulse, n„(x, I), is independent 
of plasma density, while the unstable part, ««„(*,•*), prop-
agates in a way that depends on «n [«o enters into (22) 
through Wpj3]. Therefore, in a Q machine plasma where there 
is necessarily a radial density gradient, the propagation of 
thr un»t.ibic [fciri >v;!l .!«-(«.mi <>ti r,»ii'.>. '.\iuU- the >t.i:--i-
part prifttifatrs ir.iiepcndeiulv of radius. 
The solution to F<(S •  1; to •.> wirh another uiit'.i! c»n 
dition. e g . -i WLivr, can. in pr:n< :pi«\ be 1-u.nil trom ..ur 
results liv performing a convolution of the drecn's l-.;n< Hon 
with the given initial condition. Although this method: may 
l>c unnecessarily • omplic.ttcil. it car. give us some informa-
tion almut thr [»ropig.itinn of waves from :>:.r knowledge 
of the tirren"- function, lo r »table plasmas, the (Irecn's 
function only contains the self-similar part, and a wave is 
known to In-damped." We may therefore < >n, hide that in 
cases when- we consider unstable plasmas and find that the 
self-similar part of the tirevn's fun« lion predominates over 
the unstable part, a wave iviii »iecav. It has been discussed 
that 'or small times the self-simii.tr part can predominate : 
in such eases a wave will start out as a dec .tving wave and 
only begin to grow when the unstable part A the tireen's 
function becomes the predominant one. An effect of this 
kind, but for a boundary value problem, was observed 
experimentally by ("hrislotft rseii and Prahm.: Physically, 
the damping can be interpreted as a phase mixing of the 
particles in the initial density perturbation with tht dis-
tribution function g'-.'. oniy that part of g<: which corre-
sponds to the distribution function in an unstable vv.ive will 
grow. 
To summari/.e, in this-paper we have reported on a cal-
culation of the development of a narrow perturbation in a 
plasma, unMable to an ion beam instability, i.e.. we have 
found the (ireen's function for this problem. Our results are 
valid in a time period from a few times up l ' until the in-
stability reaches a nonlinear level. We have determined in 
which frames of refereme the instability is absolute and in 
which it is convective. In many cases a damped pulse will 
propagate faster than the region of instability, and this pulse 
can in the initial phase, depending on the excitation, have 
a considerable amplitude. 
APPENDIX 
We consiiler the complex function S(k) of the complex 
variable, k [see Kr|. (2,h~] 
S(k) = i kii - ;„' 
. l»T.i . l 
*•(*,-• - k:) 
and want to discuss for which t values there exists a curve 
connecting k = 0 with k = (±km, 0) on which KcS(k) = 0. 
We substitute 
and 
a = j.-i (fo)/wpij 
and get 
S(k) = k[i3(k> - *„*) + in]. 
The equation 
RcS(k) = RcfAQW - kJ) + iu}) = 0, 
(AD 
(A2) 
(A3) 
being of third order in k, describes three curves in the com-
plex k = kt -f- ik, plane; these curves are obviously sym-
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n.etricai troutul k = II. In the general c_sc where Kr-Vt*,1 
* 0 [/fc. bcini those k values for which (A2 ! has »addle 
points j the three curves cannot cut each other. 
Before proceeding we n.'tr 
a- kn- is a rc.ii positive number depending only on the 
properties of the plasma under consideration 
b> J is a complex number depending only on the plasma 
properties. From (21'' and {.W it follows that for un-
stable distribution functions where /«"(r»i > 0, the real 
part of J is negative, i.e.. if we write J = »if exp(i#;j). 
then 
• * 2! -f- IHT < *, vl v-tw/-'' + 2 « , H = 0, 1. 2, . . .. 
;c'! M is a real parameter to be varied from — x to + * . 
For k —»x the curves described by (A3) asymptotically 
approach the straight lines through it = 0 which are de-
termined by Rei3kS - 0 In a polar system of coordinates 
this equation is written 
d *.J cosf.'S,, ->- e,) = 0 
and is satisfied for 
#* = (r/f.1 - (e,W -4- />(*/•*>, p = 0. 1,2, . . .. (A4) 
Wc note that for /> = « = () we have — *>3 < :•, < 0, 
and we further note that 0, only depends on the plasma 
properties and not on the chosen u value. 
Because the left-hand side of (A3) is a third-order poly-
nomial, any straight line in the k plane can only cut the 
curves defined by this equation in three points. From this 
it follows that the only point of intersection between the 
asymptotes and the curves is the origin of the k plane. There-
fore, in the general case wc can only have the three situa-
tions shown in Fig. 4. In situation (a) the three points, 
k - (0,O'I and i = (±km,0) lie on three different curves, 
which corresponds to absolute instability. In situations (b) 
and fe) the three points lie on the same curve, which guar-
antees that the instability is convective. It is clear that a 
shift from one situation to another which can be obtained 
bv varying u. vill onlv occur for u values for which Re5(jfcf) 
= 0. 
To determine which situation holds for an actual case wc 
only have t'i determine the slope at k = (0, 0) of the curve 
which passes through this point. If the slope is such that the 
curve falls within that 609 angle between t!.e asymptotes in 
which the real k axis is situated, then we have situation (b) 
or (C. If it falls outside this angle, wc have situation (a). 
Around k = 0 (A3) can be approximate«! by 
R e ( - J * v * + iuk\ = 0. 
From this wc get that the slope at k = 0 is determined by 
(jk, tfrkn' 
llkr fi,k„r — li 
which for u — 0 is written 
dk, a, 
— = - . (AS) 
dk, a, 
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FIG. 4. The three drawings show the three possible general shapes 
of the curves which are de^ribed by RtS(k) - 0. In situaiion (a) the 
three points * = 0 and k = ±4«, do not lie on the same curve; this 
corresponds to absolute instability. In situations th) and (r) the three |>otnts lie on the same curve and, therefore, the instability is convective. 
Simple analysis based on (A4) and (AS) shows that the 
line given by k, = k,d./ffr falls outside that 60° angle be-
tween asymptotes in which the real * axis is situated. There-
fore we have, as expected, an absolute instability for u = 0. 
To find the limiting value, M, and u., between absolute and 
convective instability we only have to find that m value for 
which Rc5(A,) = 0. The saddle points are determined by 
Mk? - frj + iu = 0. 
Inserting k. determined by this equation into (A3) allows 
us to determine for which values c\ u Re5(*,) » 0. 
* Present address: Plasma Physics Laimratory, Princeton University, 
Princeton, N J. 08540. 
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Propagation properties of density pulses in an ion-beam 
plasma system 
P. Michelsen, J. Juul Rasmussen, and N. Sato* 
Association Furatom-Atomenergikommisionen. Danish Atomic Energy Commission Research Eiuiw hment 
Ris*. DK-0 <00 RosÅHde. Denmark 
(Received 8 December 1975) 
Numerical calculations of the propagation properties of density pulses through an lon-beum plasma system 
are presenteo. Both stable and unstable situations are investigated The calculations are based on the 
linearized Vlasov equation, which is solved as an initial value problem. Solutions are presented both lor 
pure velocity modulation and for pure density modulation of the beam The propagation properties are 
found to be strongly de indent on the nodulation form In the case of velocity modulation the 
perturbation grows even under stable condit.'ns, while in the case of density modulation only an instability 
causes 2rowth 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Th? effects of an ion-beam traversing a plasma are 
of current importance in connection with plasma insta-
bility and heating, and have thus received increasing 
attention in recent years . Stability regions for the 
"ion-ion" it.stability were predicted by Harrison1 and 
Stringer3 in the case of two identically counter-s t ream-
ing plasmas. Fried and Wong3 considered the stability 
for various beam velocities, temperatures, and densi-
t ies. Recently several investigators have reported ex-
periments on this instability in '.) machines4 '5 and in 
double-plasma (dp) machines.6 - 9 Propagation of per-
turbations was investigated to confirm the instability. 
If the perturbation was observed to grow spatially in 
some region, the plasma was classified as unstable. 
Sato el a!.10 reported an experiment on the ion-beam 
plasma system, performed in a double-plasrr.a-operated 
Q machine, where they found spatial growth of a per-
turbation even if the plasma was predicted to be stable 
according to the theories mentioned here . The growth 
was explained ty linear wave theory for beam bunching. 
This bram bunching occurs in the case of velocity mod-
ulation, and the growth occurs for the ballistic contri-
bution as well as for the collective modes.10 Different 
methods for excitation were used in the experiments 
cited. Double-plasma-excitation,6-10 i . e . , modulating 
the oeam velocity by superposing voltage variations on 
the bias of the driver plasma in a doublf-plasma-type 
plasma, always gives r i se to velocity modulation with-
out appreciable change of beam current . Grid excita-
tion4 '5 also results in velocity modulation under some 
conditions.11 Sato el al.w claim that their results of 
"beam bunching growth" could also be obtained using 
grid excitation. 
In this paper we report numerical calculations of 
pulse propagation in an ion-beam plasma system, both 
under stable and unstable conditions. A convenient ex-
perimental method of classifying the plasma as stable 
or unstable is to observe the behavior of an excited 
pulse.4 '7 '8 Therefore, we wish to emphasize the gener-
al features of pulse propagation, and the calculations 
a re made for botn pure velocity and pure density modu-
lations of the beam. The calculations a re based on the 
theory applied by Jensen c! nl.,n but deviate from this 
by using an initial pulse of finite width. This theory is 
summarized in Sec. II. Our results are obtained for 
an initial value problem, and therefore cannot be com-
pared directly with experimental resul ts . The details 
of the experiments should be described by a boundary 
value problem. However, our calculations describe 
the general behavior of pulse propagation. 
In the case of velocity modulation a fast positive 
pulse and a slower negative pulse appear. Both grow 
initially, even under stable conditions, and reach a 
maximum amplitude. In the unstable site 'ion, the slow 
pulse interacts with the plasma mode and forms the un-
stable mode, which continues the growth. The unstable 
mode consists of a negative and a somewhat slower and 
smaller positive contribution. In the case of density 
modulation, growth only appears in the unstable situa-
tion. The unstable mode is similar to that obtained for 
velocity modulation, but the polarity a l te rs . 
A survey of the cases treated is given in Table I. 
II. THEORY 
This section summarizes the theory used for the cal-
culations. The ions are described by their linearized 
Vlasov equation, the electrons are modeled by a mass-
less isothermal fluid, ions and electrons a r e coupled 
through the Poisson equation, and a one-dimensional 
situation is considered. Thus, the basic equations a re 
»rør,'', /)
 + V t v , j v 0 . i l«tix_, f) <JMr) 
3/ + dx ~ nn 9v >lr ' 
»D^Jp'-=».(*,')-",<*,/), (2) 
and 
n,(x,l)^ { f(x,r,l)dr , (3) 
where r\- KTjM, n0^ /"„ fa{v)<lv is the unperturbed uni-
form density for both ions and electrons, \D- (t.tf<Te/ 
n<pz)xn is the electron Debye length, net( is the per-
turbed densities, /„(;•) is the zero-order distribution 
function for the ions, and f(x, v, I) is the perturbed d is -
tribution function. Equations (1)-(3) describe, for in-
stance, motions along the magnetic field lines in a Q 
n ichine p la sma . " To find the propagation of a pulse 
in the system, we consider the response to an initial 
perturbation with a velocity distribution 
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TABLE I. Parameters for the cases investigated. In all cases Tt- Tt , 
Figure 
No. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Beam 
velocity 
' V f i 
5 
5 
•> 
2 
2 
2 
Beam 
temper 
I » / T j 
0.C2 
0.02 
0.07S 
0.07S 
0.071 
0.078 
aturc 
Plasma-ion 
density 
"I 
0 
0 . 5 
0 
0 . 0 
0 
0 . 5 
iH*uni"~it'ii 
density 
"t 
1 
O . j 
1 
0 . 5 
\ 
0 . 5 
Pulse 
width 
ct ' ^o 
SO 
SO 
32 
32 
32 
32 
\t>xiulatii>n 
form 
velocity 
velocity 
velocity 
velocity 
density 
density 
.Stability 
stable 
stable 
stable 
unstable 
stable 
unstable 
where a represents the width of the initial perturbation. 
In Fef. 12 the equations are solved for a double-
humped ion velocity distribution, the distribution func-
tion for a plasma traversed by an ion beam, in the 
limit a —0, i . e . , the Green's function for the system 
is found. These results a re immediately generalized 
to the case of a finite a giving 
n. = n.. + n„ 
1 1 
- - I m 
t i 
<(--r) /("») 
i - p ( ^ ) (>»--~rh»,) 
r r R e p ' ( r 0 ) j exp< ikx - ak - ikt 
{,, •-^- A(r0. ]\ dh, (4) 
where 
gir) 
k—r) 
where up is the solution to the equation 1 - P{iip) = 0 with 
In™, 3 0, r0 is the velocity of the minimum in the zero-
order distribution function, km is the maximum k value 
for which unstable oscillations occur , " uiM[= (ein0/ 
e0A/)1/2] is f.he ion plasma frequency, and 
Equation (4) is the general solution for an unstable 
beam plasma system. In the case of a stable system, 
only the first term in the parentheses makes a contribu-
tion. The solution is valid for times that are long com-
pared with a plasma period, i . e . , tui„ ">•• 1, and for 
weakly unstable plasma, i . e . , kJD«l. 
In R.?'. 12 calculations of the density perturbation a re 
only presented for distribution functions, f^(v) and #(e), 
which are symmetric and consist of a sum of two Max-
wellians. Generalizing, so that/„(f) may be a sum of 
two arbi trary Maxwellians and g{v) may consist of any 
sum of Maxwellians, is straightforward. By substitut-
ing z = k/km in the expression for n„ in Eq. (4), we get 
" " V P (!•„) 
•< {cos[kmz(x-tr0)\~ism[kmz(\-trj\} J
a 
v exp[- i ^ d - zZUt 1 exp[(l - z2)32 - kja\d?., (5) 
where 
3=3, ' i3z= (*y4,)[Re.4(r0) * /Im.4(<0)j , 
which is the expression used in the calculation oe -
scribeU in the next section. 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Here, we study the propagation of a pulse throu ;h a 
beam plasma system by numerically calculating the 
density perturbation given in Eq. (4), using the expres-
sion for n„ derived in Eq. (5). The zero-order d is t r i -
bution functions used consist of a sum of two Maxwell-
ians: 
where the indices i and b refer to plasma ions and beam 
ions, respectively, nuh is the relative density yn, + nb 
= 1), c,
 t= (2*7JfB/. ,./)1/1 is the thermal speed (beam and 
plasma ions a re of the same kind), and vt is the beam 
velocity. When an ion beam is accelerated to the veloc-
ity »•„ it is adiabatically cooled, and its temperature 
Tt is determined by10 
tjTi - [1 - smvJcfyZKvJcf . 
f0(v) is shown in Fig. 1(a). In the calculations we only 
apply the initial perturbation to the beam. Velocity 
modulation of the beam is obtained by using an initial 
velocity distribution g(v)^ft(v+ v)-/„(v) i.«.., g{v^ is 
the difference between two Maxwellians separated by v, 
the amplitude of the modulation. g(v) for this case .s 
shown in Fig. 1(b). Density modulation of the beam is 
realized by using a g(v) proportional to / , ( r ) . For the 
width of the initial pulse or, we use a character stic 
width Af of the temporal pulse from the cited experi-
ments and multiply it by the beam velocity rt. M i s of 
the order of a few times u>jj giving the values for a/A0 
In Table I. Tt- T, in all the calculations. 
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48 5 52 
, g ( v ) 
V/Cl 
KIG. 1 . (a) The zero-order distribution function, (b) The in i -
tial distribution function in the case of velocity modulation. 
Figures 2-o show the propagation properties of 
pulses in the case of velocity modulation, for r/vt - 1<£. 
As mentioned in Sec. II, the approximations are not 
valid for small values of tjiH, whia is indicated by 
dotting the curves. In Figs. 2 and 3 t „ = 5rf and Tb 
= 0.02r„ giving r, /T,= 50, which means that the col-
lective beam modes will dominate the free streaming 
contributions. The cuives in Fig. ? are calculated for 
the case where f0(v) only consists of a beam, w, = 0, 
n6 = 1, and the situation is, of course, stable. Two 
pulses, a fast positive and a slow negative, are seen to 
0 500 futo. 
FIG. 2. Pulse propagation for velocity modulated beam in a 
stable system, p»--5, «<"0, n»=l . 
1000 
150C 
2000 
UXX) 
FIG. 3 . Pulse propagation for velocity modulated beam in a 
stable system, r»=5, n( = 0 .5 , n ^ O . 5 . 
grow initially until they reach a maximum amplitude at 
r/xD^1500, After this they propagate independently, 
with velocities approximately equal to those of the fast 
and of the slow beam mode, vf and vt, respectively. 
vf and vs are given by10 
where 
,±€"2c,(l
 + 37yr e ) 1/2 
The amplitudes of the pulses are nearly constant, but a 
small damping can be observed when going to larger 
x/\D values. The damping is expected to be small be-
cause of the high temperature ratio Te/Tb and the high 
velocities. This propagation behavior was observed 
experimentally by Sato el al.10 In Fig. 3 a plasma is 
added, and here n, = nb= 0.5; the situation is still stable.3 
The propagation properties are similar to those of Fig. 
2 and no contribution appears from the plasma. How-
ever, the velocities of the fast and of the slow pulse, 
after reaching maximum amplitude, are changed ac-
cording to the expression for vf and vs, in this c«se 
« = 0.5, and the maximum amplitudes have increased. 
By applying the theory of beam bunching the maximum 
amplitude is found to be proportional to 1/c1".10 Fig-
ures 4 and 5 show calculations for a smaller beam ve-
locity r ,^2r , and r„^0.087*,, giving r / 7 \ M 3 - the 
collective beam modes will still dominate. Figure 4 
corresponds to Fig. 2, n(-0, nb- 1, and also here the 
initial growth appears; but the maximum amplitudes 
are reached for a smaller x/\D value, *A„^200, and 
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FIG. 4. Pulse propagation for velocity modulated beam in a 
stable system, vb=2, »i = 0, *^=1. 
the damping is more significant now, especially for the 
negative pulse, due to its small velocity. Figure 5, 
with n, = nt= 0.5. shows an unstable situation.3 The ini-
tial behavior is similar to that in Fig. 4, but only the 
fast pulse reaches a maximum amplitude and then de-
cays weakly, while the slow pulse, through interaction 
with the plasma mode, gives rise to the unstable mode 
that continues the growth. Both contributions to the un-
stable mode propagate with velocities smaller than vb. 
FIG. 5. Pulse propagation for velocity modulated beam in an 
unstable system, c»=Z, «i = v.5, »»=0.5. 
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FIG. 6. Pulse propagation for density modulated beam in a 
stable system, i/6 = 2, »( - 0, nt- 1. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the properties for density mod-
ulation. We take rh=2ci and r^O.087",. The ampli-
tude n of the modulation will not affect the shape of uV 
propagation but only change the amplitude, since the 
calculations are based on a linear theory. Figure 6 
illustrates the stable case, «, = 0, nt-l. The perturba-
tion splits up into two positive pulses, which for large 
values of x/XD propagate with velocities approximately 
equal to rf and i „ and both decay. Figure 7 shows the 
propagation in the unstable situation: «, - nb~ 0 5. We 
still have the splitting into two positive pulses, which 
initially decay, but the slow pulse now interacts with 
the plasma mode and gives the unstable mode which 
grows, while the fast pulse continues the decay, propa-
gating with approximately the velocity rf. The unstable 
mode shows the same behavior as in the case of veloc-
ity modulation, except that the polarity is altered. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented numerical calcula-
tions of the propagation properties of pulses in an ion-
beam plasma system. Although our results cannot di-
rectly describe experiments as mentioned in Sec. I, we 
believe they are very useful in giving the general behav-
ior of the pulse propagation. By calculating the prop-
agation properties for both pure velocity and pure 
density modulation, we have shown that the behavior is 
strongly dependent on the modulation form, i .e . , the 
shape of the initial distribution. The same conclusion 
is found in Ref. 14, which also investigates the depen-
dence of other parameters under stable conditions. 
Owing to the "beam-bunching growth" in the case of 
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FIG. 7. Pulse propagation fur density modulated fieam in ;m 
unstable system, iv - , »j - 0.5, nft 0 .0 . 
velocity modulation, much care should be taken when 
classifying the plasma as unstable if only based on the 
observation of a growing perturbation. Even if the 
plasma is unstable, it will be very difficult to deter-
mine the correct unstable growth rate, i . e . , to d is -
tinguish the unstable grovth from the "beam-bunching 
growth." In the case of pare density modulation, on 
the other hand, only an instability will cause growth. 
Experimental excitations often give initial distributions 
that a re complicated functions." However, in many 
cases these may be described as a combination of den-
sity and velocity modulation. Under such circumstances 
we expect results which also show some initial growth 
due to beam bunching, and therefore the same difficul-
ties will ar ise as in the case of pure velocity modula-
tion. One can argue that the "beam-bunching growth" 
will only be appreciable at small distancts from the 
exciting point, while the unstable growth will continue 
for a longer distance until nonlinear effects make it 
saturate. Our results show, however, that "beam-
bunching growth" can easily continue until x =» 1500 XD, 
which corresponds to x = 15-45 cm under character-
istic experimental conditions ( K T „ = 0 . 2 eV, n^\(f 
-10»). 
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We have only considered weakly unstable situations; 
naturally, the results for the unstable part a re only 
valid until the instability reaches a nonlinear level. 
The unstable mode shows simitar features in the rwo 
cases of modulation, except for the altered polarity, a 
large contribution originating from the slow beam mode 
and a somewhat slower and smaller contribution origi-
nating from the plasma mode. Roth contributions have 
velocities below the beam \e!ocity. The reason for the 
difference in amplitude of the two contributions is part-
ly due to Tt T, Tr Tit i . e . , the beam mode is 
stronger than the plasma mode, and to the fact that the 
beam mode is more strongly excited than the plasma 
mode becuise the modulation is applied to the beam. 
Our results can be applied to any kind of beam-plas-
ma system, and also other instabilities, " e h v t r o n -
electron" and "electron-ion, " must be treated care-
fully to avoid mixing of unstable growth with "beam-
bum 1-.ing growth." 
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Abstract - !'hc spatial evolution of a velocity- or density-modulated ion beam is calculated for stable 
and unstable ion beam plasma systems, using the linearized Vlasov-Poisson equations. The propaga-
tion properties are found to be strongly dependent on the form of modulation In the case of velocity 
modulation, the perturbation grows initially and then shows a periodic change of amplitude along the 
beam, while in the case of a density modi:' ion only an instability cause- growth. The findings are in 
agreement with experimental results obtained by SATO et al ll')77>. 
1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 
THE PROPAGATION of waves in a plasma traversed by an ion beam has recently 
received much attention because of its importance in connection with plasma 
instabilities and heating. Regions of instability for the ion-beam instability have 
been calculated bv several authors, e.g. HARRISON (1962), STRINGER (1964), FRIED 
and WON«. (1966) and MICHELSEN and PRAHM (1971). Several investigators have 
reported experiments on this instability in Q-machincs, BAKEP (1972 and 1973) 
and CHRISTOIIF RSI N and PRAHM (1973). and in double-plasma devices, GRÉSIIXON 
and DOVEII. (1975), KIWNMOTO (1974), TAYIOR and CORONITI (1972) and FUJITA er 
al. (1975). The propagation of both short pulses and continuous waves has been 
studied in such systems, and the system has been classified as unstable in cases 
where the pulse or the wave an.plitude increased aw?y from the exciter. In an 
experiment performed in an ion-beam plasma system generated in a double-
plasma-operated Q-machine, SATO et al. (1975) and (1977) found spatial growth 
although the plasma was predicted to be stable according to theory. This growth 
was explained by linear theory for beam bunching, which occurs in the case of 
velocity modulation, both for the ballistic contribution as well as for the collective 
modes. Ion waves in douhle-plasma devices are normally excited by velocity 
modulation of an ion beam, but also grid excitation of waves in other machines 
often gives rise to perturbations in the ion velocity distribution, which may be 
characterized as velocity modulation, or as a combination of velocity and density 
modulation, CHRISTOEEERSEN (1971) and GRESII.LON (1971). 
Recently, we performed calculations on pulse propagation in an ion beam 
plasma system (MICHELSEN et al, 1976; RASMUSSEN, 1977). Here we report 
analytical and numerical calculations of wave propagation in stable and unstable 
ion beam plasma systems. The calculations, based on the Vlasov-Poisson equa-
tion, were motivated by the interesting measurements of SATO et al. (1977). 
Therefore, to obtain the best agreement with the experiment, the equations were 
solved as a boundary value problem. The theory is similar to that applied by 
CMRISTOEEFRSEN ef al. (1974), but it is extended to include unstable systems. 
The theory is summarized in Section 2, the numerical calculations and results 
are given in Section 3, while Section 4 contains a discussion and conclusion. 
<, 
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2. THEORY 
We describe the motion of the ions by their linearized Vlasov equation, and 
that of the electrons by a massless isothermal fluid. Ions and electrons are coupled 
through the assumption of quasi-neutrality, i.e. (JcAD)2« 1(AD is the Debye 
length). In one dimension our basic equations are 
a/(x, v.t)iv df(x, v, t) = e dMx, t) dfjv) 
dt dx M dx dv 
_ dn(x, t) d<ft(*, 0 ._. Te— = noe— (2) dx dx 
and 
;(x,t, t)dw, (3) n(x,t)= [ 
J—at 
where f0(v) is the zero-order distribution function, f(x, v, t) is the perturbed 
distribution function, <Mx, t) is the perturbed electrical potential, n0 is the 
zero-order density given by n0 = £ . f0(v)dv, and n(x, t) is the perturbed density. 
These equations describe, e.g. ion acoustic waves in a Q-machine plasma (JENSEN, 
1976). 
The equations are solved with the following boundary values: f(x - 0, v, t) = 
g(D)exp(-i<i>0f), 
n(x = 0 , 0 = g(v)exp(-io)0r)di! = Tjexp(-j<i»0t) 
J—ao 
(4) 
Additionally, we assume that f0(v) and g(v) is zero for vsQ, i.e. we need not 
specify the boundary values at JC-*«. To solve equations 0 M 3 ) we can then use a 
Laplace transform in space, and a Fourier transform in time (NIELSEN, 1969; 
PÉCSEU, 1974; CHRISTOFFERSEN et al, 1974). The analysis resembles the usual 
Landau-type of analysis used for the initial value problem (e.g. MONTGOMERY, 
1971), and we find the following expression for the spatial variation of the 
perturbed density (see the Appendix): 
"
(X) =
 \ I \Im { M b ( ] ? ) } e X P { i k x ) d k 
+ R e s { l M . ( ^ ) e x p ( m k ^ 
+ R e s { i M - (T) e x p ( i k x ) )L v (5) 
where Im{} and Res{} stand for the imaginary part and the residue of the quantity 
in the braces, and M,
 h is defined in the Appendix. For a stable case, only the first 
term makes a contribution. n(x) in (5) is a complex quantity, where the modulus 
and the phase, respectively, give the amplitude and the phase of the perturbed 
density. 
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In the calculation of n(x). use is made of a zero-order distribution function, 
which consists of a sum of two drifting Maxwellians: 
where the indices i and b refer to plasma ions and beam ions, respectively, n,
 b is 
the relative density ln,+ nt,= 1). clM = i2TisJM)1'2 is the thermal speed (beam and 
plasma ions are of the same kind!, and t;b is the drift velocity. Using an fjv) just 
described and a g(i'), which also consists of Maxwellians. the plasma dispersion 
function can be used in our calculations. Only an approximate solution can '.*; ob-
tained with these distributions, since fJvl^O and g(v)?M) for t<( ) . However, 
the approximation is good for Maxwellians with drift velocities greater than 2c,. 
The ion distribution in a single-ended O-machine is approximately described by 
a drifting Maxwellian. ANDFRSKN et al. (1971). 
3. N U M E R I C A L R E S U L T S 
In this section the propagation properties of ion-acoustic waves in the beam 
plasma system are studied by numerical calculation of the density perturbation 
given in (5) using the distribution function in (6). Special attention is paid to the 
difference between the propagation of waves generated by a velocity modulation 
and a density modulation or the beam. Velocity modulation of the beam is 
obtained by using a velocity distribution g(t;) = /b(t' + ii)-/b(r(. i.e. g(r> is the 
difference between two Maxwellians separated by v, (MICHI-ISKN et al., 1976). In 
all the calculations v = 0.05 cb. Density modulation of the beam is realized by 
using a g(t) that is proportional to /b(i;). The drift velocity of the background 
plasma u, is 2c, to satisfy the assumption used in Section 2. The result of the 
calculations of the wave propagation is shown in Figs 1-3, where the perturbed 
density nix) (solid line) is plotted versus the normalized distance xdo/cj. The 
dashed line in the figures indicates the wave amplitude. 
Figure 1 shows the propagation properties of waves in the case of density 
modulation for decreasing values of rh. In Figs 1(a) and (b) the system is stable 
and the wave patterns show a periodical oscillation in the amplitude superimposed 
by a monotonic damping. The amplitude oscillation is interpreted as caused by the 
beating between the fast and the slow ion-beam mode (SATO et al, 1977). The 
phase velocities of the fast and slow beam mode, v, and i\ respectively, are 
approximately given by 
» l , = iV±nJ'2ce(1+3Th/Tc),/2. (7) 
In accordance with this expression, the pitch length in the interference pattern 
decreases with decreasing i\. Since the slow mode is more strongly damped than 
the fast mode, the interference becomes weaker for increasing distance. This 
effect becomes more pronounced for decreasing t'b. because the difference in the 
damping of the fast and slow mode becomes larger. Close to the exciter, the 
waves have an 'average' phase velocity close to vh, but far away the phase velocity 
approaches v(. Note, however, that the phase of the wave shows abrupt changes 
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Fio. I .—Wave propagation for density modulation. Tb= T,, Te = 5T,; nt = nb ; t»# = 2ct; 
abscissa = .SOJUO/C, per division. Stable cases: (a) «h = 9cÉ and (b) t>b = 6.1cé. Unstable 
cases: (c) t>h = 6.0r, and (d) vb = 5c,. 
where the amplitude has minima. Figures 1(c) and (d) show unstable situations, 
MICHFKSEN and PRAHM (1971). Again we have the amplitude oscillations, but after 
a few wavelengths the amplitude grows exponentially and here the phase velocity 
approaches the velocity of the unstable mode, i.e. the velocity of the minimum in 
fn(v) (JF.NSFN et al, 1974). 
Calculations with a velocity modulation of the beam showed that the main 
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FIG. 2.—The wave propagation dependence of the drift velocity. Compare SATO el at. 
(1977) Fig 4 T = T : njn =0.47; u, = 2ri; abscissa = 250 x<n/c, per division, (a) 
t„ = 8c,: T„ = 0.09T,; fb) tb = 6f,; Th = 0.2Tt; (c) «(1 = 4.5ci; Tb = 0.4T>; and (d) »„ = 
3.5c,; rh = 0.8Ti. 
change from Fig. 1 is that waves excited by velocity modulation grow from zero at 
the exciting point. But after a few wavelengths no significant differences are 
observed. 
Figures 2 and 3 show propagation properties of waves excited by velocity 
modulation. The parameters of the distribution functions are chosen similar to 
those in the experiments of SATO et al. (1977). In Fig. 2 we show the wave pattern 
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Fio. 3.—'i .ie wave propagation dependence of the relative beam density. Compare SATO 
et al. (1977), Fig. 8. Th = 0.1 T,; T.^T,; i)h = 8.3c i ; v, = 2c„ abscissa = 250 W e , per 
division (a) njn, = 0.47; (b) n^n, = 0.11; (c) njn, = 0.064; and (d) njn, = 0.015. 
for varying beam velocities, vb. We note that the tendency for the perturbed 
density to split up into a perfect interference pattern is weakened when ub 
decreases. For t>b= 3.5 c„ the amplitude damps away monotonically without any 
oscillations. The wavelength A and the pitch length 1 of the periodic amplitude 
variation decrease as ub decreases. In Fig. 3 the wave pattern is shown with nb as a 
parameter. As n„ decreases, 1 increases (e.g. equation (7)) and the periodic 
change of the amplitude gradually disappears. For small values of nb, the perturba-
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tions grow initially and then they damp away monotonically after reaching 
maximum. The phase velocity is close to v, when the wave is strongly damped. A 
comparison between the measurements by SATO et al. (1977* and our correspond-
ing calculations shows an excellent agreement. 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
We have presented calculations of the spatial evolution of density waves in an 
ion beam plasma system (stable or unstable), in the cases where the wave is 
excited either by a pure velocity or by a pure density modulation of the beam. In 
the case of the velocity modulation, initial growth and subsequent amplitude 
oscillation are found for the stable situation (Figs 2 and 3). This behaviour was also 
found in the experiment of SATO et al. (1977). By using the data from their 
experiment in our calculations, we found excellent agreement between our results 
(Figs 2 and 3) and their measurements. 
It has been claimed (e.*. JENSEN, 1976) that the propagation of ion waves 
depends strongly on the distribution function in the perturbation at the boundary 
(i.e. g(v)) when TJT^Z, and the ballistic contribution dominates the collective 
modes. 
We also see that the shape of g(v) influences the wave propagation, even if 
TJT^S, and the collective modes dominate after a few wavelengths, this result 
was demonstrated clearly by investigating the propagation of density pulses 
(MICHELSEN et al., 1976). Also a purely ballistic theory (i.e. Tc = 0) will result in 
amplitude oscillations in the case of velocity modulation (SATO et al., 1977). We 
also found these oscillations in the case T«. = 0. A density modulation only gives a 
monotonically decaying amplitude (e.g. JENSEN and MICHELSEN, 1972). 
When the p'asma is unstable with respect to the ion-ion instability (Figs 1(c) 
and (d)), we still find the amplitude oscillations caused by the interference 
between the slow and the fast beam mode close to the exciter, before the unstable 
mode begins to dominate. Thereafter the amplitude grows exponentially superim-
posed on a decaying oscillation, followed by a decrease in the phase velocity. Near 
the exciter, where the beating between slow and fast beam mode is dominant, the 
phase velocity is close to the beam velocity, while in the region where the growth 
is significant, the phase velocity approaches the velocity of the unstable mode 
which is less than the beam velocity. These properties of wave propagation in an 
unstable ion-beam plasma system, with parameters comparable to those used 
here, were observed experimentally by CHRISTOFFERSEN and PRAHM (1973). The 
shape of g(u) was found to be unimportant for the unstable growth, which is also 
clear from (5). For pulse propagation, however, the shape of g(v) can effect the 
form of the unstable pulse (MICHELSEN et al., 1976). Even if g(t) has no influence 
on the growth of the unstable mode, one can imagine that it will have some 
importance for the wavepattern in the unstable situation. Further, g(t>) could be 
chosen so that the one mode is preferentially excited, and this will dominate for 
several wavelengths. Actually, PECSELI (1975) has shown that, for a given 
deve'opment of the density perturbation, a g(t>) always can be prescribed (al-
though this is not always physically possible). 
We only considered weakly situations, and our results for the unstable mode 
are, of course, only valid until the instability reaches a nonlinear level. In 
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experiments on the ion-ion instability (e.g. B-\KI:R. 1972. 1*^ 73: CHRISTOFFERSEN 
and PRAHM. 1973; C'IRIIIIOV and I>>wu. 1475: hi JHA r( at.. 1975). it has been 
found that the unstable wave grows initially, but is subsequently saturated due to 
nonlinear effects and damped: a behaviour very similar to that which can be found 
in the case of a velocity modulation of the beam. e.g. Figs 3(ci and (d). It should he 
emphasized that the difference can be seen from the phase velocity. In the stable 
case with beam-bunching, the phase velocity tends to increase and approaches the 
velocity of the fast beam mode. i.e. larger than the beam velocity. In the unstable 
case, on the other hand, the phase velocity decreases and approaches the velocity 
of the unstable mode. i.e. smaller than the beam velocity. 
The amplitude oscillations caused by the beating between normal modes 
propagating in the same direction are found not onlv in beam plasma systems 
(DP-type plasmas), but also in single-ended Q-machines under the "electron-rich 
condition'. Ion acoustic waves in such a plasma are usually excited by grids, which 
often give rise to complicated, perturbed, distribution functions (CHRISTOFFERSEN. 
1971; GRISIHON. IQ7I). If the ion beam temperature is much lower than the 
electron temperature, we should expect the excitation of both the fast and the 
slow beam mode, and therefore amplitude oscillations (Bi;/.zi. 1974). 
Finally, we should like to point out that amplitude oscillations of plasma waves 
have usually been interpreted as due to nonlinear effects, our calculations, on the 
other hand, show that the same behaviour may occur as a mere superposition of 
linear normal m<xles, in agreement with experimental observations (e.g. SATO et 
al. 1975. 1977; GRISIIION and Dovi-.ii.. |975». 
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1964). That is we define a new function M,(u>Jk) as the analytic continuation of Miwjk), where, in 
contrast to M^i^JkK it is specified that the integration path in the v-integrations shall run above the 
poles. We thus have the following relation 
M/ ( {* ) = Mb (0 , 
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjt ,ate. 
As a consequence of the assumption that there are no ions with negative velocity, i.e. /0(i>)— g(f ) s 
0 for v < 0 , we can replace JVfh by M, in the first integral in equation (A2), because Mb and M, are 
equal on the real negative fc-axis. As M. is analytical for a stable case in the upper k half-plane, we 
can change the integration contour to run just above the positive real fc-axis, as shown in Fig. Al . 
Because the integration along the half-circle T is zero, we can reduce equation (A2> *o one integral 
running from 0 to » If the plasma is unstable, we have to add the residue of the unt jble pole in kp, 
and the residue of the function M.(f) in fcr* (Fig. 1). We then find the total expression for the 
perturbed density, after having omitted the time dependence, as written in (5). 
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Stability limits of the ion beam excited electrostatic ior: 
cyclotron instability 
P. Michelsen 
Association Euratom. Atomenergikommissionen. Danish Atomic Energy Commission Research Estut-lishmen' 
Ris*. Roskilde, Denmark 
(Received 26 June 1975; final manuscript received 2 October 1975) 
The dispersion relation for low-frequency electrostatic waves was analyzed numerically to find the region of 
instability for an ion beam plasma versus beam velocity v4, and versus electron to ion temperature ratio. 
For r„ > 1.6 a the marginal unstable mode has a perpendicular wavenumber kt # 0. 
When electrons drift with respect to the ions in a 
homogeneous magnetized plasma either the ion acoustic 
or the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability may be ex-
cited. For a plasma with an electron to ion tempera-
ture ratio around one (Tt/Tf » 1) the latter is known to 
be unstable at the lowest drift velocity.1-4 
The case where an ion beam passes through a plasma 
has ben less studied. Several authors have computed 
stability diagrams showing at which ion bean velocities 
and for which temperature ratios the plasma becomes 
unstable to an ion acoustic mode propagating in a non-
magnetic plasma or along the magnetic lines. ° The 
stability criterion for ion cyclotron waves in a system 
of two identical counterstreaming ion beams has been 
studied by Weibel.6 By using an iteration method he 
found that a mode propagating nearly perpendicular to 
the magnetic field becomes unstable at a beam velocity 
of around eight times the thermal velocity if the tem-
perature ratio is equal to one. At tøver beam veloci-
ties, at which the parallel mode is unstable at low tem-
perature ratios (6 = Tt/T, > 3,5), Weibel's iteration 
scheme i3 less suitable. However, this range is of in-
terest in connection with recent experiments1 and the-
ories8 on the ion beam instability. An experimental ob-
servation of electrostatic ion cyclotron waves excited 
by a high energetic ion beam was recently reported by 
Ishizuka et al.9 This kind of instability may also be 
important for neutral heating of a plasma to thermonu-
clear temperatures, as recently discussed by Stix,10 
We have studied a beam plasma system, similar to 
that in Ref. 6, that consists of two counterstreaming 
ion beams propagating through an electron fluid. We 
numerically calculated the limit of stability for various 
temperature ratios 0 and beam velocities vb. The di-
rection of wave propagation for the marginal stable 
wave was also computed. The main results of these 
calculations are shown iii Figs. 1 and 2. From these 
figures it can be seen tiat for a beam velocity of £ 1.6. 
times the ion thermal velocity a, the wave which be-
comes unstable at the lowest temperature ratio is the 
one which propagates at a finite angle to the magnetic 
field. For increasing beam velocities, the necessary 
temperature ratio for instability decreases and the 
wave vector eventually becomes perpendicular to the 
magnetic field hues. 
We consider a plasma consisting of two identical ion 
beams moving with the velocities + rb and - i„, respec-
tively, and an electron background which we assume can 
be described as an isothermal fluid. Most laboratory 
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FIG. 1. Limits of stability versus normalized beam velocity 
u = vja and temperature ratio 0^ TjTt: (a) full line ( ) 
at, = a.', 0, (b) dotted line ( > xr 0 and ,*•, - 0. Ink,, (c) 
dot and dashed line ( ) a.-, ' 0 and a., = 0. 
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FKi. 2. Length and angle of wave vector k for marginal stable 
waves versus normali/ 'd velocity « ~ »> i : la) full line ( ) 
io the angle of propagating, and 0)) the dot and dashed line 
( ) is the length of the wave vector. 
plasmas have a cyclindrical shape and are therefore 
best described in a cylindrical geometry. On the other 
hand, when we assume no azimuthal variation of any 
quantities, the system may just as well be described in 
two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. In this case 
where we assume the magnetic field to be in the z di-
rection the dispersion relation is given by (see e.g. , 
Stix11) 
*'
2+'4*UiZ Vexp(-A)/,f.\) 
v-tvhn---~ 
(1) 
where k1 k\ + k\ is the wavenumber squared, kDe and i;Di 
are the wavenumbers corresponding to the Debye length 
(KD - IT, Id) for the electrons and for the ions, respec-
tively, ft, is the ion cyclotron frequency, A is \(akj 
ilj)2, I„ is the modified Bessel function of order «, and 
7, - Z.R ^iZ, is the plasma dispersion function,12 
We now divide the discussion into two parts. First, 
let us consider the case j.\ 0 (.c J.\ • /jj(). Because of 
the symmetry of the ion distribution function, it is like-
ly that the most unstable wavre is the one with phase 
velocity, -xTfk-Q. This is also the result of Weibel's 
calculation6 and a conclusion of our own examination of 
the case a, / 0 . 
By letting u/f - 0, the imaginary part of the dispersion 
relation is automatically satisfied and the real part re-
duces to 
1 + hz - exp(- A)/0(A) \ O Z'R(it) + 20 exp(- A) 
vl l /„(A)( i + i i#zB(1 / -»n) + iw2r1,(«+Hn))-o , (2) 
where we have introduced the normalized quantities n 
= i„/a, ..=.},/"*'„ and // -k/kDf. 
To further simplify this equation we shall first as-
sume A 1, which reduces the dispersion relation to a 
jjv^dratic equation in A , Then, for a fixed i< value it is 
possible to find a maximum of () by varying /,•,. The re-
sult of this shows that for smal! drift velocities (•* S 2) 
the most unstable mode (i .e. , the one which is unstable 
for the smallest <>) is the wave propagating parallel to 
the magnetic field lines <k\ = 0). At higher drift veloci-
ties the most unstable waves are found to have K\p>-1 
0> is the ion gyroradius), which means the approxima-
tion A • • 1 breaks down. 
To proceed without the assumption v<. 1 we notice that 
Eq. (2) can be solved with respect to O, and we can cal-
culate O versus k, i . e . , vs i. and A. By making a rough 
plot of O(k) we find the approximate minimum of O and 
then a numerical iteration procedure can give the exact 
value. Some results with {pk^f- = 200 are shown in 
Figs. 1(a) and 2. Figure 1 shows the minimum temper-
ature ratio at which a mode is marginally unstable ver-
sus the beam velocity. Figure 2 shows the length and 
the angle of the wavevector for the marginal stable 
mode versus the beam velocity. In Fig. 2 we notice 
two discontinuities of k vs u. The first occurs at n 
^1.6 when the marginally unstable mode changes from 
being parallel to propagating at an angle relative to the 
magnetic field lines. For H 3.1, an approximate solu-
tion to Eq. (2) giving a minimum vziue of o can be found 
by noticing that ZR{h -nCl) has a minimum at n -nil 
^ 0.9. Using n =1 determines f- versus // and the dis-
persion relation reduces to an expression giving O as 
a function of A. Because akt -Cli/CI in this case, we 
have kt=uSli/'[(i{n -0 .9 ) ] , which is a fairly good approx-
imation to the curves in Fig. 2 for u 3 .1 . In the in-
terval 1.6 II - 3.1, several terms in Eq. (2) are of the 
same order of magnitude and no simple approximation 
seems useful. To obtain information on the growth rate 
of the unstable waves, Fig. Kb) includes a curve giving 
the solution to Eq. (1) with u.v,/ak, - 0 .1. 
The case j . ' r *0 is more difficult, especially because 
we also have to solve the imaginary part of the disper-
sion relation. However, since in this case the temper-
ature ratio (•) can be expressed explicitly using the real 
part of Eq. (1), a numerical method of solution is still 
possible. The solution to the imaginary part of the dis-
persion relation is found by an iterative procedure de-
termining a zero of a function. Since we are only in-
terested in the threshold value for instability (u.-, =0), 
.the imaginary part of the plasma dispersion function 
Zj(0 is simply exp(- $2)/v7T. Furthermore, it appears 
that it is only necessary to keep a few terms in the sum 
because of the fast decrease of the /„(A) function with in-
creasing n. When a solution of the imaginary part of 
the equation is found, O is given from the real part of 
the dispersion relation, and the minimum value of O can 
be found by varying k, as in the case wr = 0, The result 
of this calculation is shown in Fig. 1(c), and we notice 
that for all // values the curve for marginal stability of 
the second band (w, * 0) i3 above that of the first band 
(uv = 0). 
We specially notice the following among the results 
presented in Figs. 1 and 2. First, at a beam velocity 
higher than \.&n the most unstable waves are some with 
u.'r -0 and a perpendicular wavenumber greater than 
zero (kt 0). At even higher beam velocities the plas-
ma becomes unstable at lower temperature ratios simi-
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lar to the case where ion cyclotron waves are unstable 
because an electron beam penetrates the plasma. With 
a beam velocity of around 7«> the waves are unstable 
even for a temperature ratio 0~ 1, and the unstable 
modes propagate nearly perpendicular to the magnetic 
field. 
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Unstable electrostatic ton cyclotron waves excited by an 
ion beam 
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(Received 6 October I "»75) 
Electrostatic ion cyclotron »aves were observed in a quiescent cesium plasma into which a low-energy 
beam of sodium ions was injected The instability appeared when the beam velocity was above 12 times the 
ion thermal velocity The waves propagated along the magnetic field w:th a velocity somewhat smaller than 
that of the beam. The disnersion relation was in good agreement with theory 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the instabilities that can arise in a plasma 
with an ion beam were theoretically investigated by 
Stix.1 Some of these instabilities may occur, for in-
stance, in a fusion plasma heated by neutral beam in-
jection. One of the instabilities of possible importance 
is the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability, which was 
first seen experimentally by D' Angelo and Motley2 in 
a Q-machine plasma where the electrons had a slow 
drift. A condition for the onset of the instability was 
given by Drummond and Rosenbluth.3 The condition 
for the instability in a plasma with a group of drifting 
ions was examined theoretically by We i be i4 and Michel-
sen.5 An experiment on the electrostatic ion cyclotron 
instability caused by an ion beam was recently reported 
by Ishizuka <f nt.* This experiment was performed in 
a pulsed helium plasma into which a high-energy ion 
beam of several keV was injected. 
Here, we report an experiment performed in a cesi-
um plasma into which a sodium beam was injected 
The beam was produced using a simple ion emitter de-
scribed previously by Sato et al.1 The beam energy-
is very low (2-10 eV) compared with that in Ref. 6. 
Two unstable modes appeared when the beam energy 
was above a threshold value (*5 eV). The frequencies 
of these modes were close to the ion cyclotron frequen-
cies for Cs and Na (flc, tt„), respectively. The mea-
sured dispersion relation for both modes showed good 
agreement with the theoretical prediction for ion cyclo-
tron waves. The waves were found to propagate along 
the direction of the magnetic field in contrast with the 
experiment in Ref. 2 where no propagation was found. 
The phase velocity was comparable to but smaller than 
the beam velocity. The phase velocity was also inves-
tigated for waves excited by a sinusoidal modulation 
of the ion beam energy; in this case it was close to 
the beam velocity. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
The experiment was performed in the Risfi Q ma-
chine running in single-ended mode. A Cs plasma is 
produced by surface ionization on a hot tantalum plate 
(2200 °K) of 3 cm in diameter. A magnetic field with 
a strength up to 0.7 T confines the plasma in the ra-
dial direction. The plasma column is terminated by 
an electrostatic energy analyzer,' which is movable 
along the plasma column giving a maximum length for 
the plasma of 1.2 m. 
The ion beam, consisting of Na ions, was produced 
by means of an ion emitter.7 A nickel—chromium or 
platinum wire of about 0. 5 mm in diameter »as used 
to make one lufilar winding about 5 mm in diameter. 
The wire was then covered by a thin layer of sodium 
silicate (NajO, 2s>iO,>. The emitter was inserted into 
the plasma column. When it was heated to about 
1100 "K by passing a dc current through the wire, it 
emitted Na ions; their energy was determined by the 
bijs of the emitter. 
Two different kinds of Langmuir probe were used 
for detection of the waves. Because of the rather low-
plasma density (»:"* 10'- 10* cm"3), both probes were 
quite large. One probe used for measuring the disper-
sion relation was shaped like an asterisk and consisted 
of molybdenum wires, 25 mm in length and 0.5 mm in 
diameter. It could be moved along the plasma column 
to measure the parallel wavelength. The other probe 
was a small circular plate, 2 mm in diameter, per-
pendicular to the magnetic field and movable in the ra-
dial direction. This probe was used for measuring the 
radial wave propagation. 
A diagram of the set-up is given in Fig. 1(a) showing 
the ion emitter, the probes and the energy analyser. 
III. MEASUREMENTS 
The ion velocity distribution function measured with 
the energy analyzer for various energies of the ion 
beam is shown in Fig. 1(b). Although most beam ioas 
have velocities close to that corresponding to an ac-
celeration through the potential of the ion emitter, 
some ions achieve velocities that lie between that of 
the beam and that of the background ions. During the 
wave measurements the velocity distribution was in 
all cases similar to those shown in Fig. 1. 
The frequency spectrum shown in Fig 2(a) is typical 
of the case where the bias of the ion emitter is above 
• 5 V. When the emitter is positivelv biased, it is ob-
vious that an electron current is drawn between the 
hot plate and the emitter. This, of course, could also 
give rise to the onset of the instability, as described 
in Ref. 2. We checked that this was not the case by 
switching off the heating current through the emitter 
without changing the bias. When the emitter became 
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cold, the oscillations disappeared although the elec-
tron current was unchanged. The two peaks seen on 
the frequency spectrum varied with the magnetic field 
strength, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The solid lines show 
the cyclotron frequencies for Cs and Na, respectively, 
and it is seen that both instabilities folio v a dispersion 
relation given by2 
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FIG. 2. (i) Frequency spectrum showing the two unstable 
modes. (1)) Frequency of the unstable modes versus magnetic 
field strength. The two lines arc the cyclotron frequencies 
for Cs(Wcl and for Na(!Jv ', respectively. 
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FIG. 'A. (a) Output from lock-in amplifier versus distance for 
the unstable Cs mode, (b) Phase velocity of self-excited waves 
(•) and of external excited waves (o) versus beam velocity. 
where ft is the cyclotron frequency for the ion in ques-
tion and r is the corresponding sound speed. A minor 
correction to this for our condii. n is given in Sec. IV. 
In all cases the oscillation at the frequency near the 
Cs cyclotron frequency was stronger than that near the 
Na cyclotron frequency, and only for the former was 
it possible to measure the parallel wavelength. A typi-
cal wave pattern measured along the plasma column 
with the asterisk-shaped probe is shown in Fig. 3(a). 
The signal is measured using a lock-in amplifier where 
a reference signal is obtained from the ion emitter. 
As can be noticed from the figure, the oscillation is 
damped along the plasma column away from the emit-
ter. It was also found that there was a change in the 
ion distribution function along the plasma column so 
that the region between the beam and the background 
ions gradually became filled up along the distance 
from the emitter. The wavelength was measured and 
the phase velocity calculated from wave patterns like 
that in Fig. 3(a). The result is shown in Fig. 3(b) 
where the measured phase velocities are plotted ver-
sus the beam velocity. This beam velocity is simply 
calculated using the assumption that the beam energy 
corresponds to an acceleration of the ions through a 
potential equal to that of the emitter.1 A comparison 
with measurements of the ion distribution function 
shows that this is a fair approximation. It is seen 
from the figure that the phase velocities are compara-
ble to but smaller than the beam velocity, which should, 
of course, be theoretically expected for a beam plasma 
instability. 
To determine the beam velocity more accurately we 
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excited oscillations with frequencies above the unstable 
trequency by modulating the beam energy with a >mall 
sinusoidal signai applied to the ion emitter .7 -* The 
phase velocities of the excited wave patterns are also 
shown in Fig. 3(b). 
The radial propagation of the self-excited waves was 
measured with a radially movable probe. We observed 
that axisymmetric modes were excited. The results 
could be interpreted as a combination of a strong radial 
standing wave and a somevhat weaker radially propa-
gating wave. 
IV. DISPERSION RELATION AND DISCUSSION 
The ex[X' riniental results obtained were all in good 
qualitative agreement with the various theoretical de-
scriptions of these waves." To examine this agree-
ment in greater detail we must consider the dispersion 
relation with the parameters that are relevant to this 
experiment. A general dispersion relation for electro-
static waves in a magnetized plasma can, for instance, 
be found in Hel. 10. 
If we assume that the phase velocity is small com-
pared with the electron thermal velocity, that the wave-
length is long compared with the electron Debye length 
and the electron gyroradius, and that TL T , we get 
the following simplified dispersion relation: 
L* Hi 
'•£££,?<-•".",> 
where the index j refers to the ion species , and the 
index r refers to the e lec t rons . Vt is the drift velocity, 
f2, is the cyclotron frequency, nf is the thermal speed 
! (2K T,/M,)UZ\, I„ is the modified Bessel function of 
order n, >, l(k\p<f, where pj is the ion gyroradius 
and Z i» the "plasma dispersion function."" 
Now let us coasider a plasma consisting of a beam 
of Na ions streaming with a mean velocity V through 
a background of Cs ions. Since >y < 1, we neglect terms 
with lv\ > 1. The dispersion relation is then reduced 
to 
where indices C and A' now refer to Cs and Na ions, 
and we have introduced 
ar-^f-^- and r„ , - r ^ M . 11 n r 
To proceed we first assume that temperature effects 
are of minor importance, and, therefore, we can use 
the asymptotic approximation Z{K)^ - %~l. If we intro-
duce this into the equation, we obtain, after a simple 
calculation, 
1 - - c /.•' 
which lias the two solutions 
-• n - , • rr- h< 1£ 
U l ' ' ; , ) 2 ^ ^ . - ^ . ^ 
0, 
(2) 
(3) 
Our measurements concerning the mode near the 
Cs cyclotron frequency are well described by Eq. (2). 
However, the mude near the Na cyclotron frequency 
cannot be described by Eq. (3). This will be further 
discussed at the end of the section. 
To get information on the stability cri terion, we 
must consider the plasma dispersion function withou. 
making an asymptotic approximation. Let us assume 
we have a solution where -*-'i>fic, and that the parallel 
wavenumber is determined from ^/k. <V. From in-
spection of the real part of Eq. (1), we then find that 
a solution where the electron temperature i? minimizea, 
and where the imaginary part of the equation is also 
satisfied, requires 
-
k
- =* =• const , 
where the constant is between 0. 9 and 1. 5, and typi-
cally can be put equal to 1.3. Introducing this into the 
dispersion relation and neglecting all small t e rms , we 
obtain 
where 
and 
" \'\ + <\ (V/ac]\ , 
UJL I C
 r 7 , H-™A 
In, TN Vo" ZR \ nsk„ ) 
n. - "c*.. / 
Here, we introduce some numbers relevant to our 
experiment, tis = nc and Tc= TN. We note that r l c has 
a very broad maximum =*0.22 for \k\pl~\.'b, which 
corresponds to about one wavelength across the plasma 
column. For the oscillations given by Eq. (2), the 
stability limits we obtain are then 
| « * [0.13 + 0.11 (V/flc)^ , 
' c 
which for Tt* Tc gives V/ac* 8. This is in agreement 
with our measurements for the signal near tlc, where 
we only observed the instability when the acceleration 
voltage was above 5 V corresponding to V/ac^ 12, 
As mentioned in Sec. IV, the other solution to the 
dispersion relation, Eq, (3), does not describe the 
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other unstable mode, marked Na i»n Fig. 2 In fact, 
the mode given by Eq. (3) should tie stable. The most 
obvious explanation for the appearance of this mode 
seems to be that there exists a background of nearly 
stationary Na ions. This is , indeed, not surprising 
because the ion emitter produces a beam in both di-
rections along the magnetic field. The beam ions mov-
ing toward the hot plate will probably be reflected from 
this with an energy corresponding to that which they 
can obtain from acceleration through the plasma sheath; 
therefore, they receive a mean energy along the mag-
netic field equal to that of the Cs ions and are not no-
ticed on the energy analyzer. For the beam moving 
through this Na background, a theory similar to that 
in Sec. IV can be applied. This means we obtain a 
dispersion relation for the "Na mode" that i.-. identical 
to (1), except for the index C that must lie interchanged 
with an .V. and in agreement with the measurements in 
Fig. 2. The threshold beam energy for this mode to 
become unstable depends on the ratio between beam 
density and background density which is r.->t known pre-
cisely. If we assume this density ratio to lie about one, 
we can use the calculated stability threshold in Kefs. 
A and 5 directly. The result tor the necessary beam 
energy in thi.-, case is nearly the same as that tound in 
Sec. IV, in agreement with our observation that in most 
cases the two modes appeared simultaneously. 
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eneryy necessary for excitation decreased with increasing electron temperature 
The ion-beam-excited, electrostatic, ion cyclotron 
instability is one of the microscopic instabilities th:it 
may accompany neutral beam injection in toroidal de-
vices . 1 Partly for this reason, considerable efforts 
have been made in order to investigate this instability. 
both experimentally and theoretically.*~7 Ion cyclotron 
oscillations excited by drifting electrons were investi-
gated several years ago by D* Angelo and Motley.* In 
connection with this experiment some controversy arose 
when the criterion for instability* (critical electron 
drift) was investigated for varying electron temperature. 
An experiment by Levine and Kuckes10 showed that the 
critical drift increased with increasing electron tem-
perature in contradiction to the theoretical predictions 
of Drummond and Rosenbluth.' We, therefore, felt it 
worthwhile to investigate the instability criterion for 
the ion-beam-excited counterpart of this instability for 
varying electron temperatures and to compare it with 
existing theories. 
The experiment was conducted in the Risd i^  machine 
running m sinele-ended mode. The setup was similar 
to that used in the experiment described in Ret. 3 . An 
Na or Cs plasma is produced by surface ionization on a 
hot tantalum plate (2200 K) 3 cm diam. The pi is ma is 
confined radially by a homogeneous magnetic field of 
strength up to 0.7 T. The plasma column is terminated 
by an electrostatic energy analyzer. An Na ion beam is 
produced by nu-ans of an ion emitter. The beam, energy-
is determined by the emitter bias. 
'..it- electrons could be heated in a microwave reso-
nator surrounding the plasma and operating at a fre-
quency around the electron cyclotron frequency." The 
microwave pewer could be varied from 0-500 mW. re-
sulting in ar. electron temperature increase up to ap-
proximately 1.5 cV. This temperature is determined 
by investigations of the phase velocity of ion acoustic 
waves and also verified bv Langnnur probe character-
istics. 
In Figs. 1(a) and (b) the ion velocity distributions are 
shown as measured on the energy analyzer. The peak 
on the left shows th- Ions in the bulk plasma and the 
peak on the right shows the ion beam. In Fig. 1(a) the 
parameter is the potential applied to the ion emitter. 
From the figure it can be seen that the beam energy is 
very close to the energy expected from this potential. 
The temperature of the plasma ions is 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 eV, 
while that of the beam ions is approximately 0.1 eV. 
In Fig. 1(b) the beam energy is kept constant equal to 
6 eV, and the ion velocity distributions are shown for 
866 The Physics of Fluids. Vol 20. No 5. May 1977 
varying microwave p u i v r giving an electron tempera-
ture of 0 . 2 - 1 . "> eV. Kur this i.e.itn energy >aui in tins 
temperature range. the plasma is unstable with r e -
spect to the eiectik t.i'ic ion cvclotron instability. 
This i> seen 'o give a change •.:-. the distribution func-
tion in agreement with quasi-Linear theory ( i . e . . a 
flattening of the distribution) 'H.it is most noticeable at 
high electron temperature. Similar observations were 
made by ft.il-.er'- in investigations of ion beam insta-
bili t ies. 
The investigations of t/,e instability criterion gave tin 
result shown in Km. 2. For fixed microwave power. 
i . e . . a constant electron temperature, the beam eiiergv 
was increased until the mn cyclotron instability was 
recognized on a spectrum analvzer. A dispersion rela-
tion for these wave* has been presented m Kef. 3 . 
The triangles in Kig. 2 repr-sent 'he case discussed 
hitherto, a solium ion beam in a sodium plasma, and 
they are measured simultaneously with the distribution 
functions in Fig. 1. The circles in Fig. 2 represent 
tin- ca-t investigated in Ret. '{. i . e . , .: sodium hear;: 
in a i-c-iuti! plasma. In b-ith . a s e s , the beam energy 
necessary for the e\c;tation of r'-,e instability was found 
to decrease with increasing electron temperature. Tins 
result has also recently been found theoretically. '•' The 
H ( i . ) . I he i>n V I - I H itv di. '- 'r i lnHwn (unction as :> lnm-l inn of 
ion I' iMi'. '. i. The nmr.!»|- , >n Ihe i n r v s are: l;i> the ion e m i t -
ter l>i:i>- in v >|I:., (lo dir i-le-i 11 • >n tempi n i h i r r . 
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agreement for t h i s c a s e , both with respect to the shape 
and to the absolute va lues . For the other c a s e cons id-
ered , an Na beam in a C s background, the shape of the 
measured curve shows the s a m e dependence between 
beam veloci ty and electron temperature . 
In conclusion, it was experimental ly determined that 
the beam veloc i ty neces sary for the excitat ion of e l e c -
trostat ic ion cyclotron w a v e s d e c r e a s e s with increasing 
e l ec t ron temperature . This i s in agreement with theo-
ret ica l predict ions based on the general e l ec tros ta t i c 
d i spers ion re lat ion . 1 3 
We thank M. N i e l s e n and B . Reher for skillful t e c h -
nical a s s i s t a n c e . 
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FIG. 2. The electron temperature versus beam energy H'vin^ 
marginal stability. The triangles represent an Nu beam in an 
Na plasma and the circles represent an Na beam in a l*s plas-
ma. The solid line is the theoretical curve for the case where 
the parameters •.' the bciTr- ?re equal to those of the bulk plas-
ma. The horizontal lines indicate error bars. 
theoret ical curve (solid line), taken from Ref. 6, shown 
in F ig . 2 Kives the stability l imit for the c a s e where the 
density and temperature of the beam a r e equal to those 
of the background p lasma. This i s c l o s e to our e x p e r i -
mental s i tuation in the c a s e of an Na b e a m in an Na 
p lasma, s e e F ig . 1(a). Figure 2 s h o w s very good 
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Errata 
Appendix II 
p. 223, 1. column, line 4: <{>_., should read $ . 
" , " l i t Ref. 2 should read Ref. 7, 
p. 225, 1. column, " 10: 3 should read 3. 
" 19: Ref. 2 should read Ref. 7, 
Appendix III 
2 
p. 390, Eq. 5: e(k,u) should read (k\ ) e(k,w). 
o 
" , 2. column, line 12: exp[i(u't-k'x)] should read 
exp[-i(uj' t-k'x) ] . 
" , 2. column, " 20: (4) should read (5). 
p. 395, Fig. 3 in the figure caption: 
T /T. = 2 should read T /T. = 1 . 
e x e i 
p. 397: The drawings in Figs.6 and 7 should 
be interchanged. 
x 
p. 398, Eq. (38): cos[u(— - -) ] should read 
a 
x x 
cos[u(- — ) ] . 
a 
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